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SHORTER NOTICES 

The death of Frangoise-Cécile’s mother in March 1835 could 
well be the event that sparked off Delécluze’s rumour. It was 
probably also the reason why Gros made a new will on 15th 
March. The provision made for her in the will of 1832, ‘une rente 
viagere, incessible et insaissisable, de douze cents francs’,’®° was no 
longer necessary. We may assume that she was already receiving 
money from Gros: her acle de décés, now conserved in the depart- 
mental archives in Lille, describes her as a rentiére: 

Lan mil hutt cent trente cing le dix du mois de mars a dix heures 
du matin pardevant nous Clément Paschal Cartigny, Maire officier de 
(état civil de la Commune de Douchy, Canton de Bouchain, Arrondissement 
de Valenciennes, Département du Nord, sont comparus Frangois Xavier 
Rigaut, dgé soixante dix sept ans, cultivateur, et Benoit Rigaut, dgé 
de trente-huit ans, cultivateur, tous deux domiciliés & Douchy, lesquels 
nous ont déclaré que le neuf mars a onze heures du soir, est décédée en la 
Commune de Douchy, dans la maison des comparans sise rue du Marais, 
Frangoise Simonter, dgé de quarante ans, rentiére, domiciliée a Bruxelle 
(Belgique), née a Strasbourg, fille naturelle reconnue de feu Jean Baptiste 
Simonter, en son vivant soldat domicilié a Strasbourg, et de Domitille 
Cachera Ggée de soixante cing ans, fileuse, domicilié 4 Douchy. En fot 
de quoi nous avons dressé de suite le présent acte de décés qu’aprés lecture 
par nous donnée, nous avons signé; les deux témoins ont aussi signé avec 
nous de ce interpellés. 

Frangois Rigaut. Benoit Rigaut. Le Maire Cartigny. 
The acte de naissance of her child shows that Frangoise Simonier 

had not always enjoyed an unearned income: 
L’an mil huit cent vingt sept, le vingt deux mars est née a Paris, 

Frangoise-Cécile du sexe feminin, fille de Frangoise Simonier, ouvriére en 
linge demeurant rue des Prouvaires, 17, et de pére non dénommé," 

Unless some of Gros’s intimate correspondence reappears, 
we shall not know what his relationship was with Frangoise 
Simonier, why or when she left Paris to live in Brussels, or the 

cause of her premature death.!* However it is at least plain that 
this death was not the immediate reason for Gros’s own; and that 
perhaps is all that needed to be established. 

10 TRIPIER LE FRANC, Op. ¢it., P.553- 
11 Acte de naissance reconstitué, from the Archives de la Seine. 
12M. René Robinet, keeper of the Archives départementales at Lille, has 
kindly informed me that these archives do not contain the minutes of inquests 
ordered by the tribunal of Valenciennes at this period. 

Wright of Derby’s ‘The Seige of Gibraltar’ 
BY BIRUTA ERDMANN* 
THE British victory at Gibraltar in 1782 not only marked the 
end of the most famous siege of the eighteenth century and 
reinforced both national pride and popular sentiment about the 
impregnable Rock; it also inspired a number of history painters 
to produce representations of the various aspects of the siege. 
Aside from the well-known Siege of Gibraltar by Copley, com- 
missioned in March 1783 and now at the Guildhall, versions of 
this subject were painted by Dominic Serres, William Hamilton, 
John Kayse Sherwin, George Carter, and Joseph Wright of 

* This painting (lent by the Milwaukee Art Center) and Wright’s two drawings 
the Seq Battle and British Gunboat in Action (lent by the Derby Museum and 
Art Gallery), were exhibited at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Art 
History Gallery, from 27th February through 27th March 1973. Included in 
the exhibition were photographs of other artists’ works (West, Copley, and 
Trumbull), maps, engravings of the battle and the topographical scene, and 
comparative photographs of other works by Wright. This exhibition was 
designed to clarify the authorship of the painting, which was previously listed 
as attributed to Copley. The exhibition was organized by the author for the 
Departinent of Art History, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
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Derby.! While some of these are known, the Wright, first ex- 
hibited in Mr Robins’s Rooms at Covent Garden in the middle 
of April 1785, has been lost from view since the middle of the 
nineteenth century. First purchased by John Milnes of Wake- 
field in 1785, it was later acquired in 1806 by Vernon, the 
Liverpool merchant. In 1857 it was in the collection of Lord 
Overstone, and that was the last known of it.* Or, at least that 
was the last that was known of it for 110 years. 

In the winter of 1967-68, a large sea battle, attributed to 
Copley, and formerly in the collection of the Laura Davidson 
Academy of Fine Arts, Elgin, Illinois, appeared for sale in a 
gallery in Milwaukee, U.S.A.* there is strong evidence that this 
painting should not be attributed to Copley, but instead reattri- 
buted to Wright of Derby (Fig.50). The reattribution is partly 
based on the correspondence between Wright and the poet Will- 
iam Hayley‘ during 1784, when Wright was at work on his picture. 
In addition, the two drawings by Wright in the Derby Museum 
that were previously unidentified and were approximately dated 
in the early seventies provide visual evidence of having been 
executed for Wright’s painting View of Gibraltar During the 
Destruction of the Spanish Floating Batteries 14th September 1782 
(Figs.48 and 49). 

Colonel John Drinkwater’s written and pictorial account of 
the siege of Gibraltar is the best guide to the subject and an 
effective point of reference for the identification of Wright’s 
subject. From this one is able to reconstruct the operations 
between June 1779 and February 1783. Drinkwater’s on-the- 
spot account gives a vivid description of the final battle and 
includes a precise description of the inventions that played a 
prominent part in the battle. For the identification of the subject, 
the key motif is the floating batteries invented by the French 
engineer, Michaud d’Arcon.* The method of construction was 

1 Our knowledge about Wright’s View of Gibraltar During the Destruction of the 
Spanish Floating Batteries 14th September 1782, was greatly increased by the publi- 
cation of BENEDICT NICOLSON’s Joseph Wright of Derby, Painter of Light, 2 Vols., 
London [1968]. See also J. D. PROWN: John Singleton Copley, Cambridge, Mass. 

[1966], II, pp.323-24, n.5. 
2 nrcotson: Wright, I, pp.16, 248, and 278. 
8 This painting was ascribed by Albert Rosenthal of Philadelphia in 1924 to 
Copley. In a letter from H. L. Ehrich to Nathaniel C. Sears, 7th August 1923, 
Ehrich states that the painting is in England in a private collection. He offers 
it to Sears for $1800, plus the cost of transport. In the letter from the Elgin 
Academy to the Ehrich Galleries, 7th November 1923, a fee of $72.00 for the 
restoration of Copley’s Siege is confirmed. It appears that the painting was 
purchased prior to this date. This painting was in the collection of the Laura 
Davidson Sears Academy of Fine Arts, Elgin, Illinois, until the collection was 
offered for sale in 1967. Part of the collection was purchased by Alfred Bader 
of Milwaukee, and this included the painting listed in the Sears collection as 
number 84, by Copley. 

The painting was exhibited at the Lenz Art Gallery, Milwaukee, in 1968. 
The exhibition catalogue, American Paintings, listed it as number 11, by John 
Singleton Copley (attributed). The painting was presented to the Milwaukee 
Art Center by the Charleston Foundation in memory of Miss Paula Uihlein, 
January 1973. 
4 nicotson: Wright, I, p.160, nn.1, 3, 5. Wright’s letter to Hayley, 17th 
February 1785, gives a general description of the painting, and refers to the 
key iconographical motifs: the floating batteries, the gunboats, and the New 
Mole. Wright was a very methodical artist, and it is not surprising that he 
was especially concerned with the factual data of the event. It is not certain if 
he received any help from Sir Roger Curtis. 
5 JOHN DRINKWATER: A History of the Siege of Gibraltar, 1779-1783, London 
[1844], pp.106-07, 112-13, 116-19, and 134-36. The motifs considered will 
be: the floating batteries, the gunboats, and such topographical features as 
the South Bastion (New Mole), the King’s Bastion, and the Moorish Castle. 
® prown: Copley, II, pp.325-326, n.g (Fig. 493). The rendering of the site 
and the key motifs is very precise. In spite of the minute scale, the box-like 
shapes and the pitch-roofs of the batteries are easily discernible in Drink- 
water’s water-colour, Ten were constructed, and nine are pictured in his 
composition, Curtis’s gunboat is placed in the vicinity of the Spanish admiral’s 
ship. The view of Gibraltar in Drinkwater’s composition includes the sea-wall, 
but extends no further; therefore it lacks the motif of the Moorish Castle. 
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unique, as was the appearance of the vessels, and their pitch- 

shaped roof design is clearly defined in Wright’s drawing, the 

Sea Battle (Fig.49). Two of the floating batteries are visible, 

while the shapes behind the two batteries probably represent 

the rest of the formation. Wright utilizes a panoramic view with 

the viewer apparently placed below the South Bastion (New 

Mole) and further to the south. His representation of the King’s 

Bastion is sketchy, as is his treatment of landscape to the right. 

The block-like shapes above the King’s Bastion, visible between 

the two masts on the right, designate the location of the Moorish 

Castle. This and the other drawing depict the same type of gun- 

boat.? Other types of boats are pictured in the background to 

the left. 
The two views of the gunboat, particularly the schematically 

designed view, give the impression of a study from a model. 

Inscriptions appear on both drawings in the upper right-hand 

corner. The one on the Sea Baitle is in Wright's handwriting and 

reads ‘continued as in your sketch,’ suggesting that the com- . 

position either continued on to another sheet or that part of the 

sheet has been cut off. It also demonstrates Wright’s dependence 

upon visual sources of which we have no knowledge at present. ® 

The possibility exists that there are other drawings associated 

with the subject. The gunboat, with a single mast and one gun, 

appears in both drawings. The plan of the boat shows the plat- 

form for the gun, while the lateral arrangement indicates the 

position of the figures and the oars. The boat was designed to 

fit twenty-one persons, of which three are shown standing at 

platform level. The first figure is firing the cannon, the second 

extends a sword with his right hand and the third extends a sword 

with his left hand. In the Sea Battle, the officer with the sword 

is standing in the gunboat. The representation of the floating 

batteries and the gunboats in both of Wright’s drawings confirm 

the time and place as 1782 at Gibraltar. From the study of the 

motifs and the pictorial setting, one can conclude that the 

drawings are studies for the painting View of Gibraltar, while 

correspondence between Wright and Hayley establishes the 

date of the drawings between 1783 and 1785.° 

In order to clarify the status of the Milwaukee painting, the 

composition and the key iconographical motifs should be com- 

pared with Wright's drawing, the Sea Batile (Fig.50). Both the 

painting and the drawing present a panoramic view of the bay, 

with the composition subdivided into three unequal sections. 

The arca of the smoke-shrouded sky, including the obscured 

landforms, encompasses the largest section in both compositions. 

The spectator’s point of view appears to be slightly lower in the 

painting, though both are viewed from below the South Bastion. 

The figures are minimized in both compositions. The focal point 

in the Sea Battle is off centre, as it is in the painting. In both 

7 DRINKWATER pp.106-07 and 112-13. These gunboats were prefabricated in 

Britain. They were shipped in pieces and were reassembled on land. The first 

two were shipped from Britain in February 1782. The other ten arrived with 

Vernon’s Relief in March 1782. When comparing the two types of the gunboats 

as pictured by Wright in the Sea Battle the one with the curved stern is the 

later design. 

8. wu. MccuFFIE: The Siege of Gibraltar 1779-1783 London [1965] p.162 

(Figs.23 and 24). Both of these prints illustrate the importance of Curtis’s 

function after the battle. When the bombardment began to decrease Curtis 

and his men set out with a dozen gunboats from the New Mole in order to 

rescue the Spaniards from the burning batteries. The compositional arrange- 

ment on the right is more in line with the Milwaukee picture. See also PROWN: 

Copley, 11, pp-323-24, 2-5- He points out that Jukes and Sherwin had obtained 

the information about the battle directly from Curtis. The visual impression 

remains that Wright had the knowledge of the new type of boat designs and 

that of the site. 

® x1coLson: Vright, 1, p.160, including all notes. From 1783 to 1785 many 

artists were actively engaged in commemorating this topical event. Even 

though Wright was not commissioned to do this subject, he was the first major 

artist to work on it. 

works the two floating batteries serve as the focal points, though 

the two in the painting are placed at angles to each other. The 

King’s Bastion is more precisely defined in the painting. The 

castle is represented by block-like shapes in the painting, as well 

as in the drawing. Prior to the restoration, the British flag sur- 

mounted the upper architectural shape.*® In the painting one 

of the gunboats is prominently placed on the right. The boats 

in this area are without masts, and the possibility exists that the 

masts were eliminated for compositional purposes. Differences 

can be observed in the left-hand side of the composition. If 

Wright did several drawings, as the inscription in the Sea Battle 

suggests, or if the left side of the drawing was cut off, this may 

explain the compositional differences on the left. 

Wright in his letter to Hayley of 17th February 1785, more or 

less described what we can now visually experience while looking 

at the painting. As stated by Wright, ‘. . . the floating Batteries 

in different degrees of burning make a fine blaze, and illuminate 

in a striking manner the noble Rock of Gib . . 2! The fiery 

floating batteries are the major point of interest in both Wright’s 

Sea Battle and the Milwaukee picture. In the same letter Wright 

made references to the small scale of the figures, and the figura- 

tive scale varies from small to minute in both compositions. The 

largest figure is holding a sword in an extended right hand, 

though in the painting the position of the sword is raised, as 

ss the left arm of the officer. Judging from other pictorial presenta- 

tions of the same subject, this has to be Sir Roger Curtis. 

It is revealing to compare the Milwaukee painting with other 

paintings by Wright that were executed prior to 1785. Not only 

are there stylistic affinities, but they are thematically linked. 

The most characteristic element in Wright’s style is the use and 

treatment of light, both natural and artificial. In fact, one 

wonders whether in order to obtain these effects, this picture was 

painted in a specially staged studio.** For Wright of Derby, 

light was an integral part of the painting, a subject in itself: 

whereas for Copley, light played a subordinate role.'* Stylistic: 

10 Prior to the sale of the painting to Nathaniel C. Sears, restoration work wa 

done in 1923 at the Ehrich Galleries, New York. The work was very unprc 

fessional, and the painting was relined with sailcloth. In the spring of 197° 

cleaning and restoration were done by Mrs Mary D. Randall in Londo: 

Heavy overpainting covered the immediate foreground, the left hand sid 

and the area around the batteries. Prior to the restoration of 1972, the canv: 

surface was unevenly textured, whereas it now shows an even and a rath: 

thin application of paint. The effectiveness of light and colour, the ton 

differences and the transparent light effects of the background were Ic 

emphatic before the restoration. The painting is now properly relined. 

11 yicorson: Wright, I, p.160, n.5- 

12 wcGuFFIE, p.162 (Figs.23 and 24). Curtis is the most prominent figure 

both compositions, and he is placed in the right-hand side of the compositi« 

In Copley’s composition of 1788, Curtis is standing in a boat that is placed 

the middle distance, adjacent to the burning ship. Due to the rearrangen\ 

in the left-hand area of the Guildhall Siege, Curtis is placed in the gunboat 

the extreme left. The pointing hands of Curtis and Eliott focus on the sink 

longboat in the foreground. The Milwaukee painting is different. The figt 

play a secondary role to the fireworks, The two fiery floating batteries are 

focal point, unlike the scattered points of interest in Copley’s composition. 

13 yicoLsoN: ‘Joseph Wright's Early Subject Pictures’, THE BURLING 

MAGAZINE, XCVI [March, 1954], P-75- Lhe author discusses Wright’s fan 

arity with Schalcken’s method and Wright’s procedure for setting the s« 

for his night-pieces. 

14 The shattered state of the large ships and the chaotic massing of the fig 

stress the human drama in Copley’s presentation of the aftermath, ] 

though the left-hand side of the composition may compare more favour 

with Copley, there are differences ~ ¢.8., the handling of highlights, the eds 

shapes, and the source of illumination which is concealed. It is obvious tha 

subject of the Milwaukee picture is the aftermath of the battle, which inc! 

the rescue team of Curtis. This type of large open panoramic seascape d 

from Copley’s compressed version. Copley’s work is a large-scale wari 

combined with group portraits. This type of presentation is typical of Co] 

history subjects. Wright’s purpose was to display the monumentality ¢ 

fireworks. Nearly all the landscapes lighted by fireworks eliminate or ynin 

the human element, the figure. 
: 
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ally it follows the path of the Girandola and Vesuvius fireworks 
display. Wrights painting of Vesuvius and Gibraltar were 
pocticized by William Hayley, who apparently was keenly 
aware of Wright’s artistic aims, as well as of Wright’s originality. 
Like William Hayley, the collector John Milnes of Wakefield 
had a predilection for landscapes lighted by fireworks. His 
collection consisted of works that were thematically linked: 
Girandola, Vesuvius, and Gibraltar.»5 
Up to this point, there had been no visual evidence of Wright’s 

attitude towards contemporary political events. In his wish to 
pay homage to this great political and military event, Wright 
saw an opportunity for the most spectacular presentation of a, 
sublime panorama of fire. 

28 T would like to express my appreciation to all who have helped me in the 
organization of the exhibition and in the presentation of this study, especially 
Professor Damie Stillman; Mr Benedict Nicolson, particularly with regard to 
the two problematic drawings by Wright; Dr Alfred Bader for giving me the 
copies of Sears/Ehrich correspondence; and Mr Andrei Lovinescu for 
photography. 

Fromentin’s First Painting Rediscovered 
BY TERENCE MELLORS 
EUGENE Fromentin’s first painting and earliest Salon entry, 
Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle, signed and dated 1846, has 
been rediscovered in a private collection in Edinburgh (Fig.53). 
The owner, who has given us permission to publish the picture 
for the first time, knew some of its history, but was unaware 
that it was Fromentin’s first major work and that it had eluded 
researchers for over half a century. It has paradoxically never 
left the family of the close friend, Paul Bataillard, to whom 
Fromentin originally gave it. There is no catalogue raisonné of 
Fromentin’s euvre, though Carmen Montibert-Ducros, a graduate 
of the Ecole du Louvre, has attempted in a recently presented 
mémoire to catalogue the works that are extant in France. In 
spite of a large, undiminished collection preserved today by 
F'romentin’s successors and the existence of a number of From- 
entins in public galleries from the Louvre to the Musée des 
Beaux-Arts in La Rochelle, several important pieces have slipped 
from sight through sales and successions. The present rediscovery 
raises some enigmatic questions. 

After his first, short visit to North Africa in 1846, Fromentin 
resolved to make a significant début in the Paris Salon in 1847 
with three or four paintings, all of North Africa: ‘Z/s auront 
(/e mérite) d’étre autre chose que ce que tout le monde fait’, he wrote 
in a letter to his mother.! But in fact he was prevented by in- 
fluenza from completing in time a large canvas which carried his 
main hopes for a significant first Salon. He was encouraged by 
Louis Cabat, his mattre from 1844, to submit nevertheless, and 
with two small North African paintings, Une Mosquée prés d’ Alger 
and Vue prise dans les Gorges de la Chiffa, he drew attention as a 
promising Orientaliste in the manner of Marilhat. Against his 
original intention, he sent a third painting which was not of 
North Africa but of a country scene near his home at Saint- 
Maurice: Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle. Louis Gonse 
describes it as not only the earliest of the three but also ‘son 
premier tableau... son euvre la plus ancienne’.? Although dated 1846, 
this painting has been ambiguously related to one mentioned 
several times by Fromentin in his letters to Bataillard in 1844. 
Pierre Blanchon confuses the question by claiming in separate 

"E. FROMENTIN: Lelires de Jeunesse, biographie et notes par Pierre Blanchon, Paris 
[1909], p.198. 
*L. GONSE: Eugene Fromentin peintre et écrivain, Paris [1881], p.4o. 
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footnotes, first, that the 1844 painting was in fact the 1847 
Salon exhibit, Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle, and then 
later, in a reference to the Salon, that ‘Une Ferme aux environs de 
La Rochelle (fut) composé, on le sait, en 1846.2 Fromentin 
himself identified the subject of the 1844 painting to Bataillard as 
‘Vaugoin, la ferme que vous connaissez en bas du marais’,* but Gonse 
sees the farm in the 1846 painting not as Vaugoin, but as the 
family property in Saint-Maurice where Fromentin was born 
and died.® 

Blanchon adds further speculation here that Fromentin also 
used the Vaugoin farm, where he often played as a child, as the 
original for Les Trembles, the Orphic setting of his semi-auto- 
biographical novel, Dominique. It is reasonable to relate the 
scene of the painting in 1844 with the scene of the novel: Jenny 
Béraud, the young married woman with whom Fromentin 
had shared a cherished friendship since childhood and an illicit 
relationship since her marriage, died tragically in 1844, a few 
months before he started the painting. Fromentin was so in- 
consolable that for a time his family feared for his health. He 
pledged in a passage of necromantic apostrophe: ‘Amie, ma 
divine et sainte amie, je veux et vais écrire notre histoire commune, depuis 
le premier jour jusqu’au dernier* He honoured his pledge almost 
twenty years later when he recreated Jenny as Madeleine, the 
heroine of Dominique (1863). In the same letter to Bataillard 
which fixes Vaugoin as the site of his painting, Fromentin 
mentions in the preceding paragraph paying frequent visits to 
the country cemetery at Saint-Maurice where Jenny was buried. 

Georges Beaume copies Blanchon by identifying the Vaugoin 
picture as Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle and links it to the 
inspiration of Jenny’s memory in the scene of their relationship.’ 
It is true that in 1844, shortly after Jenny’s death, Fromentin 
hastened to return home to Saint-Maurice when he failed to 
absorb himself in painting at Meudon and Chailly. He was 
habitually drawn back to the place of his childhood to reunite 
himself with his past whenever he felt adrift or dispossessed. 
‘Vous comprenez & quel point Saint-Maurice m’est cher’, he wrote to 
Bataillard, and then on his decision to paint Vaugoin: ‘fe n’ai 
qu'un regret, c'est d’entreprendre trop tét un tableau que je convoite depuis 
mon enfance et dont, avec plus d’habileté, je pourrais JSaire une chose 
excellente.’® 

The accuracy of the biographers Gonse, Blanchon and Beaume 
is limited by certain circumstances: Gonse, who published his 
book before Bataillard’s death, obviously knew the 1846 painting 
since he describes first hand its manner and technique, but is 
unlikely to have had access to the correspondence with Bataillard 
or known of the references to Vaugoin in 1844; Blanchon did 
use the letters to Bataillard when he compiled the first volume of 
Fromentin’s correspondence, published in 1909, but almost 
certainly had not seen the painting, which by then had passed to 
Bataillard’s second daughter, Henriette, living at Kew in 
England ; Beaume bases his version transparently on Blanchon’s 
and then adds his own romantic interpretation. Is it possible that 
the Vaugoin painting was left unfinished until 1846, that From- 
entin painted two versions of the same scene or that Vaugoin and 
Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle are entirely unconnected ? 
Fromentin’s letters certainly suggest that he finished within 
about a month the painting begun in September 1844. At the 
end of October he wrote in an unpublished letter to Bataillard: 
‘J’achéve mon petit tableau . . . je Pai fait presque entiérement dans 

% FROMENTIN, Op. cit., pp.109, 202. 
‘ Ibid., p.109. 
5 GoNsE, op cit., p.40. 
* FROMENTIN, Op. cit., p.107. 
7G, BEAUME: Fromentin, Paris [1911], p.43. 
8 TROMENTIN, Op. cil., pp.10g, 110. 
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THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE PUBLICATIONS LTD 
Telephone: 01-493 2622 49 Park Lane, London, W1Y 3LB 

Telegrams: Rariora, London W1 

28th January 1972 

Dr Alfred Bader, 
2961 N. Shepard Avenue, \ a6) 
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53211. N\ N\aey 1)- randall 

Dear Dr Bader, 

I have now been to see the Siege of Gibraltar at Mrs 
Randall's premises in Lansdowne Road, and 1 think it := 
probably is the Wright of Derby sold to Milnes. As you 
realise it is a wreck and Mrs Randall is not even able 
to get#& off all the overpainting without making it seem 
even worse of a wreck. She has in my opinion done what «& 
she could humanly do, and will now cover up the worst 
areas of paint losses. Fortunately some of the groups of 
sailors and officers in the foreground gunboats are suf= 
ficiently well preserved to look like Wrights, and the 
general composition is still impressive. 

She is proposing to eliminate the outside strips to 
fj left and right which are later than the painting, and to 
/| restretch it. 

nd 

a“ 
\ 

I am writing to Mrs Erdmann to inform her of this. As 
soon as the picture is ready, it will be photographed, and 
I have ordered 3 details to be made of foreground figures 

| and burning wreckage, and will send the prints off to Mrs 
| Eerdmann to see what she thinks. We will then discuss whether 

to publish the picture in the Burlington. 

\ Yours sincerely, 
<< 

A , rh f 
% Gan KO ree SSE Sa 4 pl fig fone 

e Vy tk < \ O d € Av? : Me ie Bl At Ye 
MV ¢ 

Benedict Nicolson 

’ DIRECTORS: &.B. FORD F.E.HIPKIN H.P. JUDA,C.B.E. M. LEVEY R.McCONNELL L.B. NICOLSON D. NORSWORTHY G.H. PERRY 

P.M.R. POUNCEY N.R. REID E. ROGERS HON. K.R. THOMSON E.K. WATERHOUSE 
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Wright 

Colour‘ Soc. Malte Bildnisse, Kostimbilder u. Fi- 

guren aus Shakespeare’s Dramea. Stiche nach W. er- 

schienen in ,,Heath’s Book of Beauty’, 1833ff., u. in 

Tbe Female Characters of Shakespeare“. Im Brit. 

Mus. 4 Aquar.: Summer and Winter Costume in 1824. 

Li}.: Nagler, Kstler-Lex., 22 (1852). — Th. 

Smith, Recoll. of the Brit. Instit., 1860 p. 95. — 

H. Ottley, Dict. of Painters etc., 4875. — S. Red- 

grave, A descr. Cat. of the hist. Coll: of Water-Col. 

Paint. in the South Kens. Mus., 4877 p. 225 (dass. 

Aquar. im Kat. v. 1908 als Arbeit des John Masey 

W.}; ders., A Dict. of Art. etc., 1878 p. 488f. — bee 

Roget, A Hist. of the Old Water-Colour‘ Soc., 1891. 

— Bryan's Dict. of Painters etc., ed. 1903/05. — 

Graves, Roy. Acad., 8 (1906). — The Art Union, 

1848 p. 52, 104. — Guide to an Exhib. of Drawings 

etc. by Old Masters etc. acquir. betw. 1912 and 1914 

_.. Brit. Mus., 1914 p. 24. — Cat. of Engr. Brit. Portr. 

Brit. Mus., 6 (1925) 567, Reg. — Verst.-Kat. 

Gliickselig, Wien: Mobiliar, Gem.-Smlg usw., 1./2. 12. 

4926, Nr 319, m. Abb. 

Wright, Joseph, gen. Wright of Derby, 

Maler, « 3. 9.1734 Derby, t 29. 8.1797 ebda. 

Stud. 1751/53 u. 1756/57 in London bei Thom. 

Hudson. Befreundet mit s. Mitschiler Jobn Hamilton 

Mortimer u. mit Richard Wilson, unter dessen Namen 

die Landschaften W.s zuweilen geben. Malte in 

Derby, wie aus s. Journal hervorgeht, 84 Bildnisse,in 

Newark, Lincoln u. & weiterea engl. Landstadtchen 

14 Bildn., 1760, nach s. Riickkehr nach Derby, wei- 

tere 65 Bildn. Beschickte 4765/76 u. 1791 die Ausst. 

der Soc. of Art. in London mit Konversationssticken, 

Bildnissen u. Szenen bei kiinstlicher Beleuchtung in 

der Art des Honthorst, welch letztere seinen Namen 

bekannt machten. 1771 Mitglied der Soc. of Art., 1781 

Associate, 1784 Vollmitgl. der Roy Acad. Machte 

von letzterem Titel jedoch keinen Gebrauch u. reichte 

auch kein Aufnabmebild ein. Nov. 4773 nach Italien. 

Malte in Rom Aquarellkopien nach Michelangelo’s 

Sixtina-Fresken, Landschaften und Beleuchtungs- 

effekte wie den ,,Grofen Vesuvausbruch“ u. die ,,Gi- 

randola auf der Engelsburg“ (beide 1775 von Ka- 

tharina II. v. RuBland erworben, desgl. ,,Die Eisen- 

schmiede‘’). Kehrte 1775 nach England zurick, lieB 

sich in Bath nieder, fand aber zu wenig Auftrage u. 

ging 1777 nach Derby zurick. Beschickte 1778/94 die 

‘Ausst. der Roy. Acad. London, u. a. mit Motiven aus 

Rom (Girandola; Kolosseum, mit Banditenstaffage), 

Tivoli (Grotte des Neptun, Villa des Maecenas), 

Neapel (Vesuvausbruch) u. Salerno (Héble im Golf 

von S.). 1785 Koll.-Ausst. in London (dar. das gT., 

von W. mehrfach wiederholte Bild: Zerstérung der 

schwimmenden Batterien vor Gibraltar 13. 9. 1782). 

Nach W. stachen in Mezzotinto: P. P. Burdett, R.- 

Earlom, Val. Green, J- Heath, . W. Pether, ye tke 

Smith, in Aquatinta: P. P. Burdett u. Fr. Eginton. — 

wW.-Ausst., die das meist in Privatbes. verstreute 

Werk erschlossen: in d. Art Gall. Derby 1870 (41 Nrn), 

4883 (149 Nrn) u. 1934 (150 Nrn), in d. Graves’ Gall. 

London 1907 (95 Nrn) u. 1910. Am besten vertreten 

in d. Art Gall. Derby (u. 2.: Gelebrter, ein Planeta- 

rium erklarend; Der Alchimist; Bildn. d. James 

Winthrop Mortimer; Gruppenbild dreier Kinder von 

Hugh u. Sarah Wood, Swanwick Hall, Derbysh.; 

Landschaft mit Bricke u. Regenbogen, samtl. Ol; 

Sepiastudie ,, The Tramp‘; Aquarell: Wasserfalle von 

Tivoli). Weitere Bilder im Bes. der Stadt Birmingham 

(Bildno. d. Sit Rich. Arkwright, Erfinders der Spinn- 

maschine ,,rhe Spinning Jenny“‘) u. in den Museen 

Bath (Bildn. e. jungen Kunstlers (G. Morland]), Cam- 

bridge (Viscount Fitzwilliam in d. Robe eines fellow- 

commoner von Trinity Hall, Cambridge; Mrs. Jobn 

Ashton, Liverpool), Liverpool (Cstermontag in Rom 

(La Girandola]; The Lady io Comus‘; Brand der 

Bérse in Liverpool), London (Tate Gall: Das Ex- 

periment mit der Luftpumpe; Sir Brooke Boothby, 

7. Baconet; Nat. Poctr. Gall.: Selbstbildais; Sic Rich 

Ackwright; Erasmus Darwin), Manchester (Aquarell), 

Minneapolis (Bildais), Nottingham (Sir Rich. Ark- 

wright), Oxford (Oriel College: Bildn. Thomas Wil- 

son (Zuschr.]), Wien (Ksthist. Mus.: Rev. Basil Bury 

Beridge), Wolverhampton (Seifenblasen macheader 

Kaabe) u. York (Die Ankerschmiede). 

Lit.: W. Bemrose, A biogr. Notice of W.of Derby, 

1866; ders., Life and Works of J.W., Derby 1885. — 

S.C. Kaines Smith u.H. Cheney Bemrose, W.-. of 

Derby (The Brit. Art. Series), Lo. 1923 (nicht be- 

nutzt); Besprechgn in: The Connoisseur, 65 (1923) 123, 

u. The Studio, 85 (1923) 120. — Cc. R. Grundy, W. 

of D., in: The Connoisseur, 86 (1930) 345/54, m- 8 

(3 farb.] Abb.; 87 (1931) 13/19 u. farb. Abb. p. 2, 21 

u. 41. — Dict. of Nat. Biogr., 63 (1900). — Edwards, 

Anecd. of Painters, 1808. — Nagler, Kstler-Lex., 22 

(1852). — Sandby, The Hist. of the Roy: Acad. of 

Arts, 1862. — Parthey, Dtscher Bildersaal, 2 (1864) 

814. — Bryan’s Dict. of Painters etc., 5 (1905). 

— Graves, The Roy. Acad., 8 (1906); ders., The 

A Cent. of Loan Exhib., 4 

H. Gerson, Ausbreitung 

Jh.s, Haarlem 

(1913) 146; 37 (1913), 
(farb. Taf.-Abb.), 92; 43 ( 

(1920) 2 (farb. T.-Abb.); 76 (1926 

—24 (Ged.-Ausst. in Derby). — Gaz. d 

(1864) 359. — Daily Graphic, 28. 4. 4910 (irrig s. v. 

Thomas W.). — Morning Post, 40.5. 1910. — The 

Print Coll.'s Quarterly, 19 (1932) 94/115 (Stiche 

nach W.). — Revue du 18° s., 4 (1913) 193/200. — The 

Walpole Soc., 6 (1917/18) 65f., 75, 80, 93. — Zeitschr. 

f. bild. Kst, N. F. 4 (1890) 71. — Cat. of Engr. Brit. 

Portr. ... Brit. Mus., 6 (1925) 566, Reg. — Cat. Exhib. 

of Brit. Art c. 1000-1860, Roy. Acad. of Arts, 1934. 

Wright, Joseph, amer. Bildnismaler, 

Wachsbossierer, Modelleur u. Stempelschnei- 

der, « 16. 7. 1756 Bordentown, Neve tainos 

Philadelphia. Sohn der Patience Lovell W. 

Begleitete 1772 s. Mutter nach London, wo er bei 

Benj. West u. s. Schwager John Hoppner studierte. 

Anf. 1782 in Paris. Ende 1782 Riickkehr nach den 

Verein. Staaten. 1787 in New York, spater in Phila- 

delphia, wo er kurz vor s. Tode zum 1. Zeichner U- 

Stempelschneider der Staatl. Miinze ernannt wurde. 

Malte 1783 ein Bildnis Washingtons (3 eigenhand. Re- 

pliken: im Bes. der Massach. Hist. Soc., im Mus. 

Cleveland, O., u., als Leihgabe aus Privatbes., im 

Pernsylv. Mus. Philadelphia; von W. selbst 1790 rad. 

{einzige Rad. W.s, abgeb. in: Bull. of the Metrop. Mus. 

of Art, 27 (1932) 42)). Erhielt 1785 vom Kongre6 eine 

Baste Washingtons in Auftrag (Verbleib unbekannt). 

2 kd. Alabasterbisten (Washington u. B. Franklin) bis 

1933 in d. Smlg H. Burlingham, New York. Weitere 

Olbildn. in d. Roy. Soc. London (Benj. Franklin), i2 

d. Art Gall. der New York Hist. Soc. (John Jay) u. 19 

d. Penns. Acad. of F. Arts Philadelphia (Selbstbilds 

im Kreise s. Familie; ebda eime von s. Schiiler W 

Rush in Holz geschnitzte Buste W.s) u. ind. Corcoran 

Gall. Washington (B. Franklin). 

Lit.: W. Dunlap, Hist. of the Arts of Desiga 10 

the United States, 1834 (Neuausg. 4918), 1 135, 254, 

312/15, 322. —S. Isham, The Hist. of Amer. Paint- 

ing, 1905. — D. M. Stauffer, Amer. Engravers etc, 

4907. — L. Forrer, Biogr- Dict. of Medall., 6 (1916)- 

__ M. Fielding, Dict. of Amet. Paint. etc., 1926. — 

The Nat. Cyclop. of. Amer. Biogr., 20 (1929) Shee 

Art in America, 10 (4922) 38; 48 (1929/30) 159 (Abb.)» 

282 
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septembre 1734, mort dans la méme ville le 29 aoat 
1797 (Ec. Ang.). 
ll vint a Londres et y fut l’éléve de Thomas Hudson 

et de Mortmer. [1 revint dans sa ville natale et sy 
établit comme peintre de portraits. En 1765 et 1766 
il exposa a I'Incorporated Society. En 1773, tl partit 
pour |'{talie. A son retour en Angleterre, en 1775, il 
résida d'abord a Bath et en 1777, retourna a Derby. 
En 1781, !a Royal Academy l'admit comme associé 
et en 1784, il fut nommé académicien, mais il déclina 
I'honneur. Un grand nombre de ses ouvrages ont été 
gravés. C’était un peintre provincial qui s'est attaché 
& décrire les débuts de la révolution industrielle dans 
les Midlands. Il donnait un caractére philosophique a 
des sujets qui n’auraient pu étre que des scénes de 
genre. Son utilisation de violents clairs-obscurs donnés 
par une source de lumieére artificielle, le rappeoche des 
« caravagistes » d’Utrecht. A la suite de son voyage en 
Italie (1773-75), il s’intéressa davantage aux paysages 
de type volcanique et aux feux d’artifice. 

Musées. — Batu : Portrait de G. Morland. — Cam- 
BRIDGE : Viscount Fitz-Willliam. — Dersy: Savant 
expliquant le ciel étoilé — L'alchimiste — Portrait 
de James Wonthrope — Mortimer — Les trois enfants 
de Hugh et de Sarah Wood — Paysage3 avec pont et 
arc-en-ciel — Le vagabond — Les chutes d'eau de 
Tivoli — L’éruption du Vésuve. — LiveRPOOoL 
La dame de Camus — Lundi de PAques 4 Rome, la 
Girandola. — Lonpres (NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLE- 
RY) : L’artiste —_Sir Richard Arkwright — Eras- 
mus Darwin; — (NATIONAL GALLERY) : Expérience 
avec la machine pneumatique; — (TaTe GALLERY) : 
Sir Broske Boothby. — MANCHESTER: Aquarelle. — 
MINNEAPOLIs : Portrait. — NottinGHaAmM : Sir Richard 
Arkwright. — VIENNE Le Révérend Basil Bury 
Beridge. — WoLveRHAMPTON Enfant jouant aux 
bulles de savon. — Yor« : Fabrication d'une ancre. 

Prix. — Lonpres. V‘* X..., 4 février 1927 : Mrs 
Bromhead : £ 210. — V** X..., 14 juin 1929: R. Brinsley 
Sheridan : £ 220 10 s. — V‘* du 15 juillet 1959 : Trois 
enfants sur une terrasse avec leurs chiens : £ 550. — 
Ve du 20 novembre 1964 : Jeune homme 4 la collerette 
lisant a4 la lumiére d'une bougie : Gns. 1.200. — Vte 
du 19 novembre 1965 : Portrait de Francis et Charles 
Mundy dans un paysage : Gns. 3.600. — V*'* du 22 
novembre 1967 : Portrail de Madame William Pigot : 
£ 1.200. — Ve du 17 juin 1970 : Portrait of Thomas 
Day : £ 16.000. — V‘* du 23 avril 1971 : Portrait of Su- 
sannah Hope: £ 1.600. — V** du 13 décembre 1972 : 
Le couvent de St Cosimato sur les bords de l’Arno : 
2 20.000. — V'* du 28 novembre 1973 : Fillette tenant 
un lapin: £ 5.500. — V‘* du 22 mars 1974 : La maison 
du bucheron : Gns, 14.000. 

WRIGHT (Joseph), peintre de portraits, sculpleur 

sur cire et modeleur, né a Bordentown le 16 juillet 

1756, mort 4 Philadelphie en 1793 (Ec. Am.). — 

Fils de Mrs Patience Wright sculpteur. En 1772, il 
vint a Londres et fut éléve de Benjamin West et de 

Hoppner. Il exposa a la Royal Academy en 1780 un 

portrait de sa mére modelé en cire. En 1782, il retourna 

en Amérique et y peignit des portraits tout en tra- 

vaillant prés de sa mére a des modelages de cire. Il fit 

plusieurs fois le portrait de Washington et exécuta 

des dessins de médailles. : 

MuSEES. — PuILaDeLpPuie : Portrait de Washing- 

ton — L'artiste entouré de sa famille. — Wasutnc- 

ToN (Musée Corcoran) : Benjamin Franklin. 

WRIGHT (Joseph Michael), Appellation erronée de 

John Michael Wright. 

WRIGHT (Louisa), peintre de fruils de la seconde 
moitié du xvi siécle (Ec. Ang.). 
Femme de Richara W. Elle exposa 4 Londres de 1770 

IY Ue Bre, 

WRIGHT (mrs Louise) née Wood, paysagiste el 

graveur a Londres, née a Philadelphie en 1865 (Ec. 

Am ye 
Femme de John W. Eléve de l'Académie des Beaux- 

Arts de Philadelphie, de Whistler et de l’Académie 

Julian a Paris, et de F. W. Jackson en Angleterre. 

WRIGHT (Macdonald). Voir MACDONALD- 
WRIGHT (Stanton). 

WRIGHT (Maginel). Voir Enright (mrs). 

WRIGHT (Magnus von), peintre dessinateur et 
sculpteur, né a Haminantahli le 13 juin 1805, mort 4 

*. Helsingfors le 5 juillet 1868 (Ec. Finl.). 
Musée ve HE cstn«i : Jaseurs — Raisins et pommes 

— Groupe d'oiseaux suspendus — Trois grandes géli- 
nottes des bois et un geai — Site montagneux de Hani- 
nanlaks — Vue de Skatudden 4 Helsingfors — Matin 

4 Ge Oeod 
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d‘hiver 4 Annegatan (rue 4 Helsingfors) — La propriété 
Hongola 4 Urdrata — Vue de Lofo a4 Helsingfors 
(les récifs occidentaux) — Buste de femme (platre). 

WRIGHT (Margaret Hardon), aquafortiste, née 4 
Newton (Massachusells) le 28 mars 1869 (Ec. 
Am.). 
Eléve de W. H. W. Bicknell a4 Boston et de L. O, 

Merson 4 Paris. Elle grava des ex-libris, 

WRIGHT (Marsham Elwin), peintre et graveur au 
burin a Minneapolis, né a Sidcup le 27 mars 1891 
(Ec. Am.). 

WRIGHT (Meg), paysagiste ef portraitiste, né 4 
Edimbourg en 1868 (Ec. Ang.). 

WRIGHT (Michael). Voir Wright (John Michael). 

WRIGHT (Moses), peintre, né &@ Boston en 1827 
(Ec> Am): 
Il fit ses études en Italie et peignit des portraits et 

des scénes de genre. 

WRIGHT (Patience Lovell), née Lovell, sculpteur 
sur cire, née ad Bordentown en 1725, morte a4 Londres 
le 25 mars 1786 (Ec. aye 
Mére de Joseph W. Elle sculpta 4 Londres les por- 

traits de membres de la famille royale, d'aristocrates 
et de personnalités de son temps. 

WRIGHT (Reginald Wilberforce Mills), peintre, 
né a Bath le 7 janvier 1889 (Ec. Ang.). 
Il peignit de3 paysages, des marines et des vues du 

vieux Bath. 

WRIGHT (Richard), dit parfois Wright de I'fle 
de Man ou de Liverpool, peintre de marines, né 
a Liverpocl en 1735, mort vers 1774 (Ec. Ang.). 
Artiste orig nal et s'étant formé par la seule étude 

de la nature et en dehors de toute assistance artis- 
tique. Il gagne en 1764 un prix .offert par la Society 
ot Arts de Liverpool. La méme année, il triomphait 
encore dans un concours pour une composition mari- 
time ; le prix était de cinquante guinées. Woollet en fit 
la gravure. On voit une peinture de lui au chateau de 
Hampton Court (Le yacht royal amenant la reine Char- 
lotle en Angleterre, et le Musée de Liverpool conserve 
Partie de péche. 

Prix. — Lonpres. V‘* du 23 novembre 1966 
La p€che : £ 420. 

WRIGHT (Richard Henry), peintre d'architectures 
ef de paysages, x1x* ef xx* siécles (Ec. Ang.). 
Il exposa 4 Londres de 1885 4 1913. Mari de Cathe- 

tine Morris Wood. 

WRIGHT (Robert Murdock), paysagisle des x1x* 
el xx* siécles (Ec. Ang.). 
Il exposa 4 Londres de 1889 4 1897. 

WRIGHT (Robert W.), peintre de genre a Londres, 
x1x* ef xx* siécles (Ec. Ang.). 
Il exposa de 1871 a 1906. 

WRIGHT (Rufus), peintre de genre et portraitiste, 
né prés de Cleveland en 1832 (Ec. Am.). 
Eléve de George Baker a I'Académie de New-York. 

Il y exposa de 1876 4 1878. 

WRIGHT (Russel), décorateur, peintre de décors et 
archilecte a@ New-York, né @ Lebanon le 3 avril 1905 
(Ec. Am.). 
Il exécuta des dessins pour des costumes. 

WRIGHT -(Stanton Macdonald). Voir MAC- 
DONALD-WRIGHT. 

* WRIGHT (T.), peintre de paysages et d'architeclures 
a Londres, premiére moitié du x1x* siécle (Ec. Ang-)- 
Il exposa de 1801 4 1842, des vues d'Italie et du 

Midi de la France ainsi que des vues de chateaux 
anglais. 

WRIGHT (Thomas), peintre de portraits 4 Londres, 
travaillant vers 1729 (Ec. Ang.). . 
Il fut le maitre de Richard Wilson. On cite de lui uo 

portrait qui prouve qu'il ne manquait pas de talent. 

WRIGHT (Thomas), dessinateur et naturaliste, né 
a Durham en 1711, mort en 1786 (Ec. Ang.). 
I] dessina des antiquités irlandaises et des archi- 

tectures. 

WRIGHT (Thomas), peinire de portraits et graveu', 

né ad Birmingham le 2 mars 1792, mort a Londres le 
30 mars 1849 (Ec. Ang.). 
Eléve de Meyer. Il commenga sa carriére comme 

aide de son camarade d’atelier William Thomas Fry, 

dont il terminait les planches, puis il s’établit comme 

graveur de portraits. [1 travailla particuliérement 
de retour en Angleterre en 1826, mais il reprenait le 

eee es 
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chemin de la Kussie en 1830 e! 
1845, peignant des portraits c 
Il était membre des Académie- 
de Stockholm et de Florence. 
conserve de lui deux portraits 

Prix. —- Lonpres. V‘* du 
du lac Nemi: £ 1.600. 

WRIGHT (Thomas), minial 
siecle (Ec. Ang.). 
Il exposa 4 Londres de 1815 é 

tures 4 la Royal Academy. 

WRIGHT (W.), dessinateur ¢ 
en 1825 (Ec. Ang.). 

WRIGHT (Wilhelm von), pe 
et graveur, né a4 Haminantlaht 
a Marieberg le 2 juillet 1887 
Le Musée d'Helsinki conser. 

pendus au mur d'une cuisine et 
buts de chasse (aquarelle), 

WRIGHT of Derby. Voir Wr 

WRIGHTSON (J.), graveur « 
(Ec. Ang.). 
Il travailla 4 Boston et 4 Nev 

et grava des paysages et des 

WRIGLEY (Thomas), peinir 
on-Sea, né a Denton en juin lf 

WRIOTHESLEY (Mme E.} 
(Elizabeth Laura Henrieti 

WRITS (Willem), dessinaleur 
fortiste, travaillant 4 Amsterda 
Hol.). 
Il grava des paysages holland. 

d‘Amsterdam. 

WRITSCH (F.), peintre sca: 
1776. 
Le Musée Simu, 4 Bucarest, 

de lui. 

WROBLEWSKI (Andrzej), 
critique d'art, né en 1927 a V 
les Carpathes, en 1957, vivait | 
Entre 1945 et 1952, il fit ses € 

aussi des voyages d'études en H« 
vie. [1 était & la fois un ferven 
et une personnalité dans le milieu 
A partir de 1948, il a pris part : 
tantes de l’avant-garde polona! 
a Cracovie, mais aussi a Varsovi 
rest, en 1953, ou il obtint un d 
bréve période abstraite, en 194 
de l'art engagé dans cette voi 
« réalisme socialiste ». I] fut 1 
dans cet esprit, du « Cercle A: 
par les étudiants des Beaux-Arts 
son réalisme ne se satisfait pas 
tion édifiante de la réalité; les { 
avec force dans leurs grands v¢ 
plus expressives; la couleur, s 
général, est porteuse de mét 
ensemble de symboles, il a exp: 
de l'homme contemporain sur 
Les fusillés, Les tombes, Hiroshi 
feur, Elle et Lui. Le sentimen 
dans tous ces thémes, est celui de 
devant la fuite du temps et la 
Vhomme avec l’incommunica} 
choses. Ces peintures occupéren 
années 1949 a 1953. Aprés 195° 
limita presque exclusivement 
gouache, dans des ceuvres au } 
prononcé, avec des moyens plas 
dans le sens de l’efficacité ellipi 
mois avant sa mort, il montra une 
de ses peintures, aquarelles, got 
types. Aprés sa mort, deux ex} 
lui ont été consacrées : en 1958, 
en 1969, a4 Poznan. 

Brstiocr. — B. Dorival, so 
Peintres Contemporains (Maze: 
Mieczyslaw Porebski : Catalogu: 
ture Moderne Polonaise —- S 
(Musée Galliéra, Paris, 1969). 

WROBLEWSKI (Jan), pv:1: 
Pol.). 
Il a peint un tableau d'autei d 

WROBLEWSKI (Konstantir 
1868 (Ec. Rus.). 
El}ve de l'Académie de Saint-' 
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Mrs Lise Fernandez 

Milwaukee Art Museum 

750 North Lincoln Memorial Drive 
Milwaukee 

Wisconsin 53202 

Vie Siar 14th November 1986 

Dear Lise 

Thank you very much for all your kindness on my visit to 
Milwaukee last week. I enjoyed having lunch with you, and 
it was particularly kind of you and your husband to drive me 
to the airport in the evening. 

I don't think your picture of 'The Destruction of the Spanish ~ 
Floating Batteries in the Siege of Gibraltar' is good enough 
to be by Philip James de Loutherbourg himself. I enclose 
a photograph of 'The Battle of the Nile' in our collection 
which you could perhaps discuss with James Mundy; the figures 
are much more lively, and so are the theatrical effects. 
But if you think the possibility of it being by a 
Loutherbourg pupil worth investigating, you could write to 
the Loutherbourg expert, Mr Rudiger Joppien, Stadt Koln, 
Kunstgewerbemuseum, 5 Koln 1, Eiglesteintorburg, West Germany. 

Please give my best wishes and thanks to James. 

All good wishes, 

Yours ever 

oe 

Sy 
Mrs Judy Egerton 
Assistant Keeper 
British Collection 





THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE PUBLICATIONS LTD 
49 Park Lane, London, W1Y 3LB Telephone: 01-493 2622 

Telegrams: Rariora, London W1 

28th January 1972 

Dr Alfred Bader, 
2961 N. Shepard Avenue, - 7) 
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53211. W\e ARNE eet ceewiles se 

Dear Dr Bader, 

I have now been to see the Siege of Gibraltar at Mrs 
Randall's premises in Lansdowne Road, and I. think it :: 
probably is the Wright of Derby sold to Milnes. As you 
realise it is a wreck and Mrs Randall is not even able 
to get# off all the overpainting without making it seem 
even worse of a wreck. She has in my opinion done what « 
she could humanly do, and will now cover up the worst 
areas of paint losses. Fortunately some of the groups of 
sailors and officers in the foreground gunboats are suf- 
ficiently well preserved to look like Wrights, and the 
general composition is still impressive. 

She is proposing to eliminate the outside strips to 
left and right which are later than the painting, and to 
restretch it. 

[Le 

I am writing to Mrs Erdmann to inform her of this. As 
/ soon as the picture is ready, it will be photographed, and 

| I have ordered 3 details to be made of foreground figures 
| and burning wreckage, and will send the prints off to Mrs 
| Eerdmann to see what she thinks. We will then discuss whether 
; to publish the picture in the Burlington. 

\ Yours sincerely, 

ih 
a = a Ne p f hss 

Seg. Ole tem Bf aiedirm 
AE TAN 

— 

Benedict Nicolson 

DIRECTORS: A.B. FORD F.E.HIPKIN H.P.JUDA, C.B.E. M. LEVEY R.McCONNELL L.B. NICOLSON D.NORSWORTHY G.H. PERRY 

P.M.R. POUNCEY N.R. REID E. ROGERS HON. K.R. THOMSON E.K. WATERHOUSE 
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IN MEMORY 

OF My FAriter, 

LrEO TIARRINGTON 

(1918-1993) 

‘7 
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This edition of British Artists and War 
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: Greenhill Books, Lionel Leventhal Limited, Park House, 
" 

1 Russell Gardens, London NW11 9NN 
and 

Stackpole Books, 5067 Ritter Road, Mechanicsburg, 
PA 17055, USA, 
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© Peter Harrington, 1993 
‘ 

The moral right of the author has been asserted. 
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retricval 
system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electrical, mechanical or otherwise ? without first seeking the written permission of the publisher. 
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she 1782 but his painting and several other pieces by him were shown at the Free 
« ; Society. Also exhibiting was John Cleveley whose work was represented by a 

drawing of a view of Gibraltar. At the Royal Academy exhibition which 

opened on Monday 28 April several paintings were exhibited dealing with 

the subject, which moved one critic to comment: ‘If our patience was not lit- 
erally worn out with looking at floating batteries and Gibraltar, we could 

have bestowed more time in observing and recording the merit of young 

West's picture in the anti-room’’ The critic was referring in this last com- 

e ment to the Destruction of the Floating Battery before Gibraltar by Raphacl 

Lamarr West, the 17-year-old son of Benjamin West. Among the other 
i paintings were William Hamilton’s The destruction of the Spanish battery ships 
{ before Gibraltar in the night of the 13th of Sept. last, James Jefferys’ The scene 
i before Gibraltar on the morning of 14th of September 1783 and ‘Vhomas Whit- 

combe's first Academy picture, Destruction of the Spanish Floating Batteries at 
I: Gibraltar, September 13, 1782, at night, which compared poorly with Jefferys’ 

printing hung directly opposite. One reviewer of the Whitcombe picture 
, stated that it gave ‘a very inadequate idea of that awful and tremendous 
t scene. The lights are not properly broken or diversified; all is glare; and 
e . . : everything scems to be too exact and regular for such a night of carnage and 

confusion.” The writer touched on an important point about many of the 
i Gibraltar pictures. On the night of 13 September 1782, British gunboats 

commanded by Sir Roger Curtis destroyed the flotilla of batteries launched 
[ Thomas Whitcombe: Destruction by the Spaniards. A number of artists saw a challenge in depicting the events 

of the floating Batteries at Gibral- : : . ats : . e pike ee ele NG of the night with the illumination of the action, but few succeeded in captur- ‘ tar, September 13, 1782, at night. . t eff 
. . . . r . pl . “er - 

Gi Painting 1783 (Milwaukee Art as eee - rs ; en : 
Muscum, USA: gift of R. V. Hamilton's picture was actually exhibited and published as an engravy- 

P Krikorian) ing before it appeared at Somerset House, no doubt in an attempt to beat the 
i 
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Gibraltar & Seringapatam, 1782-1799 
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were cnough interest in these views of Gibraltar, the artist could arrange for 

them to be engraved, but apparently such interest was not forthcoming. 

[lowever, it is worth noting that his Siege of Gibraltar was the first to place 

the scene on land looking out to sea with the naval action in the distant bay. 

Ile also added a portrait group on a high cliff intended to represent the 

King’s Bastion to the right overlooking the South Bastion, consisting of 

twenty-four portraits of British and Hanoverian officers including General 

Eliott. Below the group can be seen the bastion with figures cheering the 

explosion of the batteries. This grouping was to influence the later pictures 

of Copley and ‘Trumbull. 

Over the next few years, the subject continued to hold the fascination 

of several artists particularly Dominic Serres who exhibited four pictures of 

Py Gibraltar between 1784 and 1792. Joseph Wright of Derby, an artist known 

for hig talent in painting fire and night illumination, tried his hand at the 

scene in 1784 although the picture was not finished until February 1785. It 
i 

was exhibited in April at Mr Robin's Rooms in Covent Garden. Again, the 

subject chosen was the destruction of the floating batteries viewed from 
: 

below the South Bastion with the focal point being two floating batteries. A 
t 

number of small figures can be seen including Captain Curtis, but these are 
t 

secondary to the fireworks." In September 1784 the engraving by John 

Keyse Sherwin appeared after his own picture illustrating Sir Roger Curtis 

rescuing Spaniards from the burning batteries, which was painted ‘under the 

‘mmediate directions of Sir Roger Curtis’. It was clearly important for many 

artists to use this credit-line as a stamp of authenticity in order to lure sub- 
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Joseph Wright (7): [vem of Gibral- 

tar during the destruction of the 

Spanish Floating Batteries 14 Sep- 

tember 1782. Oil Painting 1784 

(Milwaukee Art Museum, USA: 

gift of Charleston Foundation in 

memory of Miss Paula Uihlcin) 

scribers who were looking for truce narrative pictures of the event. A scence by 

Richard Paton was published at the beginning of November 1784 and 

another by him was published in March 1787. The artist also painted Admi- 

ral Howe's relief of Gibraltar, October 1782. In December 1785, W. Vaden of 

London published an interesting view of General hott standing on the 

King’s Bastion on 13 September, from a sketch by Licutenant G. 1° Kochler, 

once of the garrison. Colonel John Drinkwater, the author of f History of the 

Late Siege of Gibraltar published by Johnson, Egerton and Edwards in 1786, 

and adviser to Copley on his Gibraltar painting, noted in his own personal 

copy of the book: ‘[this picture] gives a totally correct idea of the figure and 

dress of Lord Heathfield’. This testimonial was enough to convince both 

Copley and John Trumbull to use the picture as a model for their respective 

paintings. 

In the spring of 1791, John Singleton Copley finally exhibited his mas- 

sive rendition of The Siege of Gibraltar. \t had been eight Jong years since 

receiving the commission from the Corporation of London early in 1783 to 

paint a scene in honour of General Eliott and of Admiral Howe who had 

commanded the relief of the fortress. Back then he had informed the com- 

mittce appointed by the Corporation that ‘he had collected Materials from 

General Elliots aid du camp Sir Roger Curtis and fixed in his own mind 

upon the Size of a Picture, representing the Rock in the back Ground, 

bringing the Floating Batteries & Gun Boats forward & giving a View of the 

Relief of the Fortress by the Fleet under Lord Visct. Howe’.” As this sug- 

gests, Copley’s original design placed the scene in the harbour looking back 

towards the Rock and the King’s Bastion with distant figures of the British 

officers. Hlowever, when this was shown in 1786, there was some disagree- 

ment particularly from some of the participants that the picture did not go 

far enough in honouring the garrison as originally stipulated in the commis- 

sion. The artist was persuaded to paint a portrait group along the lines of 

Carter’s grand scheme. [lis new design did away with any idea of the relief 

fleet which was later appended as a separate canvas below the main picture. 

In order to obtain the various portraits, Copley had to make several visits, 

including one to Germany to sketch four principal Hanoverian officers who 

had assisted at the siege. Eliott had singled them out for praise and the king 

had suggested that their portraits be introduced into the picture." The costs 

incurred by Copley were covered by the commission which led one critic to 

comment: “The expence, which will be defrayed by the Corporation of Lon- 

don, amounts to fifteen hundred pounds. Query — How many Subaltern off- 

cers, Whose finances were deranged by the great and unavoidable expence 

which they were compelled to incur in that garrison during its defence, are 

now under confinement for debt in the various prisons of a country whose 

rights they asserted? Had the sum which the picture in question will cost be 

applied to their relief, it would have been expended on subjects of real 

merit." 

The picture was entircly a moncy-making venture. Vor 1s. visitors were 

invited to enter ‘a magnificent Oriental tenv cighty-four feet long which had 

been pitched in Green Park. After several moves to placate neighbours, the 

tent was finally opened on $ June 1791, and according to the artist more than 

sixty thousand people passed through during the entire exhibition, ‘Phe 
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815. THE DEATH OF GENERAL WOLFE (school 

of West) 

GLILNHOW MUSEUM, CALGARY, CANADA 
Oil on canvas 127.7 x 184.5 cm (50! x 72 

‘yin). Prov: Prom the 12 E strange Collee- 
tion, Hunstanton tall, Norfolk 
816. GENERAL JOHNSON SAVING A WOUNDED 
FRENCH OFFICER FROM THE TOMAHAWK OF A 

NorTH AMERICAN INDIAN 
DERWY MUSELOM AND ART GALEERY 
Oil on canvas 129.5 x 106.5 cm (SE x 42 in). 

Prov: Olfered by West's sons, May 1829; 
bought Casper; presented to the muscam 

in 1937 by Miss Mlcanor “Pennant 

WHEELER, John Arnold (%) (1821-1903) 

817. A SURRENDER OF THE SIKHS TO THE 

BRITISH 
PRIV VEE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 76.2 x 111.7 em (30 x 44 in) 
Signed (bl): J. Wheeler, Bath. Prov: The 
Parker Gallery, London 1970 
Se Ee oe? © AR notes nS. 

WIITCOMBE, Thomas (c. 1760-1824) 

818. DESTRUCTION OF THE SPANISH FLOAT- 

ING BATTERIES AT GIBRALTAR, SEPTEMBER 13, 

1782, AT NIGHT 

MILWAUKEE ARTE MUSEUM, WISCONSIN, USA 

Oil on canvas 92 x 154 em (36!4 x 603% in). 

Signed and dated: Thomas Whitcombe 

1783. fivh: RA 1783. Prov: Gilt of Mr & 

Mrs RV. Krikorian 

819. THE REPULSE OF THE FLOATING BATTER- 

les AT GIBRALTAR, 13 SEPTEMBER 1782 

NATIONAL MARETIME MUSEUM, GREENWICH 

Oil on canvas 76.2 x 121.9 em (30 x 48 in) 

Signed and dated: Thos. Whitcombe 

1782 
an ee ees, 2 ee 

WILKIE, Sir David (1785-1841) 

820. Sir David BAIRD DISCOVERING THE 

BoDy OF TIPU SULTAN 

NVPION AL GALLERY OF SCOTLAND, EDINTURGE 

Oil on canvas 354 x 264 em (135 x 103 in) 

Signed and dated: D. Wilkie 1839. Exh: 

RA 1839 (65). Prov: By family descent, 

Newbyth ffouse, Midlothian 

821. THE DEFENCE OF SARAGOSSA 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

Oil on canvas 94 x 141.6 cm (37 x 55!4 in) 

Signed and dated: David Wilkic, Madrid 

1828. vhs RA 1829 (128): RSA 1840; 

British [Institution E842. Prov: Purchased 

by George FV in 1829 
12 ee ee eee 

WOLLEN, William Barnes (1857-1936) 

822. News (Trooper receiving message, 

1645) 

NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 

Oil on canvas. Signed: W.B. Wollen, 

Prov: By family descent, git of Miss J.G. 

and Captain W.G. Wollen 

823. THe SINGLE Horseman (Mounted 

Cromwellian Scout) 

NUNEATON MUSEUM & ART GALLERY 

Ojlon canvas 44.5 x 30.5 em (17% x 12 tn) 

Signed and dated: W.B. Wollen 1921 

824. THE CHARGE OF THE 6TH INNISKILLING 

DRAGOONS AT THE BATTLE OF TOURNAY 

HIE ROYAL. DRAGOON GUARDS 

Oil on canvas. Signed and dated (be): W.B. 

Wollen 1897. Prov: Phe Sth Royal 

Inniskilling Dragoon Guards 

825. GUARDIANS OF THE LAW (F-nglish dra- 

goons in Scotland) 
NUNEATON MUSLUM SS ART GALLERY 
Oil on canvas 51.8 x 35.5 em (20 x 14 in) 
826. AMBUSHED (Iinglish cavalry on road, 
ISth century) 
SUNDERLAND ART GALLERY 
Oil on canvas 122.6 x 152.8 em (48!2 x 6014 

in). Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 

1907. Exh: RA 1907 (830). Prov: Presented 

in 1945 

827. Messencer (Irederick the Great with 

two officers being approached by messen- 

ger) 
PRIVATE COLLECTION, SWEDEN 
Oil on canvas 51 x 38 cm (20 x 15 in) 
Signed and dated: W.B. Wollen 1906. 

Exh: Insitutute of Oil Painters 1906. Prov: 

Purchased at auction in Sweden 1991 
828. THE FIRST FIGHT FOR INDEPENDENCE 

(LEXINGTON Common, Mass., U.S.A.) APRIL 

19, 1775 
NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 

Oil on canvas 112 x 163 em (44 x 64% in) 

Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 1910. 

Exh: RA 1910 (232). Prov: Gift of Miss 

J.G. and Captain W.G. Wollen 
829. A PRussiIAN BLACK HUSSAR ON 
Courier Service, c. 1785 

WEST POINT MUSEUM, NEW YORK, USA 
Oil on canvas 33 x 25.4 cm (13 x 10 in) 

Signed: W.B. Wollen. Prov: Alexander 

MeCook Craighead, Dayton, Ohio, USA 

830. A GLIMPSE OF THE ENEMY (16th Light 

Dragoons on hillside, ¢. 1795) 
NATION ML. ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 

Oil on canvas. Signed: W.B. Wollen. 

Prov: By family descent; gift of Miss J. G. 

and Captain W.G. Wollen 

831. THE Lone Patrot (Vrooper of 16th 

Light Dragoons on heath) 
‘THE QUEEN'S ROYAL LANCERS 
Oil on canvas 44 x 60 em (1714 x 23% in). 

Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 1922. 

Prov: 16th/5th ‘The Queen's Royal 

Lancers 
832. BRITAIN’s WATCHDOGS, 1805 

(Napoleon with officers and troopers on 

coast) 

SHEFFIELD Crly ART GALLERY 

Oil on canvas 109.2 x 160 cm (43 x 63 in) 

Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 1909. 

Exh: RA 1909 (247); Naval and Military 

Works, Guildhall Art Gallery 1915 (175) 

833. Scouts (Patrol of 10th Light Dragoon 

in the Peninsula) 
THE KING'S ROYAL HUSSARS 
Oil on canvas 144.7 x 114.2 cm (57 x 45 in). 

Signed and dated (b1): W.B. Wollen 1905. 

Exh: RA 1905 (187). Prov: ‘Phe 10th Hus- 

sars; “Phe Royal Tlussars 

834. A PRIVATE OF THE 10TH Hussars ON 

PATROL IN THE PENINSULA 

NVHONAL ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 

Oil on canvas. Signed (br): W.B. Wollen. 

Prov: By family descent; gift of Miss J.G. 

and Captain W.G. Wollen 
835. THE FiaG of Truce (English dragoons 

on bridge, Peninsular War) 

THE KING'S ROYAL HIUSS ARS 

Oil on canvas 99 x 125 em (39 x 49" in) 

Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 1886. 

Exh: RA 1886 (1019). Prov: W4th/20th 

King’s I lussars 

836. THE FLAG: ALauERA, May 16, 1811 

339 

‘THE BUPES REGIMENTAL MUSEUM, CIPY ART 

GALLERY, CANTERBURY 

Oil on canvas 139.6 x 162.5 em (55 x 64 In). 

Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 1912. 

Exh: RA 1912 (334). Prov: Presented by 

Licutenant-Colonel N.S. Hart, OBE in 

1950 
837. Lert To Fate (Retreat from Moscow) 

PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas. Signed and dated: W.B. 
Wollen 1892. Exh: RA 1892 (1003). Prov: 
Collection of Lord Derby in 1895 

838. GUNS TO THE FRONT: R.H.A. PENINSU- 

LAR WAR 
PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 106.7 x 182.8 em (42 x 72 in). 

Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 1913. 
Eivh: RA 1913 (5601). Prov: ‘Vhe Parker 

Gallery, London, 1971 
839. THE BLACK WATCH (42ND HIGH- 
LANDERS) AT BAY, QUATRE BRAS 
THE BLACK WATCH MUSEUM, PERTH 
Oil on canvas 152.4 x 213.3 cm (60 x 84 in). 

Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 1894. 

Exh: RA 1894 (435) 
840. SERGEANT EWART CAPTURING THE 
EAGLE OF THE 45TH 

SCOTTISH UNITED SERVICES MUSEUM, EDINBURGH 

Oil on canvas 45.7 x 35.5 cm (18 x 14 in) 

Signed: W.B. Wollen 

841. THE 28TH (1ST GLOUCESTERSHIRE) AT 

WATERLOO 

BRISTOL MUSEUM & ART GALLERY 
Oil on canvas 107 x 168 cm (424 x 66'4 in) 

Signed and dated (br): W.B. Wollen 1914. 

xh: RA 1914 (43): Naval and Military 

Exhibition, Guildhall Art Gallery 1915 
(239) 
842. THE LAST STAND OF THE 44TH REGI- 

MENT AT GUNDAMUCK, 1842 

‘THE ESSEX REGIMENT ASSOCIATION 
Oil on canvas 68 x 124 cm (26% x 48% in) 

Signed and dated: (bl): W.B. Wollen 1898. 

Lixh: RA 1898 (146). Prov: The Essex Reg- 

iment, Warley Barracks; on loan to the 
National Army Museum 
843. THE RESCUE OF PRIVATE ANDREWS BY 

CAPTAIN GARNET J. Wotsetey, H.M. 90TH 
LI. AT THE STORMING OF THE MOTEE 

MAHAL, LUCKNOW 

ROYAL MARINES (?) 
Oil on canvas. Signed and dated (br): W.B. 

Wollen 1881. Evi: RA 1881 (480), Prov: 

Officer’s Mess, Marine Artillery, Ports- 

mouth in 1892 

844. THE BATTLE oF ABu Kea 1885 

NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 
Oil on canvas 119 x 185 cm (47 x 72% in) 

Signed and dated (bl): W.B. Wollen 1896. 

Prov: Gift of the Artist’s Rifles 

845. THE 21st (Empress OF INDIA’S) 

LANCERS AT OMDURMAN 

THE STALE COLLEGE, CAMBERLEY 
Oil on canvas 116.8 x 182.8 cm (46 x 72 in). 

Signed and dated (bl): W.B. Wollen 1899. 

Exh: RA 1899 (983). Prov: Presented to 

the club by Major W.C., late Royal Ulster 

Rifles 
846. THE IMPERIAL LIGHT Horse AT ELAND- 

SLAAGTE 
LIGIEE HORSE REGIMENT ASSOCIATION, JOUANNES- 

BURG, SOUTH AFRICA; (ON PERMANENT LOAN ‘TO 

AFRICANA MUSEUM) 
Oil on canvas 116 x 182.8 em (45% x 72 in). 





31st Ocr.-Ist Noy. 1914 
ILONDON SCOTTISH REGIMEN PAL ASSOCIATION, 
LONDON 
Oil on canvas. Signed and dated: R. Caton 
Woodville 1927. Evi: RA 1927 (353) 
90S. THE Piper oF Loos 
KING'S OWN SCOTTISH BORDERERS REGIMEN FAL. 
ASSOCIATION 
Oil on canvas. Signed: R. Caton Wood- 
ville 
906. THE BATTLE OF THE SOMME 
‘THE GUARDS MUSEUM, LONDON 
Oil on canvas 119-4 x 180.2 em (47 «x 71 in). 
Signed and dated (bl): R. Caton Wood- 
ville 1917 
907. THE 2ND Batt. MANCHESTER REGI- 
MENT TAKING SIX GERMAN GUNS AT DAWN 
NEAR ST. QUENTIN, 2 Aprit 1917 
RHQTHE KING'S REGIMENT, ARDWICK GREEN, MAN- 
CHESTER 
Oil on canvas 185.4 x 246.3 em (73 x 97 in). 
Signed (bl): R. Caton Woodville, Evi: 
RA 1918 (320). Prov: Presented to the 2nd 
Bn. Phe Manchester Regiment Officer's 
Mess in 1925 
908. ‘WE SAW YOU GOING, BUT WE KNEW 
YOU WOULD COME BACK.” ENTRY OF THE 5TH 
LANCERS INTO Mons, 11TH Noy. 1918 
THE QUEEN'S ROYAL LANCERS 
Oil on canvas 101 x 153 cm (39% x 6044 in) 
Signed and dated (bl); R. Caton Wood- 
ville 1919. Evh: RA 1919 (338). Prov: 5th 
Lancers; 16th/5th Queen’s Royal Lancers 
———————— 

WOODWARD, Thomas (1801-1852) 
909. THE BATTLE OF WORCESTER 
WORCESTER CEEY MUSEUM & ART GALLERY 
Oil on canvas 124.4 x 157.4 em (49 x 62 in). 
Eevh: RA 1837 (505) 
910. A DETACHMENT OF CROMWELL’S CAV- 
ALRY SURPRISED IN A MOUNTAIN PASS (Scut- 
land 1650) 
PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 112 x 142.5 em (44 x 56 in) 
Initialled and dated (br): PW 184h. Livh: 
RA IS41 (243). Prov: Sotheby's 16 
November 1983, lot 98 

WOOTTON, John (ce. 1686-1765) 
911. THE BATTLE OF BLENHEIM 

NATION AL ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 
Oil on canvas 147 x 218 cm (58 x 86 in). 
Prov: Hugh Leggatt: purchased from Leg- 
galt Bros. Ltd. 
912. THE DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH AND HIS 
STAFF IN FLANDERS 

PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 91.4 x 113 em (36 x 4442 in). 
Prov; Vhe Rutland Gallery, London 
(19002) 
913. THe DUKE OF MartborouGH AND HIS 

STAFF AT THE BATTLE OF LAFFELT 
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF ARGYLL, 
Oil on canvas 

914. CAPTAIN JOHN RicHiMOND Weas WITH 
A VIEW OF THE BATTLE OF WYNANDAEL 
HIS GRACE THE LORD MOY NE, BIDDESDON HOUSE 
Oil on canvas 

915. THE SIEGE OF LILLE 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN ‘ 
Oil on canvas 311.2 x 490.3 cm (121M x 

193 in). Signed and dated: J. Wootton 
Pecit 1742. Prove Commissioned by Mred- 
erick, Prince of Wales 

916. SIEGE OF Litte 
PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 51 x 74.5 em (20 x 2919 in). 
Prov: Study for above; artist's sale, 12 
March 1761, lot 49; Sotheby's 18 Novem- 
ber 1987, lot E1G114 
917. THE SIEGE OF TOURNAY 
HER MAESTY THE QUEEN 
Oil on canvas 304.8 x 490.2 em (121 x 
19242 in). Signed and dated: J. Wootton. 
Pecit 1742. Prov: Commissioned by Pred- 
erick, Prince of Wales 

918. SIEGE OF TOURNAY 
PRIV VEE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 51 x 74.5 em (20 x 29! in). 
Prov: Study for above; artist's sale, 12 
March 1761, lot 49; Sotheby's 18 Novem- 
ber 1987, lot E1660 
919. BatTte Scene (War of Spanish Suc- 
cession 7) 
SIR JOHN POLE CAREW, ANTHONY HOUSE, CORN- 
WALL 
Oil on canvas 109.2 x 170.1 cm (43 x 67 in). 
Signed: J. Wootton 
920. THE BATTLE OF SHERIFFMUIR, Nov. 13, 
1715 (attr) 
PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 76.2 x 157.4 em (30 x 62 in). 
Prov: Oscar & Peter Johnson L.atd., Lon- 
don, 1975 
921. KING Georce II AT THE BATTLE OF 
DETTINGEN 

NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 
Oil on canvas 165 x 173 em (355'4 x 62!" in) 
Signed and dated: J. Wooten 1743 and 
inser, (bl): Phe Battle of Dettingen... 
Prov: Purchased with aid of donation from 
the National Art Collection Fund 
922. Wittiam AuGustus, DuKE of CUMBER- 
LAND, AT THE BATTLE OF DETTINGEN 
HER MYLS EY UML QUEEN 
Oil on canvas 164.5 x 133.4 em (6444 x 5242 
in). Signed and dated: J. Wooton Fecit 
1744 and inser. by him: The Battle of 
Dettingen Won by His Majesty June 
16/27 1743. Prov: Painted for Frederick, 
Prince of Wales 
923. LORD STAIR AND HIS ADJUTANT, CAPTAIN 
LYTTLETON, AT THE BATTLE OF DETTINGEN 
HIS GRACE THE VISCOUNT COHLAM 
Oil on canvas 

924. BATTLE SCENE 
SIR JOLIN POLE CAREW, ANTHONY HOUSE, CORN- 
WALL 

Oil on canvas 81.3 x 137.1 cm (32 x 54 in) 
925. BATTLE SCENE (attr) 

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF HEAUFORE, BADMINTON 
HOUSE, GLOCCESTERSHIRE 
Oil on canvas 43.2 x 52.7 em (17 x 2044 in) 
926. BATTLE Piece 
NVTIONAL GALLERY, LONDON 
Oil on canvas 43.2 x 52.7 em (17 x 20% in). 
Prov: Painted by Wootton after Bor- 
gornone 
927. A CAVALRY SKIRMISH WITH A FALLEN 

HORSE IN THE FOREGROUND AND BUILDINGS 
BEYOND TO THE RIGHT 
PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 73.7 x 107.9 cm (29 x 42!4 
in). Prov: Christie's 22 March 1968, lot 53 

WRIGIIT, George (f1 1900-1920) 
928. ROUNOHEAD Troops .) 

PRIVATE COLLECTION 

Catalogue of Oil Canine ———— 

Oil on canvas 35.5 x 46. em (14 x 18 in) 
Signed (br): George Wright. Prov: 
Sotheby's 17 September 1992, lot 8 
929. AFTER THE CHARGE (\World War Onc) 
PRIVATE COLLEGHON ; 
Oil on canvas. Signed: G. Wright. Evh: 
RA 1913, Prov: Commissioned by Colonel 
David Campbell (7); Major Charles IE. 
Bryant 
930. BRINGING CavaLry HORSES TO THE REAR 
W/V ROY AM. LANCERS 
Oil on canvas 45.7 x 76.2 em (18 x 30 in) 
Signed (br): G. Wright. xvi: RA 1916. 
Prov: ‘Vhe Parker Gallery, London 
931. THE BATTLE OF Moy, 28 Aucusrt 19/4 
PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas. Signed: G. Wright. Prov: 
Possibly the painting entitled Mictors 
exhibited at the RA in 1917; Major Charles 
I. Bryant 
a 

WRIGIIT, Gilbert S. (f1 1898-1900) 
932. OMDURMAN, 1898. CHARGE OF THE 
21st LANCERS 
PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas. Signed (bl): Gilbert Wright. 
Prov: Vhe Parker Gallery, London 
933. Major DouGLAs BROWN WINNING THE 
V.C. AT GELUK, 13TH OcToBER 1900 
PRIVATE COLLECTION 
Oil on canvas 50.8 x 40.6 em (20 x 16 in) 
Signed: Gilbert S. Wright. Prov: The 
Bell of Arms Ltd., Hkley, 1965 
ee 
WRIGITT, John Massey (1773-1866) 
934. CAPTURE OF KING JOSEPH’S BAGGAGE AT 
VITTORIA 
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON 
Oil on canvas 
935. BATTLE OF ViTTORIA 
HIS GRACK THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON 
Oil on canvas 45.7 x 66 cm (18 x 26 in). 
Prov: Sold by Mrs ‘Turner, I_ondon, to 
Messrs Colnaghi; purchased by the 3rd 
Duke of Wellington from Martin Colnaghi 
in 1899 

936. BATTLE OF THE PYRENEES 
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON 
Oil on canvas 45.7 x 66 em (18 x 26 in). 
Prov: As above 
937. BATTLE OF KirKEE, Bombay 1817 
INDIY OFFICE LINRARY 
Oil on canvas 104.1 x 185.4 em (41 x 73 in). 
Signed: J.M. Wright. Exh: Royal Military 
Exhibition 1890 (833). Prov: Painted from 
a drawing by Major James Sutherland; 
property of the Scerctary of State for India 
in 1890; on loan to the Foreign and Com- 
monwealth Office 
ee ne, Ee ee 
WRIGITT, Joseph (1756-1793) 
938. THE DEATH OF GENERAL WOLFE (after 
West) 
FORT TICONDEROGA MUSEUM, TICONDEROGA, NEW 
YORK, USA 
Oil on canvas 75 x 90.1 em (291 x 3514 in) 
Signed and inser, on reverse: Painted by 
J. Wright 1790 Exeter . Prov: Purchased 
from Milch Brothers, New York, 1929 
with support from the Archer M. [unt- 
ington Fund 
939. VIEW OF GIBRALTAR DURING THE 
DESTRUCTION OF THE SPANISH FLOATING 
Batteries 14TH SeptemBeR 1782 
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MEW ACKER VRE MUSECM. MEW ACKERL OSA 
Oil on canvas 157.5 x 234.3 em (62 x 96 in). 
Exh: Mr Robin's Rooms, Great Room, 
Covent Garden, April 1785. Prov: Pur- 
chased by John Milnes of Wakefield 1785; 
acquired 1806 by Vernon of Liverpool: col- 
lecuon of Lord Overstone 1857; collection 
of Laura Davidson Academy of Fine Arts, 
Elgin, Wlinois, USA; purchased in 1907 

YOUNG, Captain Charles Becher (f1 
1849) 

940. BATTLE OF CHILLIANWALA, 13TH JANU- 

ARY 1849 

NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 

Oil on canvas 33 x49 em (13 x 194 in) 

Signed: CAB. Young and inser: Chillian- 
wallah 

YVON, Adolphe (1817-1893) 
941. BATTLE oF ULUNDI 
NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM, LONDON 
Oil on canvas 138.3 x 347 cm (54!2 x 136'4 
in). Signed: A. Yvon. /vh: Brussels ISS1. 
Prov: Painted for the Empress of Austria; 
purchased from the Parker Gallery, L.on- 
don 

ZOVPVANY, John (1733-1810) 
942. TREATY WITH Mir JAFAR, 1757 
(William Watts negotiating the Treaty of 
1757 shortly before Battle of Plassey) 
GOVERNMENT ART COLLECTION, LONDON 
Oil on canvas 230 x 270 cm (90'2 x 106'4 
in). Prove By family descent; Robert Poor 
Watts, 1950 

943. DEATH OF CAPTAIN COOK 
NATIONAL. MARELIME MUSEOM, GREENWICH 
Oil on canvas 137.1 x 185.4 em (54 x 73 in) 
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HISTORY PAI TING. 

THE SIEGE OF GIBRALTAR: “FST, COPLEY, TRUMBULL AND 

ee 

By 

Birute Erdmann 

Ap=idor7 19706 





The last part of the 18th century witnessed social andi artistic transformations 

et an unequaled pacee It was a revolutionary period in America and in Frencee Brita: 

vas on offensive and defensive actions in various parts ofthe globee These social 

ommations did not directly relate to the artistic changes. History pairting 

wes initiated in Britain, follovei by France and more slosely linked with the revolut: 

ry spirit of the time, while in America this period marks the beginning of history 

paintinge 

European writers, theorists and sesthetitians were the errlier pace Setisxs to 

artistic transformationse Winokelmann (1764), Ee Burke (1766) and Rousseau (1766) 

were the contributors to the collective aesthetic consciousness for the second 2 of t! 

18th centurye Winckelmann promoted the aesthetic of emotional restraint, expressive « 

ideal and universal aspects of nature and mane With Burke the field of aesthetics 

was redifinede He found the origins of beauty and sublimity in dm instinotive rather 

than in Teeter reactions which were the mainsprings of Sa stnoric respanse. Not rej: 

ing all classical standards, he Apso to integrate the sensual, conceptual and 

instinctual aspects of man, thus furthering the earieertee and intellectual faculati: 

on an individual and collective level. Whereas, Winokelmann's theories provided the : 

fist with the discipline pe on aesthetic and ethical values of classical paste 

Burke focussed the attention on the present and the immediatee Anotherfacet of a vie 

of the world was revealed by Rousseau (1760's). Man and nature were seen. ieee 

perspectivee Equally important wes his idea of the noble savage, Snspirational to. 

Beasand West, Joseph Wight of Derby and the poet Filliam Hayleye 

History painters utilized the subjects from Ancient, Medieval and contemporary tim 

Greek and Roman history, mythology and literature - these were more closely linked to 

Winokelmannts aesthetioe The olassical literary sources were Homer, Tacitus and Plut: 

Perallels weeg, Dante , Ossian, Spencer, Shakespeare and Miltone Medieval eto 

subjeots were as equally elevating as the biblical themese The variety of subjecte, 

the different aesthctic theories and tho spirit of the time, make it difficult to - 

utilize the labels ~ Neo-Classicism and Rananticisme The subjeot for this studye len 





itself to the Romantic interpretation, thus avoil Uns the Yalectics of Neo-clas icisn 

and Romarticisme 

Didacticisn, comnenovation and documentation are the broad sategories one cen classify 

the history peinting. Stylistically it o*n be seen as (enthesis of many period stylese 

Tom en experimental point of view the use of color and light wes explored from a 

scientific and emotional vantage pointse 

Benferin West, John Singleton Cople: and Gavin Hemilton have been sonsidered as the 

predecessors of the History painting - West as being an innovator and fpranoter of th 

ronentic spirite [Be is considered as an inventor of histcricel painting as distinct 

from history f neinting, he vas not concerned with the reportage, for him the factual 

became fused with the imeginetive] ae to John Trumbull whose’main intent was to 

record the Birth of the American nation. --Copley's interest wes also focussed on the 

Betis 

Saget haa taken place in his lifetinee Wright of Derby was best kmown for the - 

romantic interpretation of the Industrial Pevolytione 

contemporary ¢ Ww 

Thus thee ceoee of the Anas ens or sh roes Ufone sucqceced the cult of the ancient hero e 

uc ¢6euG 

Netionslism, aS militery velour and heroism transcended the ideal humanism of 

Yancke lmanne The scenes. of horror, death, shipwrecks and f¥re were part of the 

contemporary historic events {nvolvinz Britein, America, France and Spains All four 

countries were directly or indi ectly involved with the Siege of Gibraltare 

As the subject ate painter it was seen fron various vantage points. 

The bistory of the Siege of Gibralter encompessées & period of four years - from June 

1779 to April 1783, gaxerhedchy During this period it was governed by George Augusths 

Eliotte Perpetual wers, Snvasiors and sieges reveal tne swift succession o* rulers, 

beginning with the Saracen Invasion in the 8th Century, followed we riehe retaken 

again by the Moors and finally revovered by the Christians in the 15th Centurye In 

j : BO: c 
whose sarlier 

1704 #4 was taken fron the Spanish r British Admiral George Rooke, wno 

naval accoplishments were the celebrated Battle of La Hogue in 1692. ‘The following 

Gueeeoman once more tried to recleim the Rock, but in vain. From 1705 to 1779 





there were periods of tension, the most significant perhaps being the British pecerss 

seoncpineey;eseinetBeitich in 1761. Earlier in.1779 the Neutral Grounds were taken 

by the Spanish and on June 16, 1779 Spenish Ambassador Marquis D'Almodover presented 

a manifesto to the British, the purpose of which wes to recover Gibraltare A series 

of Military operaticns that occured within this period were Scmemcrated oe the history 

peinterse Of the Four Reliefs of Cibrelter, The Relief under Lord Howe of November 12, 

1782 was recorded by Deninie Serres. & The Sortt&e of November: 26, 1781, was canmmemoratec 

by Trumbull. The third event, The Destruction of the Spanish Floating Batteries off 

Gibraltar of September 13, 1782, wes to become the most popular theme in British 

history painting. Besides Copley and Wright of Derby - othere were Gaorge Carter,. 

» Je Clevely, William Hamilton and John Kayse Sherwine The poets Willian Hayley and 

Erasmus Darvin commemorated and mentioned the event in their poems. Heyley's purpoge 

was to commemorate the event and éd ne homage to Wright of Derby's treatment: of the 

themee Darwin'f er etice to. the legendary past of the Rook, “exid: Wei ghtte visionary 4 

tr atment of the themeoe The sublimity of. the theme, patriotism and exotiocism were tt 

contributing factors to the painters and the poets imaginationse The legendary past 

was mesocieted with the travels of Hercules. The turbulent political history was 

ssoveteted with the moor ish a and the British pyuanea te The 1800 feet 

rocky elevation was a with tes picturesque moons castle. LIAS itself. 

was a neturel fortress sea by 1779 it beceme even more heavily fortifieds ~ gla Mole 

Kings Bastion and the New Mole or the South Bastion marked the ei@eqmsieua om. defensive 

focal pointse 63 miles accross the bay the town of Algeriras was occupied by Sir) 

Combined forces of Spain and Frencee 

The decisive B itish ‘victory on September 13, 1782 restored the British prestige 

which head been shaken by the loss of Americen colonies. The news had a great offect 

on the whole nation and on its artists. The subject was en obvious one for the histor; 

painters following in the footstpps of Vest, sremherdmonteetinehodnbire ontogeny efter en, 





he aes As mentioned before ade Copley, Trumbull end tright of Derby other, orthate. also é 

iv. ox 

utilized the theme, the most prolific period being between 1783 through 2786. 

The gare is aspects are ce rorthener—ephenr thoes 

le Replioas 

2e Copies a i 8 Pha Be ata? 

3. Unlisted work ie 

4, Lost worke ; F j ste, 

The problematic painting is Copley's , The Siege of cabrantar:presinthy at the. ua tei 

~ Fi 
math, Art Center, formerly from THE COLLECTION OF THE “LAURA SAVIDEGM 

ARTS OF THE ELGIN ACADEMY , ELGIN , ILLINOIS, »
 an 

ln deed»: 

»., Purchased by Lens Art Gallery, Milwaukee, Tasco end) and bi 

¢ te paret’y— - hes 

Bo as For Further Soa teas s matt ‘be referred to as
. + me men Bleeee fe 

“to resents the ‘authority of. ‘the zi
gin Stvge 

tae 

Sates 
ed 





“% 'L ESTs BATTLE OF La BOG, painted in London in 1778 AUD COLLETts wtamsox Ap ge 

SHARK, painted in 1778 in Londons | a . nee 

By 1776" West was already breaking away from the cee of the roles end Wnotelnens 
a 

emotional restrainte The DEATH OF GENERAL WOLFE of 1770«1 hes peen, otnai dered as ‘en 

innovative work in terms of contanpor ary hi story painting and as vei srtotpatiye ‘of 

ronanticisme ee iveavari ye aspests were the one ate, garments, the ‘comiingly 

factuel yevens and the integration of a . secondary pase they od ‘he = ie sarees dh 

the theme - of + onbealters “the BATTLE, OF LA ‘ioom Jcormemoreite = 

eee ory over French an ‘Leone ‘sir Beoege Rooke was oe ot ‘the tlaved vanes Gt La. 

pores defense heorten ‘were. ‘to be tested in 1708 Aa, sete a
 

4 fy conteaperary event | ® n personal Seem 

sources: for, the factual, ob Hopogrpaht oa dates. 
Ne 

may have ‘Reon Rilo, van de Welde' S pointing on the: Sanne
 . 

eee 
2s mee by Je ‘Sturt, Boe of, the’ Britt ch poets, “under, Rystel' seme : 

- Besides hike! Test hance was’ 4 collector of ‘Dutoh beanies 

Bi ES eee sais tate. “He aiac ected out Goptey ss: cheiigesy wht oh watt 

ear on the same plane. In‘terms of details West is more sae : Ope is , 

treatment of the ornate architectural detailse re SS fen ig 





HE, 
For this paper no study ves done to identify the portraitse _Provn also states that. the 

personages in Corley's work Ge catericutt to identifyy, elthough each one has e portrait 

like cuslitye . Both artists focuss the attention on the frontal plene, from where the 

action radiates in jagged and diagonal direotionse West's spatial treatment is more 3 

dimensional, Copley's more shallow. “est's simuletneous concentration of figures, deco 

ve details, movenent of forns, light and color, na Copley's singular concentr 

tion on the mein Soe ee the imnediate rene cand eee deals with a specific climactio 

monente Copley's subject cannot be termed typical of history painting, the emphasis 4: 

on the bizerre and horrible aspeots of death, vherece for Heet—the—elenenbe—of-neture—a 

‘opp ee deere aes RD, 
meepasequeto—be—closeiyninterreieted, There are no actual heroes and each artist seems 

explore a different facet of the Haters abe s Watson and ne, ‘Shark was hie firet 

English History painting, it wes acclaimed vy Gublio and it also marked the. ‘beginning fr) 

the artistio rivlary between West and senieve 

The commission for the commemorative work of the eines of mt vas “granted to Copl 

by the City of London on February , 1783¢ West's plans were- not. accepted, thus. for * 

second time West had to abandon a subject in favor ds Copley, the first ‘being the Death 

of Chathame After that Yest's large scle works were his religious series ath the Gre x 

Hospital Chapel which he began in 1786¢ Copley's original intent was to. combine the af 

meth of the British Defeat of the Spanish on Sor Comber io, 1782, with the Relief of the 

Fortress under Lord Howe on November 12, 17820 According to Mre FTO, ooeaey = ori gir 

intent ves to concentrate upon the sublime and ye Terrible aspects of the Scene, 

encompassing both of the eventse The eeecen of 1788 does not include the Relief. : 

Copley has already oearinge AAA btnpPaesea?the the sea piece with the group portrait, 

and compressed the former idea of an extensive view. The Equstrien figure of Sir Gx 

Eliott pretateatos the beans On the left hand side the action is concentrated on tt 

British rescue of the Spnish, the foe and the Wictor being diffioult to distinguishe 





According to Mr. Provn the left hend side of the composition still gives ean indication 

of Copley's initial concepts, for ~hich a number of dravings oan be relateed.s pF a 

re sstride the cannon appears in number of studies end it corresponds to the figure Bet: 

de the cancon on the left hand side of the composition-in process of pulling down the 

Spanish colorse Copley's studies are ficurative, he concentrates on Penaies of movemen 

gesture and emotive attitudes. The figurative ar angement on the left hand side is 

reniniscent of Watson and the Shark in terms of distortion and emotive gesturinge 

The billoving shapes of sails, flags and smoke like formations suggestive of the con= 

flagoeratia are also reminiscent of his earlier work of 17824, The Death of Major : 

Pierson. its relationship to the pate of La’Hogue will be mentioned in @ further : 

peragrpah. Copley does not seam to be concerned with the topographical accuracy, he on 

relatively BABS =: 

suggests. Neither is he concerned with the ac urate is Senta of the ' ‘abips or eee 

“the shapes of the boats are obscured in'a smoky haze of by the, ‘figurese: see figures 

on the left had side are broadly treated end ganralized, in in contrast. to. the group. on t 

righte Copley's composition is split in half, the imaginative andthe pealixtic veing 

in counterpointe 

KE TCH 1788 COPMARED WITH COFLEY'S FINAL VERSION OF THE GUILD 
he 6@ 

214 x 297 inchese (vse 36 x 503) ee Sade a gaia 

ant 

Copley*s argument against the changes versus the Officers demands wore for. ‘the rotent 

of the original composition that he had already sketched on the lage osiivas in. 1786. | 

The problems were centered around the selection of a topographical “vantage point’, Aho 

would allow him to present a factual view, while permitting him the freedom. of cxprests 

fin terms of the dramatic effects of the evnet an a necessity for ® succesful nhstory’. 

pioture.f Aocording to Mir Provn the Sketuh of 1788 contains some of Copley's ori gta 

concepts which became modified after his encounter with Officers in 1787¢ Finally 

the Officers and Copley aggredd on tho South Bastion as the vantege he ‘for the place 

ment of the Officer Group. even though during the Attack Sir Eliott bad been ta at 

the Kings Bastione 





From this point on Copley's main concerns were the officer portraits and their commissi 

- There are same ehanges in topographical set‘ing bnetweer these two works , the castle 

is suggested in both, but the King's Bastion has become more generazized in the Final 

Version. In both paintings the figurative scale is at odds with the backgr ound objects 

The juxtaposition of far and near have an irreal relationshipe In the final version 

action on the left hand side has been shifted closer *o the foreground, with adiitiona? 

figures and boatse the extending shape on the left hand side is either a prow or 

a bowsprit, and its relationship to the Floating Battery is rather Looe In the 

final version the figure astride the cannon has been eliminated, 

te thon Lemmas ch 

Themplecomenimaf Sir Roger Curtis boat is placed in that epproxinate « ‘Brehe 

THE STUDY OF SIR ROGER CURTIS LONGBOAT dated 1788-89 WSs GUILDHALL 4 A 

Drawings associated with the Guildhall Septic illustrate again the Sigurati ve ar: range: 
~ 

a and figure and boat studies, According To Colonel Drink ‘water'e’ accor. 8 
He uses PSO. - a 

Sir. area em 

was in charge of the gun boats, of which there were 12, adng in charge, “of ‘the herote 

rescue mission on the fd. ght of September 13,. 17820 Copley. however, “has placed hin” 

in the longboat, as illustrated in the study, although in the painting: the’ procartols 

placement of the gun in relationship to the 4 gure makes it aifrtoult to btormine, ‘the 

type of theboate ¢ the study of the boats, their shapes end: their Parpoee will enter, 

into the disoussion of the problematic Elgin Bieres Therefore. an attenpt! wilt be ma 

now to illustrate various boat designs and their purposes Tt, au be ‘yiiustrated whi 
trot | a HRN. 

Copley's drawings and their relationship to Copley's he thy voreten, which will be.ca 
ee 

pared with Colonel's D “inkwater' 8 more factual rendering of the ‘soene and tas ao ake : 

’ L cCOPLEY'S STUDY FOR THE SIEGE - FIGURES IN BOW OF CAPTAIN BRADFORD surtats GUNBOAT, 4 

dated 1788-17896 
a 

Copaey's studies of the gunboats are assdciated with Ceptein Bredfor Smith. Vas this 

displacement of heroes intentional or accidental? The main emphasis 46 again on th 

ficuratire arrengement, movement, distortion and gesture. The gun boat -and the ler 

poard sifio of the Floating Battery are used as Caaposittonal propsefor the figurese 

In the painting the gun boats and the Floating Batteries assume imaginary shapese 





wht 

L. cOrLEY'S STUDY FOR THE FIGURES SCALING Tit” FLOATING BA TIERY 

VS GUTLDHALL SIEGE. 

vas Wwe 4 

The preceeding &nd thvocther studies vaguely illustrate the design or copley's idea 

of the Floating Batteries. Gnce again the the emphasis is on the figurative arrangement 

combining pealiesic and gesture drawing. Two rectangular portholes showthe protrusion 

of heavy gums. The stratification of the figures suggest it to be relatively highe 

In both of the paintings Copley does show the figures solaing the sides of the ship, 

but the shapes of~he—-shi-pe acre obscured by the human mass and the smokelike fusione 

The prow of the left hand side may belong to the floating battery, and the diagonal 

sgape in the inte-mediete area may ve a oe of the floating battery. in the Guile 

gall version it is 6 counterpoint of ETS No matter MAD directional forces are 

S4R 

utilized by Copley, the at tention seems to rest with the Equestrian portrast of Eliatt. 

Accor ding to Mre Provn copley* 8s personel relationship with Colonel Drinkwater made: 46 

possible for Copley to utilize Drinkwater's pictorial and written ‘material of the eve 

In the GyilBhall version Colonel Drinkwater te portrayed aa m the upper ‘etek hand o
rn 

These ieee, Allustrate that Copley's sain bas Soncern wes for the Figurative ar- anger 

ts with less or no emphasis on the acourate feaataent of the voatss : 5 te ‘discussion of. 

Copley's ; Vateon and the ees one of the characteristics mentioned was nis depart. 

rom the faotuale It is also evident in both versions of ‘the Siege, of Guraltare as echo 

The factual rendition of the gun boat and the Floating Batteries ofn be be tttustrsted ee 

MORNING OF THE 14TH OF S 

FROM NORTH FLANK OF THE SOUTH BAS TION WITH COMBINED FLEBTS AND CAMPS AT DISTANCE. 

The inscription on the upper left Brave corner refers to Copley's Gui. 1dhell version Gil 

his placoment of the Officer Group of the South Bastions But none of Copley's version: 

illustrate the peneerere aspect of the locales From the 10 Battering Ships, 9 are 

depicted by Drinkvatere Sir Roger Curtis gunboat appears in the vicinity of the Spent 

Admiralts ship. These guibounts vere quick to move and the guns Fould be moved from &. 

| yw yas 
to sidee It was one of the inventions by British that were used at gibraltar. The ff 

two were shipped in the beginning of Februery, 1782, tie obher 10 arrived with Verno: 





aa Relief at the ond of Pad vebruarye Been -« hipped in pieces and were put together on 

na 5 i- gece: Ps » caryo Ps > > 
j< 

lené, it wa fit to serve 22 people. rere the invention of the 

“wrench Encineer D'Arcon, cerving she cambirc“ chen of Spain and Fpancee In April 

17E2 becun the reconstruction of ths large old ships clsc referred to as the Ships of t 

Iisiee Cork, junk, woo i anc iron was used vo fortify the sides, which were to be 6 or 7 

fest thicke The portholes in the lerboarc sides numberca 7, ll, and le . The overhead 

pretection was made of thatch, hides and hemp end satureted in water = as 4& protection 

against the red hot shots of the Britishe Thepitch roof design or the overhead protec 

would also enebiedthe shells to slide dowme This type of design is illustrated in Col 

Drinkweter's vatercolors nemely the pitch roof shaped boat with three masts and the bow 

on thelarboard sides Sir 

sprite The number of the guns are difficult to ctecenn. ' The gum boat. of Captain Cur 

shows one gun and one raste- This comparison also illustrates ets aspect of the 

treetment of the heteriont event - that of reportage. Coplsy may have utilized 

(Col, Drinkweters's naterial heey. very general sensée His final result was an ideali: 

historie group portrait. Mr. Prown refers to CHaLeenAAut Meal ene ene =| as. a. double conpo- 

sition SRA&APGdeihpAGnenheoeenarhantsanie of romantic end ies ‘counterpointe 

The eye level shifts fran high to low, fram repose to tensi One The gesture of Sir 

Eliott tends to hold the attentione From the time of the Commission in 1783, inoludia 

the Exhibit in 1791 , to the final publication of the engraving in 1810, the populertt, 

of Copley and of the event was surpassed by new events and of the efflorescence of the 

ronentic painter&se 

GEORCE CARTER'S, SKETCH FOR THE SIEGE, EXHIBITSD in 1785-6 

As tllastrated before Cole Drinkwator's material may have been the Roa reliable, 

The other artists who preceded Copley utilizing various aspects of the theme were 

Dominic Serres, Je Clevely, William Hamilton, John Keyse Sherwin, Jemes Jeffreys, 

‘Geor ge ricer and Wright of Derbye Wright of Derby's work was only ane not engravede 

Al? work was done from 1785- through 17856 The factual data was obtainable either 

fron a direct reportage from theofficers, newspapers » prints and mapse The public 

exhibits may also have been influential on each others work 





HEY 

Carter hy had applied for the camission for the Siege, but just too late, he claime 

that he had obtained information from Sir Roger crite (Ne pe 60, fteo 2)e | 

Similar to Copley, Carter's concentration is also on the group portrait. The topo= 

graphical acouracy is better observed in Carter's sketch, shoring the fortifications 0: 

the King's Bastion, and the Spanish side opposite the King's Bastione Carter's 

attempt to depict the conflegeration is less succsessful than Copley's. His portraya. 

of the personages is also inferior to Copley'se Copley's compositional format does no 

relate either to a s or ie. S» fhe main differences between Copley and 

tne in t<?«s ¢ fopog2aply auc edechj lac! POs Has Tae 

Carter the treatment of space, figure , the use of light and its effectss 

Copley's own work WATSON AND THE SHARK, and (HEX SLIDE) “WEST'S BATILE OF TA HOGUE 

Copley's ‘rather. 

HAVE - GLOSER ARTISTIC AFFINITIES with Babh/-versions of the Siege ES to his contempor 

S0urcese Copley's affinity for the pyramidal composition relates: to. Meet PSG is z re 

miniscent of His Watson and the Shark. In terms of portraiture Be Neat pointe of. tute 

rest are more scattered. He changes frane a pertioular to re “gonnralsend’¢ treetmont” “of 

the figuree ‘This may be due to the retouching of the - pointing ‘in "1806 « In tersis’ of 

portraiture Copley ‘s concentration remains in one. areBe Copley'# trostuont of detail 

is less realistic than Hecke ‘test opens up the space whereas Copley: Gonprossés ste 

The piotoriel effects of light and its fiery fusion are intended te: rbot a scene: ‘of 

sublimity and terrore West does not preach a moral, te ccamencr ated the event, wher 

as Copley glorifies the leaders of the event and drematizes the heroia resoue of the. 

(NEXT SLIDE dated 1785 
defeatede Apambarha’.  TRUMBULL'S COFY OF ee 

in Londone ; Spat 

While Copley was revising his composition of Cibrelters ‘rumtull } hed cap 

leted his peinting, The Sortie, fae? Event ON THE NIGHT OF NOVEMBER, 26, 1781. Prunbull 

refers to Copley and Vest as having encouraged him in hi story pel ntinge West's pattl 

of La Hogue was & decisive influence in Trumbull'ts careere Within the-next year 

T-umbull begun the Series of American History subjectsat the ouggestion, of Rests . The 

first painting was The DEATH OF GENERAL TARREN AT THE BATILE OF BUNKER ‘BILL, wittnesse 

by 7 ‘mbull on June 17, 17756 The second ee was General Montgomery in The Atteo 
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Q@ wext SLIDES ) 

| umbulls aim was to record the events of American Revolution and the Birth of /Republi 

Eis first paintings of our national history were done under the encouragement of West 

Jeffersons Trumbull was an ardent Federalist and in his eed ss of the Sortie refl« 

his American point of view. T unbull's letter to his brother Jonathan, dated Decembe: 

14, 1785 from London, states, 

bg “Wrest whose friendship is xausta as oposed to me a subject of 

history of this contirent - Gibraltar - at once popular , sublime and in 

every respect _perfeot for the penoil," (Yale Library, autobiog) 

the nainting - 

West's advice , and sugzestions and-The Battle of La Hogue can be viewed as @ steppin 

tone in Trumbull's career as a history painter, which in turn threw him. into oot 

with West and Copleye 7 BM ing Po 

COPLEY'S SKETCH OF 1788 

20_x 30)? FINISHED IN 1788 in London 

26/27 of NOVEMBER » 178le ; a a sly. 

In contrast to Copley, Trumbull depicts an earlier everte Tt - was “the “British abst 

lend in order to destroy the newley erected forti flesti ons by. ‘the oe Bpantch. The attes 

VES commended by General Ross and tee Eiiotte the. spanish were surprised 

meny of them were killed by the explosions « The fiery. scene of the night was the. bac 

drop of the Spanish retreate Both Copley and g,umbull concentrete. on ‘the histories 

portraiture within the reotengular are@ on the right hand side, on ‘the: left “hend sic 

the pyramidal arrangement is relatively similare In both eoupositt as ce action ext 

beyond the picture frame. The lower left hand diagonal leads into the at stance, Pe 

contrest with Copley's compressed space and M4 gurative errengenente Governor Elict 

predominates the scene in Copley's work, though @or this event he appears mere 2S on 

observere Trumbull places him on the eagual ground with the: other “offioerse in spite 

of the of the concept and execution of the Sortie being Eliott's. Anong the other 

officers T,umbull includes, the commander of the Event, General Ross, the kKilted Offi 

Alexander Mao Kensie, and Sir Roger Curtis vho did not actually participete in the 

evente 
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Leer) 4w13s¢e = °e 2 
i unbull'ts attention end the fecal point is certerced on two figures, Captain Hose Barb« 

f the Sapnish Artilery, tho wes killed Sy the British , and Captain Baron von Eelmsta 

from the Valoon Guards, who wee mortally ~vounded. The centrel area is reminiscent of 

West's, Death of Gonrel “Nolfe, anc Copley's , The Death of Major Pyersone Trumbull 

does not glorify the British Hero, but pays tribute to the martyred Spaniarde, whose 

likeness is said to have been based on the painte~ Lavrencee Trumbull's ideologies ar 

beautifully juxtaposeds The painting can be interpreted as a historic document of Bri: 

victory and also as a personal statement of T umbull's beliefse hile T unbull wes wo 

king on this version, a letter written to his brother, deted S _ptember 3, 1788, confiri 

T umbull's point of views 
. 

"1 om noe busy in @ picture of the Sortie made by Garrison of Gibralter tp 

1781, adressed to the vanity and Natione ity of John Bulls this is agreed 

“lish Artists". y)e best km to deo engraved by the 

The first painting of the subject wes given to Benjamin West (14 x 20 sehen) « which. 

today is unlocatede The problems relating to the first version, and the suggestions © 

West and Mire Poggin (1787), cannot. be discussed in depth at this pointe It can be ste 

thet the second version, illustreted here, was in conformity with the taste of the time 

although Trumbull himself ves not satisfied with the final pictorial results, pare 

ticulerly with the image of his Spenish Herce 

COPLEY'S GUILDHALL VEFS 10! STOR OF 
NEXT SLIDES 

+i 7 

SORTIE (72 x 108 inches), “HICH My. FT 

Vv WILLIAY SHARP. 

Copleyts principal figures are life size, where&s T unbull's were only half as largée 

Once agein tT unbull was not satisfied with the image of the Spanish Heroe His peintir 

was exhibited in the Spring of 1789. It was publicly accepted and years leter 7 umbul 

made 3 or 4 replicas of this picturée Before his arrival in Englend T,-wnbull kmew of 

and Copley's innovations in terms of history peintinge 





Innovetions included the realistic set ing and the actual portraits of the participant 

jn a contemporary costume while celcobrating an {mportant historic evente Contemporar} 

history paintings became publicly acclaimed and they vecame gprofitable enterprises 

For Vest and Copley the subjects of the Anericen Revolution could not have been tact= 

ful or wise to commemorate. There wis no appeal for the Englishmen of themes depict: 

Englishmen being killed by Englishmene The market for Americen History painting ¢ 

exist in Francee According to T,umbull, Copley and West both encouraged hiavto pursu 

history painting, end at times one may wonder why? At this point in research it seem 

thet only T,umbull commemorated the Sortie. T umbull's original idea was centered 

around the gallant conduct and the death of the Sper ish commander, evocative of deep 

fselingse The painters imagination “=< stimulated by the sublime aspects of the them 

she contrasting effects of the darlmes s ahdthe fiery results of the attacke Copley" 

original intent was Also to concentrate on the sublime and the terrible aspects: of th 

event, but the final results show concentration on. portraitures “The aspects of por 

treiture in T.umbull's work appearg to be secondary. perteei Toren was necessary for’: 

Copley, because of the Commission and the Officers demands, for Tunball in order to 

circulate the engravinse Icono grephically, T, unbull makes a personel statenent, whe 

pro-liberty-. Bey settee once more the format. of Pieta, Lamentation and Deposition 

recalls West's, Death of Syneral “olfe and yelates to Copley's, the Death of Ma jor ; 

PyersOle knong #11 the other History paintings, The Sortie, besed on British utste 

was the most acclaimed in T.umbull'e Wifetine, foy the publie and by contemporary” 

ee one of the being Allstone/ Ironically , the British topic was more esteane 

then his American History paintingse Hs personel beliefs are pictorially stated 

and speak of his patriotic attitudes, cleverly juxtaposed with the popular image of t 

British Jeroese One may assume thet Trumbull himself had a strong emotional affinit 

for this theme, indicetive of the many replicase 

NEXT SLIDES ) ENGRAVING BY SHARF ASD THE REPLICA OF THE SORTIE (386% 54 In), 

DATED C. 1840, and is supposed to ‘unve bogn based on Sharp's engravi 





lie 

& replica 41s a close reproduction of the original by the original artist, whereas copie: 

are not by the original artidg, although they may a closely imitate or duplicate the 

original designe Theres are two replicas by Trumbull that are unlocated or are lost, onc 

55 36 x 44 inches , the other 26 x 36 inchese The one given to West, may be the first 

yersion of the Sortie, it was approxe 14 x 21 inches largee There are some uncertainti: 

in regard to this lost painting . Mr. Prom lists the existant and the lost copies of 

Copley's Siegee The Tate Gallery Siege was probebly a oopy by Mre Saunders, intended f: 

the use of the engraver, it measures 52 x 72 inchese Ge Ve Shepton's copy of the Siege 

dated 1906 4s in Bomann Museum in West G rmenye ‘The Relief of the Gibralter, painted >; 

Serres, which Ten on Copley's exhibit's ticket of Admission is now loste An Las 

cated sketoh , executed in “euazzo", associated with the Guildhall version has un=- 

certain . documentatione Another painting, , the Siege of CAbralters Presently at BO 

11> vaukee Art.Center is not documented by Provme The painting was An: ‘the collection . 

of the Laura Davidson Sears Academy of Fine Arts,in Elgin, T1linois;’ emt ontalogued as 

No. 84, The Siege of Gibraltar, by John Singleton Copleye © The painting was * purchased 
« 

the Ehrich Gallery in New York in November , (1923. The Ehrich Galleries ‘purchased it 

fran an unspecified private owner in Englands (stated in the letter , August es 1923) 

The painting was sold in 1925 to the Honorable oudes Sears oe Elgin,. Hane ans : 

Se peewee cars Collection were offered for public Sale in 19680 The largest: ‘part 

of the colleotion was purchased by Lenz Art Gallery in 1 lwaukees = estheg were exhibited 

in 1969, and The Siege os Gibraltar was listed as No- ll, and as attributed to Copleye 

The letter change was done at the galley and has no doouentations As mentioned eerlie 

in peeher daisoussion the peinting will be referred to as-the Elgin Siegee 

Based on dooumen’ ation, Trumbull can be eliminated as a possible author of the Elgiz 

Siege. There is no relationship thenatically? and neither do the sizes of @b T ‘vimbull 

lost R,plicas relate to the measurements of the Elgin Siege, which measures 62 x 95 ae 

chése 
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NEXT SLIDES. PHC TOGRAPH OF TEE ELGIN SIScE. | 

Before the painting was sold to &h& Judg: Soars, the restoration and relining was don 

et the Ehrioh Galleries for which they received $72.00 in paynente The present condit: 

of the painting differs fram photograph, which one assumes was taken before the resto= 

rationue Heavy overpainting can be opeervad jn the imiediate foreground, left hand sid 

end also in the areas around the Floating Eatteries. The predaninant differences are= 

the obsured areas on the left hand side, around the seoond group of the Floating Batte 

in front of the main Floating Batteryies and around the castle on the upper righte 

Some of the figures on the iene hand side are also less discernable. | The rthymical 

flow of the brusiwork which is evident in the photograph is less obvious in the painti: 

The varnish has also darkenede 

NexT SLIDES. COPLEY'S GUILDAHLL SIEGE (3) : | 

In cauparison with Copley's Guildhall Siege, which Mr. Rosenthal lets te to be. “probebl 

a pendent in his authentication , dated January 14, 1924 - The Elgin Shege ‘afters 

considerably in campostion and ioonographye Even if it was a pendant or an unlocate 

copy, the documentation of Mr. Provn speaks against it. Mr. Rosenthal *e Lacks dooun 

tation and his reasons seem tw generale | Peay ae 

The differences ooour in the point of view of the spectator, the Bigin eh: veing 

shown at a normal eye level, whereas in con eis Guildheil version, the - paint of view 

shif~s from high to lowe Copley emphasizes the figure and aspects of: portraiture, whi 

4s non-existant or minimised in the Elgin Siegee The Fooal point ‘ds the Floating 7 

Batteries end the Fire, which is off ‘centers The attention is skirted fran the figure 

to an important object. Copley's ppatial treatment is compressed in contrast to the 

panoramic view off Elgin Siegee The similarities that do exist are. ‘centered er ound the 

left hand side of both compositions. Where Copley simulates the shape of the Floating 

Battery, the photographeé shows a cldar shape of the Floating Batterye The bowsprit 

and prow are rather embiguous gn Copley's ee whereas in the Elgin Siege the 

extended shape shows a bowsprit and Mgurehead. ‘These are clearly visible in the 

photograph. The figurative arrangement is less complex in the Blgin Sie gee 





Sawa 

In the Elgin Siege the Sigures are small, the lergest being 6 inches tell. Two pene 

figures, the officer in profils and the figure in rhite shirt may be specific portraits 

The standing officer may be Sir Roger Curtise ‘the treatment of these three figures, 

mainly in terms of light, and in relationship to the rest of the composition is differ: 

It may have been the artists intention to focus the attention on these figures, or the; 

may have been modified at 4 later datee 

The main differences are in the use of light and the distribution of light effeotse 

In Elgin Siege, the main light source is the Fire itself, from which the light emanate. 

in mori one directionse The secondary light sources are the torch and the portholes in 

the BOAh& ships illuminating specific area, whereas Copley uses scattered light effec 

without indication of a specific light sourcée Closer parallels tofElgin Siege can 

drawn with the rather factual rendition of Col. Drinkwater's watercolor - in terms of 

the locale and its panoramic extemsion , and with the strange shapes of the Floating 

Batteriese As itiustrated before, Copley does ‘not seem to have utilized much of D ink 

er's materiale Drinkrater's intent was factual in his written a ‘pictorial presen 

tatione From time to time he alludes to sche sublime and terrible aspects of the event 

The Elgin Siege couveys the sublime and the terrible aspects of hs event in a soenio 

presentation mors drematically than Copley's Guildhall Sie gee 

NEXT SLIDE ON THE RIGHT = DLS Z sp () & 

From a purely objective point of view one hes to consider the total paintinge The - 

stretcher 4s quite sturdy and is ARE rarer wee The canvas seems to have been’ i 

relined twice, once in 1923 at the Ehrich Gallery and once car liere Newsprint attact 

to the back of the stretcher deals with the Anti -Rifling 4gssues, which oan be only per 

lly readep The debates on Riffling were continuous from 1849- to aproxe 1863 in Engler 

At this point it does not olerify the question of authenticity, but it may be helpful 

for further studiese The popularity of this particular theme and the efflorescence 

history painting and painters presont problems of authorshipe Je Clevely, William 

Hamilton, James Jeffreys, John Kayse Sherwin , Daninio Serres , and George Carter were 





contemporaries wkth Copley, anc certributors to ‘ass popular themee This is dooumente: 

by Mre Provme Mr. Provn also mentions Joseph Wright of Derby, whose work was exhibite: 

in 1785 in Londone This was the seme year George Cater exhibited his Siege of Gibe 

raltar and other works onthe Gibraltar theme in Pall Malle 

According to Mr. Micolson by 17 of February , 1785 Wright of Derby ee finished his 

enormous canves, A VIn" DURING THE DESTRUCTION OF THE FLOATING SPANISH BATTERIES, end 

had asked Williem Hayley to produce a piece for the catlogue. The exhibition wes at . 

Robins Rooms Covent Garden in the middle of April 1785. The ppinting. was EI IS by 

John Milnes of Wakefield for which he paind 420 pounds and of which onl trece hes bee: 

lost since the middle of the 19th century, Mr Nicolson als states, 

" 4t is odd that an objeot of this size should have been misleids™ 

Fareed tenth 0b pombe FO einieft i OE OE ORCL SOIT 

hg motioned by Mr. Nicolson its actual size was largee Brogue eee canvas ae 

indicated 

before 1785 was the P rtrait of Elizabeth , Wife OF Edward fachevérell: Pole an ter 3: 

Sacheysrell, dated 1771, its measurements 91 3/4 x 68 1/4 inchese ‘the size of Elgin 

Siege is 62 x 95 we The largest work after 1785, Antigonus {nthe Storm, From 

The Winter's tale, dated 1790, it measures 61x 8 inches » Miscount Soalrdale, 

: And Ferdinand and Myranda in. Prosperos Cell From the T,mpes$, 102 x 14 Anohese » . The 

Peinting is Sea : 

Problems 0 ° authorship occur detwo n the work of Copley and Wri ght of Derbys 
oY 

In portraiture the similarities in some of the earlier works of Sopley, end rere of 

Derby are Closée 

COPLEY'S MRS. EPES SARGENT II, dated 1764 

a 

NEXT SLIDES. 

MRS. WILMOT, dated 1762<56 

The portrait of Mrse Epes Sargent II exemplifies Copley's Anerican sivis. of portraitu 

One may assume , that at wet Came the artists were not aware of each others existanc 

The treatment is realistic for both of the paintingse Wright emphasizes ‘the details 

and places the re Se in a simpler setting. The use of light is more maturelictio 

than SOE N Se The Piret encounter between both of the artists wee ra rere 

Copley was copying Cor: bash. and oe ak of Derby's interest was Sretiees on Italian. BC 

nery, vulcanos and the fireworks ai gley in Ronee Beoause of the similerities in styl 





tobween Wright and Copley, some oF Wright's portraits have been known as Copley 'ée 

L 

KANSAS CITY. AND PORTRAIT OF RICHARD DAL HOM, tated ete 1776's, @ 

NATIONAL GALLPRY OF ART, WASHIGNTOU De Ceo 

Presently these portraits are. listed as Copleyee ‘these paibtings vere called to tre WN: 

ee attention by Mr. Provme Nr. Nicolscns documentation and stylistic enalysis ole 

the Serre hip of Wright of Derbye he above paintings illustrate visual simi laritie: 

between Wright and Copleye The possibllity exists that Wright's painting of Gibraltar 

may have become a Copley, to make it more saleablee ama Of course the nane of Copley - 

familiar to American public, while Wright of Derby may have been en unknowns | 

According to Mr. Nicolson , there are two drawings by “Aght at the coy Museum that 

do not rslate to a known work of hise 

NEXT SLIDES. BRITISH Gun chs IN ACTION WIT! A PLAN OF THE BOAT: “aucotecn dates at. 

arly 1770's and questions the datee THE GTHER WRIGHT'S 

Ce datede 

earl ae the subject , the title and the date ks gostimed in this CaEee 

re Nicolson documents Wright's and Burdett's porrespondence of 1772, ‘whare allusions 

were made to perspective studies, and boatse ‘He. sso; ‘mentions Wright's -and his: brett 

corres pondence of 1776, where Wright makes reference bo a “see angegement™ > a terms 

date and the subject matter Mr. Nicolson remains undecisivee ey a 

SNES oF’ TE OIER OF THE - 

In the earlier discusion, Cole Drinkvater's reniering was ubilized to determine the | 

various types of the boats , and the locale in regard to contayts: studies of the fink 

res and.of the boats and ae final execution of them in the RE a oe The eg ety. 

and the construction of the boats and their historic importance was previously 

considered. ‘The ingori pion on the upper right hand side is difficult to dgcinber- 

It may have been heplful toward the jdenficetion of the subject mattere 
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first 

Similex motifs are the folloving - the piteh roofed floeting Batteries with a three 

mast construction and the bowsprit, second, the gunboat of Sir Roger Curtis vith a 

single mast and one gun. These ~esemble the boats in Wright's Drawing, Third, 

the shape of the Kings Bastion and the further extention of the Old Mole is indicated 

in “right's drawing but not as ebec sea as in Drinkweter's renderinge he designation 

of S.Roque erea is similar oo the mounteineous shapes in Wright's Drawinge Wright 

also utilizes the panoramic view, Manat recent vantage pointe 

YRIGHT'S BOATS 

Nes? SLIDBS ANC DNINEWATERS SAME SLIDE. ee 

A gun boat in Wrights drawing hes similer design as in Bripieterts Watercolor 

Exceptéatshthan Wright seems to portray more then 22 figures in his drawinge 

Both Drinkrater's written and pictorial account and Wrights drawings contain the 

unique Floating Batteries and gun boats tith their specific funoti one’ otss 

existance confirms both the time and place. as 1782 at Gibraltare a 

For further discussion these drawings will Se accepted | as Wright's studies for the tos 

painting of Gibraltare 
4. (e) 

STUDY FOR THE WIRY AND THE ELGIN SIEGRe YR 

In order to investigate the authentioity of the Elgin Siege a following study of the 

motifs from the drawing and motifs from the painting will be camper ed in, or der to. : 

clarify the status of the paintinge ate Pee 

The spectators point of view is sl‘ ghtly higher in the drawing then in the > painting. 

The focal point for both works is off center to t he left. The total effoot is 

Sa ana the figures are minimized. The curvilineer &hépae sgn! of the Saoks! 

like shapes in the drawing RATS to the peintinge The spectator appeare on be placed 

south. of the South Bastion, althovgh jin the drawing the distances are nore difficult 't 

judge. | . | 

DRATING AND THR DETAIL NO. ll. 

 4liustrate the double focal point-the Floating Batteries and the Fires In the 
end 

drawing the bowsprit ete from the gabled reef areg whereas in the painting it ie 





tresently chesured. nis mey be due to the restoration ana to the darkenitg of the 

vucrishe In the drswing ond in the yolrting both the Floating Batteries exhibit % 

Kien of the Pla tin Eatcorfes is chenzed in the drawinge there sre 

‘erhoard side, wherees in the traving the placement is generalize 

SEATING. DETAIL 10. 12. Lb 

The flags cppeer sirilar in both, with theone in the painti: 

DATING DETAIL 0 A 

The shape of the Floating Sattery corresponds even closer to > 

one in.the drawing, particularly the pitched shapo of the roofe 

DRAPIKG DETAIL NO. 10. { 

The geometric shapes relate to a larger pyramidal shape in th 

paintinge 

DIA IUGe DETAIL. NO. 196 
I a a aa 

Illustrates the top of the Kings Bastion, the fortification 

end the presence of the flage The relative placement of King's Bastion and the Mooris: 

Castle is eer in both  orkse 

DRAT ING. DETAIL NO. 8e 

The castle is represented in bleck like shapes in the pat: 

ing as well as in the dravinge In the painting the Castle occupies a space on the 

nourteing which aye also shown in the dravinge ‘he British Fleg does not appear in thy 

drawinge 

The bow of ‘the gun boat indicet: 

& -imilar construction. The masts are present in the drawing whereas in the peivting 

they do not appeare 

Tp Awe TW Ss : - c 7 = { Khoa r Hi Oe 

Lonzborts also appear in voth with similar sternse 
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Slee wees (7a) 

-totoriel ceriiug one cen assume that the Drewings 

mrss Re Pre yeaa 7 ey - 
ight and the Elfin siege ne smite tytorreletiunship, the predominant motifs bein 

4 MH c. ah : z 4 

Laeting Batteries, the cucborts, Kings Bestion ahd the Moorish Castle. Wright's 

yl SEUSS, See RTS 
Got BUR SU). sec ley 

co:resronience on this perticwlar subject begun or Janusry 9, 17856 

* oe «coule I be certdin, ne vvites, Sir Roger Curtis, wou'd upon a personal 

pplication allow ms the use of hic trevings en? give me those aids he has others 

shpuld be tempted to set forwards imnediatcly in spite of wind and weather, but 

I should bs denied such advantage I should make a most uncomfortable return 

Q 

a ee 
M 

“yi cht once sgein wrote to Hayley in regard to the advice from 
On Janurry 13, 17é2, 

Curtis, 

"here is no time to be lost, as the subject is by Sir Roger Cur “is assistence 

already in the hends of several and will soon be a kackney'd onee™ 

Mr. Nicolson assumes that “TA ght dic not receive any help from Sir Roger Curtis, 

“hich seems to be confirmed in Yright's letter to Bey Heyley on August 31, 17836 

“perhaps had Ieee been furnished with proper.materials for the action off 

Gibraltar, I should have begun ny fire; but for the went of such {nstructions. 

I soon sank into my vonted torpor ageaine™ 

srom the correspondence one cérn assume thet Tright had not begun his studies before 

August 1733, there :fore the dravings cen be deted after thet datee No other correspon: 

dence is mentioned by Mr. Nicolson that woulc clerify Tright's sourcese In comparing 

“richt's drarings with Drintwaters more factual rendering one may assume that Wight 

had the knovrlegge of thhe locele anc of the new type of boats end shipse 

Differences in the motifs and in ‘he i+ arranugenent can be observed on the left hand s! 

of the peinting. Instead of one host as in the draving, two boats plus the floating 

bettery with a mele Tigure astride the bowsprit an2 the 8penish Colors occupy the aree 

Trav, are pome modificetions in the placement of the Floating Batteries, as there are 

modifications on the right foregrc inde Mie masts are el minated and the boats exhibit 

e different placement. The standing “i cure exhibits a different arm positiove 
a 





@ 
Leff loner tere 

rea is the least readable at the present candi tion of t 
TPRCE OC ATE 

LaFro is MoT Uisipe gle PIG ree eae Of THE FLOHTING GB. IN THE 

a paintinge ‘the bosts bclow @ortein the British Rescuerse ‘he figures ere extremely 

generalized. pertinlly illuminated from the light o* the Floating Battery, sane faces 

ere illumineted and the garments ere ecyrlite 

draving aetail noe 27.  R 
e 

qorle 

Bmmeo—of 11 cht een—bo—bsettrstreted—thire—deteti, GF 

artificial, it issues from theinterior of the Floating battery, but in contrast to th 

central area it only illuminates the small specific area with figurese 

The treatment of the figure is similer to the figures velow an 

for that matter reletes to the general treatment of most of the figurese The photog= 

raphy shows in this area more figures than can be seen in the paintings The secondar, 

grouping of the Floating Batteries does not appear in the drawing in an identioal man 

DRATING AND THE DETAIL xo.(se4 _e : 

As mentioned before the differences are in the elim!: 

on of the masts, placement of the boats and in the pose of the standing figuree on i 

speculete that the masts were eliminated for compositional purposese A, menioned bef. 

the standing figure mey be Sir Roger Curtis, fer he is the largest figure in the | 

composition, he was in charge of the gun boats and the rescue, end his gun boats wero 

st-tiened in the area of the South Bastion, In comparison with Col. Drinkrater's ren 

the placenent of this scene is below and to the south off the South Bastion. The 

pictorial presentation is of a viele The smoky and the fiery mass enoompss the large. 

pictoria! areas 

DPARTNG AND TE BESAELONQ. ELGI’ SIEGE. NO. 46 & (1) 

“rights correspondence with the poet Hayley indicates that he was concerned with the 

factual lmowledge of the events and the locale. Hovmuch information he obtained is 

21fSigult to determine at the present timee Based on Correspondence with tayley one 

deduce that Wright's initial idea of the event ras the aftermath - the Fire, stated 1: 

his letter of August 31, 1783, and qucted earliere 





The canperetiv. study of the interreleting motits, the treatment of space and_sven—+} 

Cand Wa CORES I ok 

CURpCet +i ene-l —rhem ss point rather toward Vyright then Copleye 

me reason for Se compositional chaincges may have been manifolde A letter dated on 1’ 

of February, 1785, from Wright to poet “ayley may be celf explanatory, 

" oe. I am unacquainted with neval business have therefore had meny difficulties 
to combat with which if I ccula foreseen, would have detered me fram the 
prosccuticn of the work. After all I fear it is not the picture you expeot to s« 

@s the action is not the rd ncipal and at too great a distance to discriminate 

rerticulerse Zven the men in the gunboats thet lie of f the New Mole (which makes 
e fine dark foreground to the picture) are not more than an inch high, however 
the Floating Batteries in different degrees of burning make @ fine blaze, and 

jlluninete in a striking manner the Noble rocke” 

“Wright's statements can only emphasize the previously discussed aspectse 
- Compositional problems sm@=-compoet+rores—chenpes 
B) Focal point being on the Blazing Floating 5atteriese 
2 Small and minute scale of the figures and their general treatment 
D P, acement of the- gunboats of £ the New Mole or the Sovth Bestione 

Wright's compositional methods, the changes from drawings to the finished pcre can be 

best observed with his Girendoln Series of Drawings and his finished works ‘The fire= 
Ce 

Works Display at the Castel Sen'Angleo, icted 177475, Simi ler ities can be observed ; 

with the Vesuvian studies and the finished paivtingse the compositional methods will 

not be discussed in this essay, although they do illustrate Wright's mentpulati on of .t 

motifs, elimination of others, and the mein object usaally retaining ite ‘placement fae 

fros drawing to rairtinge Vright's main intent was the displey of the Floating 

Batteries and the Fire. These retain similar positions fn the composition fram the | 

raving to the fadhb&age the Elgin Siegee 





The following discussion will be focussed on Wright's work bxecuted before 1785, and i 

pessible relationship to the Elgin Siegee Ouly ons aspect will be rested; that of 

Wright's preoccupation with light and its pictorial use and treatmente 

As mentioned before Mright was the first artist to express the spirit of the indust 

rial R”volution and he was and is best knovm for ‘he romantic interpreation of this 

spirit in the Middlandse He was preoccupied with facts of the physical world which h: 

presented in a realistic manner, but above all he was concerned with the realm of art: 

ficial and natural light phenomenone The drematic effeots frou candles, lave and moo) 

ari their reflections were observed fron a scientific point of view and for their — 

mysterious possibilities. Tic result was a variety of subjectss portraits, genres: 

and subject pieces including scenes from contemopary life, illustrating the soientifi: 

Snvestigationse Landscapes included italian and English scenese For Wright of Derby 

Vesuvius and the Factories of Birmingham were sublime end the Oras was a peautiful 

Lgntasye . 7 | | 

Le ELCDI STEGE COMPARED WITH TRIGHT'S AN EXPERIMENT ON A BIRD IN THE AIR PUMP, 

dated ge 1767-8, Aa neurites Yright's use of light and its effeotse The demonstrati 

taces placo by candlelight, its source hidden, but its illuminative and di stortive pc 

can be compared withthe Floating Batteriese Both pal ntings utilize artificial light. 

There ere secondary artificial light sources ett Siege, but the secondary 1i ght 

source for The Air Pump is natural moonlighte Wri ght records two aspects, the | 

experimertal and the emotionel seanotions of the vievere The mood is enhenced with tt 

effects of candle light. In the Elgin Siege the emotions are evoked by the total 

conflageratione 

DETAIL NOe TORCHLIGHT scht's BLACYSMITH'S SHOP, dated 1771. 

The sources of the light arogein the center, @& the hot bar of the netal, moonli ght, 

and the triad of lights being completed with the candle lighte The torchli ght in th 

immediute foregrgund illuninates the nen in she gun boatse The figure and the canno) 

Ss effectively edgelit, similar te vno © cam eid the mannolding the hot iron bar in t) 

SHOP. 





g (8) fi 
Dolkls 9 TORCHLTGHT Ga 4 Whe Wla'S FatdGboCIClh OF SAINT JANUJARIOS HEAD, dated 1778. 

Both paintinzs illustrerste the use cf torchlicght, they illwminete a relatively small 
these 

area and extremel: small figures in the fProsession.e In both of thaskpaintings the smal 

i) lunaineted areas serve as valuc and size contrasts§: = 2 ‘s 

bare] ATT me Tent FOR aR 
si iw etter 2 UA 

The treatment of the figures is not similar, but the ef"ect of edgelighting the figure 

and the objects is similere 

BL’ STECT NO. 4. AND WRIGHTS FITEYORK DISPLAY AT THE CASTEL S. ANGELO, dated c. 17 

& ise Tol—157 tn Ne Ne Joseph PTs) De 

As mentioned before the studies for this painting, exhibit similar aspeots of camposit 
the 

changes that were observed from Wright's Gibraltar Drawings to thepainting of onark £3 
eccuracy 

“right was conoerned with the SUE TOSS as rah of the SES alyhough in his. 

yasiation on the Girandola theme he ieparts from the =gapspaenniis accuracy. weige 

. re F 3 

i) 

pire—petnbiens——bhe—Ebpin—Siewe, fn argument in favor of this can be teken fran Mrs 

Nicolson, : ae 
" He rarcly set up am easel in -n Italian studio but preferred to doounent: 

himself on a famous sites, and then on his return home, time and again | 
to play variations on the scenes he had witnessed, alamst. to the years of 
his deathe” 

ati, ar 
OF. 

Both of the raintings illustrate two different types of f fireworks as the main themes 

Thers Brey omic. tional differences as ‘ont as differences in the ori In ite 

treatment of the details and architectural forms, S$. Angelo is more realistic. There 

are very small figures in 5. inzele and they are also minimized in the Elgin stegeef. 

The concern for architectural chepes is evident in both paintingse The sky line is 

roletively lor in S. Anzolo and similar to Elgin Siege, exvep for the silhouettted 

+ 
pte 

+ secturel forms in 5. Angeloe Varistion in the cloudlike forms afin be: cbserved in 

hoth rathtings, Son the heavily messed chepes to Mghter more individual shapese The 

the 

Abrupt forms on the right foreground of Elgin Siege heve a counterpart in 8. Angelo's 

lefte 





In both paintings the foonl point is the ‘liwiicating fire end in the Elgin Siege it 

transcends the historical subject mectere 

The crescent like shepes surrounding the active *tames of Vesuvius are similar to the 

rthymical forms of smoke cloud fprmations of the Elgin Siege, though better visible in 

photograpge Similer shapes are echoed in close proxinity of the Floating batteries an 

in the area of the Kings Bastion. The red orange flame is contrasted by the dark smok 

forms around ite Multiple light soutces are present in both naettara: for Eruption o 

Vesuvius one being the flame the other the lave The color composition is difficult 

analyze at the present, although the mein color scheme seems to be complimentary-yello 

red end orenge and blue/green seem to predominate in he intensity, similar to the 

Bruption of Yesuviuse 

The brief comparative study of the Elgin Siege and Tright's work before 2785. was to 

sllustrate the similarities in Vright's concept of Ught ite use end its effects. 

TIGHTS, ELGIN SISGE AND COPLEY'S CUILDRALL . Se & 

Tie Cuildahll Siege illustrates Copley's fusion of imaginative and fastuel date with t 

predaninence of historical portrait, inclusive of realism end idealisme Copley 's styl 

affinities were with his om ubk& earlier work and Mest's Battle of La Hoguee Wost's 

Battle of la Hogue may have been inspirational for the aie artists tho utilized the 

Gibralter theme within the period of 1783-1785e Copley's sketches ‘and his finished ¥c 

of the Siege of Gibraltar do not lead to poaiueton that there are isonographical or 

stylistic similarities with the Elgin Siege. This would eliminate Copley as the autho 

for the Elgin Siegee Tright's drawings » wri ght's concepts of light and his oorrespon 

dence with the poet eet point toward tyeighh as the possible authore cf the Elgi 

Siegee According to Benediot Nicolson, Wright's original concept of the event and the 

peinting appears’ in the Catalogue of the 1785 exhibit, 

wel, ArYaO Haye 

plus the fact the paintbng of Gibralter is lost 





ves "Wright had the idea of painting tro pictures as companions; tn the first 

(the only one executed) to represent an extensive view of the scenery, 

combined vith action, in the second tc make the action his principal objecte” 
(16( 

also 

Willie~ Hayley's poem o&SeitchOhe emphasizes the predoninant aspects of Wright's 

rainting, 

* Wright8? let thy skill 
Give to our view our favorite scene of Fane 

“here Britains genius Blas'd in Glory's Erishtest Flame.” 
the Elg 

It is a poetic statement and it pays tribute to Wright as a painter. Visually it is 

an epic work. The subject presented kkidheBketat is A VIEW OF THE DESTRUCTION OF TE 

SPANISH FLOATING BATTERIES, a sublime panorama of Firee It is an explicit See 

statement in history painting, and in Englishpainting, it does relate to Wright's 

previously unidentified drveings and it does relate to Wright's worke 
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WRIGHT/WRIGHT 

Mustes : Epimsourc : Chef écossais - Hampton Court : L’acteur 
John Lacy dans trois réles - Lonores (Nat. Portrait Gal.) : Thomas 
Chiffinch - Elisabeth Claypole - Thomas Hobbes - Sir Matthew 
Hale -John Ray. 
Ventes Pus.iques : Lonpres, 1899 : Thomas Hobbes de Malmes- 
bury: FRF 2750 - Lonpres, 10 juil. 1931: Portrait de femme : 
GBP 252 - Lonpres, 27 nov. 1968: William Lord Craven : 
GBP 520 - Lonores, 17 juin 1981 : Portrait de trois dames de qua- 
lité, h/t (115x170) : GBP 3 700 - Lonpres, 15 juil. 1983 : Portrait de 
Miss May, h/t (101,6x106,6): GBP 45 000 - Lonpres, 20 nov. 
1985 : Portrait of Charles de la Trémoille, prince de Tarente 1655, 
h/t (80x60) : GBP 19 000 - Lonpres, 12 juil. 1989 : Portrait d’une 
Lady assise portant une robe lamée dor et un mantelet bleu, h/t 
(124,5x100) : GBP 4 400 - Lonpres, 16 mai 1990: Portrait d’un 
gentilhomme, présumé étre James Scott 1% duc de Monmouth, bt 
(75x63,5) : GBP 3 080-Lonpres, 10 avr. 1991 : Portrait de Sir Wal- 
ter Bagot debout dans un paysage portant une tunique drapée a 
Vancienne avec son chien prés de lui 1676, h/t (120x95) : 
GBP 8 800 - Lonores, 14 juil. 1993: Portrait de lady Elizabeth 
Somerset, lady Powis de trois quarts, portant une robe brune et un 
mantelet bleu avec des ruines a larnére-plan, h/t (124,5x99) : 
GBP 20 700-Lonpres, 13 avr. 1994 : Portrait de Arthur Annesley, 
1° Comte d’Anglesey assis, vétu d’un habit brodé 4 jabot de den- 
telle blanche, h/t (122,5x100) : GBP 31 050 - Penrrm (Cumbria), 
13 sep. 1994: Portrait de Robert Henley, h/t (112x178): 
GBP 10 350. 

WRIGHT John William 
Né en 1802 a Londres. Mort le 14 janvier 1848 a Londres. XIx® 
siécle. Britannique. 
Peintre de genre et aquarelliste. 

Fils du peintre de miniatures John Wright. Il fut éléve de T. Phi- 
lips. I exposa a Londres et fut nommé associé a la Old Water- 
Colours Society en 1831, membre en 1842 et secrétaire en 1845. 1 
exposa également a la Royal Academy de 1825 a 1846. On cite de 
lui quelques miniatures. Di fit aussi des illustrations. Il mourut 
pauvre. Le Musée Britannique de Londres conserve de lui Cos- 
tumes d’été et d‘hiver en 1824. 

WRIGHT Joseph, dit Wright of Derby 
Né le 3 septembre 1734 a Derby. Mort le 29 aout 1797 a 
Derby. xvur‘ siécle. Britannique. 
Peintre de sujets de genre, portraits, paysages animés, 
paysages, dessinateur. 

ll vint 4 Londres et y fut éléve de Thomas Hudson et de Mortmer. 
Il revint dans sa ville natale et s’y établit comme peintre de por- 
traits. En 1773, il partit pour I’Italie, visitant Rome puis Naples, of 
il dessina d’aprés Michel-Ange et la statuaire antique. A son 
retour en Angleterre, en 1775, il résida d’abord a Bath et en 1777, 
retourna a Derby. Membre de la Lunar Society, société réunis- 
sant savants et néophytes de l’industrie, il assista a diverses expé- 
riences scientifiques, qui ont contribué dans les Midlands a la 
naissance du monde moderne. 
En 1765 et 1766 il exposa a l'Incorporated Society. En 1781, la 
Royal Academy de Londres I’admit comme associé et en 1784, il 
fut nommé académicien, mais il déclina I'honneur. Une exposi- 
tion lui fut consacrée en 1990 a la Tate Gallery de Londres, au 
Musée du Grand Palais a Paris, puis au Metropolitan Museum de 
New York. 
Peintre de la société bourgeoise de Liverpool et du Derbyshire, 
Wright of Derby fait le portrait de nombreux notables. d'indus- 
triels et d’hommes de science dont il est le parent et l’ami. C’est 
un peintre provincial qui s’est attaché a décrire les débuts de la 
révolution industrielle dans les Midlands. Il associe a la nou- 
veauté des sujets, l’originalité d’un traitement pictural « lumi- 
niste »; ainsi, son utilisation de violents clairs-obscurs donnés 
par une source de lumiére artificielle, le rapproche de Honthorst 
et des « caravagistes » d’Utrecht. Dans IExpérience sur un oiseau 
dans la pompe 4 air, L’Observation du planétaire ou dans La 
Forge, il se fait ’interpréte méticuleux de ses contemporains. I] 
traite ces themes modernes sous I’aspect de réunions familiéres 
a la chandelle, et donne un caractére philosophique a des sujets 
qui n’auraient pu étre que des scénes de genre galantes. Wright 
aborde également, dans d’impressionnants effets de lumiere, 
des sujets macabres avec Miravan ouvrant le tombeau de ses 
ancétres 1772 ou le Vieil homme et la mort 1773. A la suite de son 
voyage en Italie (1773-75), il s’ intéresse davantage aux Paysages 
de type volcanique (éruptions du Vésuve) et aux feux d’artifice, 
notamment ceux du chateau Saint-Ange a Rome. Des son retour 
en Angleterre, son ceuvre se renouvelle dans ses sources d'‘inspi- 
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ration : les themes inspirés par la littérature antique ou moderne 
et de I’histoire classique. Un grand nombre de ses Ouvrages ont 
été graves. @ Sandrine Vézinat 
Bisuioer. : Benedict Nicolson : Joseph Wright of Derby, 1968. 
Mustes : BatH: Portrait de G. Morland - CAMBRIDGE : Viscount 
Fitz-William - Dery : Savant expliquant le ciel étoilé — L’alchimiste 
~ Portrait de James Wonthrope - Mortimer - Les trois enfants de 
Hugh et de Sarah Wood - Paysages avec pont et arc-en-ciel - Le 
vagabond - Les chutes d’eau de Tivoli - L’éruption du Vésuve - 
LiverPoot : La dame de Camus - Lundi de Paques 4 Rome, la 
Girandola - Lonpres (Nat. Portrait Gal.) : L’artiste — Sir Richard 
Arkwright - Erasmus Darwin ~ Lonores (Nat. Gal.) : Expérience 
sur-un oiseau dans la pompe a air—Lonpres (Tate Gal.) : Sir Broske 
Boothby — Mancuester : Aquarelle — MINNEAPOLIS : Portrait - Not- 
TINGHAM : Sir Richard Arkwright - Paris (Mus. du Louvre) - 
Vienne: Le Révérend Basil Bury Beridge - WoLvERHAMPTON : 
Enfant jouant aux bulles de savon - York, Angleterre : Fabrication 
d’une ancre. ~ 
Ventes Pusuiques: Lonpres, 4 fév. 1927: Mrs Bromhead : 
GBP 210-Lonpres, 14 juin 1929 : R. Brinsley Sheridan : GBP 220 
~ Lonpres, 15 juil. 1959 : Trois enfants sur une terrasse avec leurs 
chiens : GBP 550 - Lonpres, 20 nov. 1964 : Jeune homme a la col- 
lerette lisant a la lumiére d’une bougie : GNS 1 200 - Lonpres, 19 
nov. 1965: Portrait de Francis et Charles Mundy dans un pay- 
sage : GNS 3 600 - Lonpres, 22 nov. 1967 : Portrait de Madame 
William Pigot: GBP 1 200 - Lonpres, 17 juin 1970: Portrait of 
Thomas Day: GBP 16 000 - Lonpres, 23 avr. 1971: Portrait of 
Susannah Hope : GBP 1 600 - Lonpres, 13 déc. 1972 : Le couvent 
de St Cosimato sur les bords de I‘Arno : GBP 20 000 - Lonpres, 28 
nov. 1973 : Fillette tenant un lapin : GBP 5 500- Lonpres, 22 mars 
1974 : La maison du bicheron : GNS 14 000 - New York, 9 oct. 
1976 : Mrs. Ann Carver, h/t (127x101,5) : USD 19 000 - Lonpres, 
19 juil. 1978 : Paysage boisé d'Italie, h/t (45,5x77) : GBP 5 800 - 
Lonores, 23 nov 1979: Villa au bord de la mer, h/t (53,2x90,7): 
GBP 6 500 - Lonpres, 19 mars 1981 : Téte de jeune fille au turban 
1768, craies noire et blanche et estompe/pap. gris (43,5x29) : 
GBP 4 000 - Lonpres, 16 juil. 1982 : Paysage boisé au lac avec 
chateau au clair de lune, h/t (58x76,2) : GBP 55 000 - Lonpres, 23 
nov. 1984 ; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Coltman about to set out ona 
ride, h/t (127x101,6): GBP 1 300 000 - Lonpres, 19 juil. 1985; 
Portrait of John Whetham of Kirklington, h/t (127x101,6): 
GBP 380 000 - Lonpres, 9 juil. 1986 : Bandits dans une grotte du 
Royaume de Naples au coucher du soleil, h/t (122x174): 
GBP 1 100 000-New York, 15 jan. 1988 : Portrait de Miss Bentley 
dans une robe blanche et tenant un lapin, h/t (129,6x100,3) : 
USD 44 000 - Lonores, 15 juil. 1988 : Portrait de Mrs. Parke of 
Highfield en robe bleue brodée de perles, h/t (76,5x63,5): 
GBP 26 400 -Lonpres, 18 nov. 1988 : Construction classique sur- 
plombant la mer, h/t (53,5x91,4) : GBP 88 000 - New York, 12 jan. 
1989 : Portrait de Miss Frances Warren, agenouillée dans une 
robe bleue avec un agneau dans les bras, h/t (124,5x99) : 
USD 71 500 - Lonpres, 12 juil. 1989 : Portrait de Sir Robert Bur- 
dett Bt. de Foremark dans le Derbyshire, h/t (125,5x100): 
GBP 31 900 ; Portrait de Maitre Richard Sale enfant portant une 
veste jaune sur une chemise blanche, h/t (51,5x43) : GBP 44 000 - 
Lonpres, 15 nov. 1989 : Deux jeunes gar¢ons jouant aux archers, 
h/t (181,5x137) : GBP 88 000 - Lonpres, 11 juil. 1990 : Portrait de 
John Whetham, debout de trois quarts vétu d’un manteau vert 
bordé de fourrure, h/t (127x101,5) : GBP 418 000 - Lonpres, 12 
avr. 1991 : Portrait d’une dame portant une robe bleue et blanche 
garnie de rubans et coiffée d’un chapeau de paille avec un ruban 
bleu dans un paysage, h/t (76,2x63,5) : GBP 24 200 - Lonores, 8 
avr. 1992 : Portrait de Maitre Curzon, assis dans un Paysage, vétu 
d'une robe bleue et d’une coiffure noire et tenant une colombe, h/t 
(51,5x42,5) : GBP 17 600 - Lonpres, 9 nov. 1994 : Le lac Nami, h/t 
(50x75): GBP 5 290 - Lonpres, 12 juil. 1995: Portrait de Miss 
Théodora Fortune vétue d’une robe Jaune, en buste, h/t, de forme 
ovale (99x86,5): GBP 20700 - Lonpres, 3 avr. 1996: Portrait 
d‘une Lady, vétue d’une robe rouge ornée de perles, h/t (75x62) : 
GBP 38 900 - New York, 15 mai 1996 : Portrait de Miss Frances 
Warren vétue d’une robe bleue, agenouillée dans un parc et tenant 
un agneau dans ses bras, h/t (124,5x99) : USD 101 500 - Lonpres, 
13 nov. 1996 : Portrait de Samson Copestake of Kirk Langley ; Por- 
trait de sa sceur Elizabeth, h/t, une paire (chaque 74x61,5): 
GBP 56 500 - Lonpres, 9 juil. 1997 : Portrait de Edward Abney, 
h/t (125x99,5) : GBP 8 625. 

WRIGHT Joseph 
Né le 16 juillet 1756 4 Bordentown. Mort en 1793 a Philadel- 
phie. xvui‘ siecle. Américain. 

Peintre de portraits, sculpteur, moc 
Il est le fils de Mrs. Patience Wright scul} 
Londres et fut éleve de Benjamin West et c 
la Royal Academy en 1780 un portrait de s 
En 1782, il retourna en Amérique. 
lly peignit des portraits tout en travaillani 
modelages de cire. ll fit plusieurs fois le p 
et exécuta des dessins de médailles. 
MUsEEs : PHILADELPHIE : Portrait de Washin: 
de sa famille - WasHincton D. C. (Mus. 
Franklin. 
Ventes Pusuiques : New York, 28 mai 1992 
Franklin, h/t (80,5x63,8) : USD 55 000. 

WRIGHT Joseph Michael. Voir WR 

WRIGHT Louisa 
xvul® siecle, Active dans la seconde mo! 
tannique. 
Peintre de fruits. 

Femme de Richard W. Elle exposa a Londr 

WRIGHT Louise, Mrs, née Wood ; 
Née en 1865 a Philadelphie. xix‘ siéc 
Américaine. 
Peintre de paysages et graveur. 

Femme de John W. Eleve de l’Académie d 
ladelphie, de Whistler et de I’Académie Jul 
Jackson en Angleterre. 

WRIGHT Macdonald. Voir MAC 
Stanton 

WRIGHT Maginel. Voir ENRIGHT, \ 

WRIGHT Magnus von 
Né le 13 juin 1805 4a Haminanlahti. Mor 
singfors. xix‘ siecle. Finlandais. 
Peintre, dessinateur et sculpteur. 

Musées : HELsink! : Jaseurs - Raisins et po 
seaux suspendus - Trois grandes gélinotte: 
Site montagneux de Haminanlaks - Vue de 
fors- Matin d’hiver 4 Annegatan (rue a Hels 
Hongola a Urdrata- Vue de Lofo a Helsingf: 
taux) — Buste de femme, platre. 

WRIGHT Margaret Hardon 
Née le 28 mars 1869 a Newton (Mass. 
Ameéricaine. 
Aquafortiste. 

Eléve de W. H. W. Bicknell 4 Boston et de 
Elle grava des ex-libris. 

WRIGHT Margaret Isobel 
Née en 1884. Morte en 1957. xx‘ siécle. | 
Peintre de genre, peintre ala gouach 

Elle a consacré de nombreuses peintures a 
Ventes Pusuiques : GLascow, 6 fev. 1990 
(51x42) : GBP 5 280 - Pertn, 27 aout 1990 : 
aquar. avec reh. de gche (49,5x30,5) : GBF 
fév. 1991: Enfants dans un parc, h/cart. (4 
SouTH Queensrerry (Ecosse), 23 avr. 1991 : 
fleurs, aquar. (51x62) : GBP 3 300 - Giascc 
au bord de la riviére, aquar. (52,5x63) : GBP 
juin 1994 : Dans les bois au printemps, h/t. ci 
GBP 2 875. 

WRIGHT Marsham Elwin ‘ 
Né le 27 mars 1891 a Sidcup. xx‘ siécle. - 
Peintre, graveur. 

1 vivait et travaillait a Minneapolis. 

WRIGHT Meg 

Né en 1868 a Edimbourg. xix‘ siecle. Bri 
Peintre de portraits, paysages. 

WRIGHT Michael. Voir WRIGHT Joh 

WRIGHT Moses. Voir WIGHT 

WRIGHT Patience Lovell, née Lovell 
Née en 1725 a Bordentown. Morte le 25 
xvi® siécle. Britannique. 
Sculpteur-modeleur de cire. 

Mere de Joseph W. Elle sculpta a Lond 
membres de la famille royale, d’aristocrate: 
de son temps. 

WRIGHT Reginald Wilberforce Mills 
Né le 7 janvier 1889 a Bath (Angleterre, 
tannique. 





Mr. Tracy Atkinson\/ 

June 3, 1974. 

Mr. Benedict Nicolson, 

Editor 

Burlington Magazine, 

Elm House, 10-16 Elm Street, 

on W.C. 1, 

= land. 

| 

LU 

ar Ben: 

lank you so much for your note of May 22. 

interesting that the Overstone Collection has turned up. 

seems to me that size and description fit very well the picture at the Milwaukee 

Center. The rockets are clearly visible in the sky and it appears that in the 

t foreground where most of the action with the marines and sailors is, the 

water is very shallow and the shore does indeed appear to be jutting into the sea. 

I plan to be in London very briefly early in July and I am wondering whether you 

could join me for lunch or dinner on Sunday, July 7. 

st personal regards. 

Very sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB/th 
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Clm House, 10-16 Elm Street, London WC1X OBP 
Teiophone : 01-27¢ 2345 

Telegrams : Rariora, London WC 
Telex : 21746 

Jag ale Oise SAG ay Oa ee 

Regatered Office Elim House 19-1G Ela Street London, WCIX O8P, Engtand 790156 

th June 1974 

Dr Alfred Bader, 

hlerich Chemical Company InGes 

940 Vest St Faul Avenuc, 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin BS2906 

Dear Alfred, 

IT am glad you feel the picture fits the Ggescription in 

the Overstone cetalogue. T think it is the final confirmation 

eee the Milwaukee Siege is indeed by Wright. 

“Unforty pnately I am going away for the weekend of the 6th- 

7th July, so Will not be able to m=-et you on that day. Let us 

hope you will be free on the Friday or the Monday. 

Yours ever, 
/ 

en eG See b, 
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Rexnord 
Mae 

Robert V. Krikorian 

May 28, 1974 President 

Mr. Tracy Atkinson, Director 

Milwaukee Art Center 

750 N. Lincoln Memorial Drive 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Dear Tracy: 

Alfred Bader kindly loaned me the May issue of 

the Burlington Magazine which has a three-page 

article on Wright of Derby's ''The Seige of Gibraltar". 

I am sending you three copies of the article. 

Alfred felt - and I fully agree - that the donors of 

the picture to the Milwaukee Art Center might be ay 

very interested in this coverage. I was delighted 

to learn of your concurrence during our telephone 

conversation a few minutes ago, and therefore 

leave it in your good hands to carry out. Perhaps 

there are other publics - beside the donor - that 

this information could be presented to for the 

benefit of the Milwaukee Art Center. 

Best personal regards. 

Since?ely, 

President. 

RV Krikorian/lw 
w/attachments (3) 

(ee Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 N. Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wis. 53211 

3500 First Wisconsin Center 

Milwaukee, WI! 53202 
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Telegrams: Rariora, London WC1 Telex : 21746 
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Registered Office Elm House 10: 16 Elm Street. London. WC1X OBP, England - 790136 
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SE 6th June 1974 

Dr Alfred Bader, 

Aidgrich Chemical Company Inc., 

940 West St Paul Avenue, 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233. 

Dear Alfred, 

I am glad you feel the picture fits the description in 

the Overstone catalogue. I think it is the final confirmation 

that the Milwaukee Siege is indeed by Wright. 

Infortunately I am going away for the weekend of the 6th- 

Tth July, so will not be able to meet you on that day. Let us 

hope you will be free on the Friday or the Monday. 

Yours ever, 
/ 
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Elm House, 10-16 Elm Street, London WC1X OBP Telephone : 01-273 2345 

Telegrams: Rariora, London WC1 Telex : 21746 
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HRegstere t Olle Elm House 1016 Elm Street Cancton, WCIX OHP. Engtend — 79016 

6th June 1974 

Dr Alfred Bader, 
Aldrich Chemical Company Inc., 

940 West St Paul Avenue, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233. 

Dear Alfred, 

ne am glad you feel the picture fits the description in 

the Overstone catalogue. I think it is the final confirmation 

that the Milwaukee Siege is indeed by Wright. 

Unfortunately I am going away for the weekend of the 6th- 

7th July, so will not be able to mvet you on that day. Let us 

hope you will be free on the Friday or the Monday. 

Yours ever, 

“%. 
ener eon 
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Wright, von: (3) Ferdinand von Wright 

Fighting Capercaillie (Helsinki, Athenaeum A. Mus.), which 
is probably the most popular image in Finnish art. By the 
1870s he had become a recluse at his estate in Haminalahu 
and was finding it difficult to keep abreast of the rapidly 
changing art scene. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
A. Lindstrom: Taéteilijaveljekset von Wright [The von Wright brothers and 

their art] (Helsinki, 1932) 

. Ervamaa: ‘Kasity6laismaalareista von Wright-veljeksiin: Taiteilijan ura- 
sta ja asemasta Suomessa’ [Painting from its origins in craft to the work 
of the von Wright brothers: a look at the profession and position of 
the artist in Finland], Taidehist, Tutkimuksia/Ksthist. Stud., iii (1977), 

"pp. 9-53 
Taiteilijaveljekset von Wright/Konstndrsbréderna von Wright [The von 

Wright brothers and their art] (exh. cat, ed. T. Arkio; Helsinki, 
Athenaeum A. Mus.; Stockholm, Nmus.; 1982-5) 

Konstnarsbriderna von Wright: Magnus von Wright 1805-1868, Wilbelm 

von Wright 1810-1887, Ferdinand von Wright 1822-1906 (exh. cat., 
ed. P. Grate; Stockholm, Nmus., 1985) 

A. Leikola, J. Lokki and T. Stjernberg: Briderna von Wrights faglar [Birds 
of the von Wright brothers] (Hoganas, 1989) 

— 

JUKKA ERVAMAA 

Wright, Willard Huntington (4 Charlottesville, VA, 
1888; d New York, 11 April 1939). American critic and 

writer. When he was 19 he became literary critic for a 
West Coast newspaper. In 1912 he moved to New York, 

first working as editor for The Smart Set, then as a 
newspaper editorial writer and art critic for Forum and 
International Studio. In these periodicals he wrote defences 
of modern art, attacking conservatives in the American art 
establishment. He also co-authored a book on aesthetic 
philosophy, The Creative Will (London, 1916) with his 
brother, the Synchromist painter STANTON MACDONALD- 
WRIGHT, and published a number of non-art books. 

Wright’s most important critical work was Modern 
Painting: Its Tendency and Meaning (New York, 1915), in 
which he attempted to explain modern art as an evolution- 
ary process from Eugéne Delacroix, Gustave Courbet and 
the Impressionists to Post-Impressionism and Cubism. 
The idiosyncrasy of his approach was to place Synchro- 
mism as the pinnacle of modern artistic development. In 
1916 Wright organized the Forum Exhibition of Modern 
American Painters at the Anderson Galleries, New York, 

to display the work of American modernists whom he 
thought were being neglected. He returned to San Fran- 
cisco in the same year, where he worked as an art critic 
and lectured on modern art. His last art book was The 
Future of Painting (New York, 1923). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
G. Levin: Synchromism and American Color Abstraction, 1910-1925 (New 

York, 1978) 
W. C. Agee: Willard Huntington Wnght and the Synchromists: Notes on 

the Forum Exhibition’, Archys Amer. A.J. xxiv/2 (1984), pp. 10-15 
J. Loughery: ‘Charles Caffin and Willard Huntington Wright, Advocates 

of Modern Art’, 4. Mazg., lix/5 (1985), pp. 103-9 

A. DEIRDRE ROBSON 

Wright, William (/7 1608; bur London, 5 April 1654). 
English sculptor. He was a tomb sculptor who appears to 
have trained as a haberdasher. He lived and worked at 
Charing Cross, Westminster, London, where he is first 
recorded in 1607-8. His artistic career began in partnership 
with the obscure John Key, with whom in 1608 he made 
the memorial to Sir William Paston (North Walsham, 
Norfolk, St Nicholas), a work that followed convention 

in its reliance on height and architectural display for effect. 
Wright continued to work in this manner, with some 
idiosyncrasies and refinements of detail, when commem- 

orating Edward Talbot, 8th Earl of Shrewsbury (c. 1619; 

London, Westminster Abbey), Sir Robert Gardener 
(c. 1620; Elmswell, Suffolk, St John the Baptist) and 
Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford, and his Family (c. 1621; 
Salisbury Cathedral). Later, however, he adopted the 

fashion for shrouded effigies, revealing a talent for figure 
sculpture in the tombs of Ane, Lady Deane (1634; Great 
Maplestead, Essex, St Giles) and Sir John Denham (c. 1639; 

Egham, Surrey, St John the Baptist). The weakness of his 
later work is in the design, which is sometimes very 
bizarre: columns intrude between the spectator and the 
effigies of Sir Richard Scott (1640; Ecclesfield, S. Yorks, St 

Mary), Sir Lionel Tollemache, Bart (c. 1640; Helmingham, 
Suffolk, St Mary) and Str Robert Wiseman (c. 1641; Willin- 
gale Doe, Essex, St Christopher). 

Wright’s workshop found favour during the early years 
of the Commonwealth. The monument to Henry Ireton 
(destr. 1660) in Westminster Abbey was paid for in 1654 
by order of the Council of State and the Lord Protector, 
Oliver Cromwell, who was the father-in-law of the 

deceased. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 

K. A. Esdaile and E. Esdaile: William Wright of Charing Cross, Sculptor’, 

Assoc. Archit. Soc. Rep. ¢ Pap., xiii (1934), pp. 221-32 
M. Whinney: Scudpture in Britain, 1530-1830, Pelican Hist. A. (Harmond- 

sworth, 1964, rev. 2/1988) 
ADAM WHITE 

Wright of Derby, Joseph (Wright, Joseph] (4 Derby, 3 
Sept 1734; d Derby, 29 Aug 1797). English painter. He 
painted portraits, landscapes and subjects from literature, 
but his most original and enduringly celebrated works are 
a few which reflect the philosophical and technological 
preoccupations of the later 18th century and are charac- 
terized by striking effects of artificial light. He was the first 
major English painter to work outside the capital all his 
life: apart from spells in Liverpool (1768-71), Italy (1773- 
5) and Bath (1775-7), he lived and worked in his native 
Derby, though exhibiting in London at both the Society 
of Artists (1765-76, 1791) and the Royal Academy (1778- 
82, 1789-90, 1794). Reappraisal of his achievements has 
followed Nicolson’s monograph of 1968. 

1. Early career, to 1773. 2. Voyage to Italy and later career. 

1, EARLY CAREER, TO 1773. Wright was the third son 
of a Derby attorney. He trained as a portrait painter in the 
London studio of Thomas Hudson from 1751 to 1753, 
then returned to Derby where he painted a penetrating, 
detached Self-portrait (c. 1753-4; Derby, Mus. & A.G.) in 
van Dyck costume, as well as portraits of his relations, 
friends and members of prominent local families. During 
a further period of study with Hudson (1756-7) he became 
friends with John Hamilton Mortimer. In Derby, Wright 
continued to paint members of the rising middle classes, 
professional people and local landed gentry; such portraits 
would form his main source of income throughout his 
career. In 1760 he attracted a number of portrait commis- 
sions by travelling through the Midland towns of Newark, 
Retford, Boston, Lincoln and Doncaster. In addition to 
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half- and three-quarter-length single portraits, Wright 

began to paint more ambitious group portraits, such as 

James and Mary Shuttleworth with One of their Daughters 

(1764; Lord Shuttleworth priv. col., see 1990 exh. cat., 

p. 45). He painted without the help of studio assistants 

and sometimes enhanced his compositions with poses 

borrowed from Old Masters such as Rembrandt or 

Raphael; this and his excellence at rendering drapery make 

his portraits often attractive, despite a directness of 

approach that can rarely have flattered. 

Alongside the portraits Wright began in the early 1760s 

to paint subject pictures of figures in dark interiors 

illumined by candles or lamps. Their dramatic contrasts of 

light and shade, derived from masters such as Rembrandt, 

Gerrit van Honthorst, Godfried Schalcken and ultimately 

Caravaggio, give these images great clarity of form and 

detail as well as powerful visual impact, as for instance in 

the Three Persons Viewing the ‘Gladiator’ by Candlelight of 

1765 (priv. col., see 1990 exh. cat., p- 61). The largest and 

most unusual of these scenes are 4 Philosopher Lecturing 

on the Orrery (1766; Derby, Mus. & A.G.; see fig. 1) and 

Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump (1768; London, 

Tate; for illustration see ENLIGHTENMENT, THE). The 

philosopher in the first shows the movements of the solar 

system, through a type of model named after the Earl of 

Orrery, to a group of laymen whose faces are lit up by the 

Wright of Derby, Joseph, §1: Early career, to 1773 

lamp that represents the sun. In the second a scientist 

demonstrates the nature of a vacuum by pumping the air 

from a glass vessel containing a bird, eliciting responses 

ranging from the detached concentration of male observ- 

ers to the distress of two young girls concerned for the 

suffering bird. These works, embodying the wide contem- 

porary enthusiasm for scientific and technological devel- 

opment, were unique in their combination of the scienufic 

portrait group—recalling Rembrandt’s Anat
omy Lesson of 

Dr Tulp (1632; The Hague, Mauritshuis)—expressive 

depiction of emotion in a contemporary popular setting 

and striking Caravaggesque contrasts of light and shadow. 

The accurate depiction of scientific equipment and proc- 

esses reflects Wright’s personal acquaintance with Mid- 

lands figures such as the polymathic Erasmus Darwin, 

scientist and poet, the pottery manufacturer 
Josiah Wedg- 

wood and the Derby mechanic and geologist John White- 

hurst (1713-88), who, with others like Matthew Boulton 

and James Watt (1736-1819), formed the Lunar Society 

c. 1764-5. The group promoted theoretical discussion, but 

with a view to practical improvements in trade and 

industry. 

The scientific scenes established Wright’s reputation in 

London and, following them, many of his major pictures 

were engraved by William Pether, Valentine Green, John 

Raphael Smith and others. He was, however, based in 

7 1. Joseph Wright of Derby: A Philosopher Lecturing on the Orrery, oil on canvas, 1.47X2.03 m, 1766 (Derby, Museum and Art Gallery) 

4 





right of Derby, Joseph, §1: Early career, to 1S 

iverpool from 1768 to 1771, producing paintings for 

adbourne Hall, Derby, in 1770 with his friend Mortimer. 

le continued to paint portraits of Midlands and northern 

itters, the finest of which is perhaps of his friends Mr and 

Ars Coltman (21771; London, N.G.), who, recently wed, 

re shown about to set out riding in a landscape setting 

ecalling Gainsborough’s open-air portraits. Between 1771 

nd 1773 Wright painted several nocturnal scenes, again 

combining modern subjects with a historical style. The 

noonlit tumbledown building in Blacksmith’s Shop Gidis 

paintings from this material were mostly produced follow- 

ing his return to England, via Florence and Venice, in 

September 1775. Vesuvius inspired over 30 paintings 

during the next 20 years (e.g. 1778; Moscow, Pushkin 

Mus. F.A.), in which Wright probably drew on the work 

of the French specialist in the volcano, Pierre-Jacques 

Volaire, but was more generally influenced by Edmund 

Burke’s concept of the Sublime. The contemporary scienti- 

fic fascination with volcanoes is also seen in William 

Hamilton’s Observations on Mount Vesuvius (1772) and 

wo versions, New Haven, CT, Yale Cent. Brit. A. and _ the work of Wright’s geologist friend Whitehurst. W
right's 

Derby, Mus. & A.G.) recalls traditional nativity settings, later, sunlit Italian landscapes of the 1780s and 1790s are 

vhile the muscular workmen illumined by the glowing — close in conception to the classical landscape manner of 

ngot, here and in /ron Forge (1772; London, Tate, see Richard Wilson, and his coastal scenes recall those of 

1990 exh. cat., p. 102) with its introduction of modern Claude-Joseph Vernet. 

machinery, elevate the subjects from popular genre to- Wright spent the two years after his return in 1775 in 

wards the level of the modern history painting being Bath, in an unsuccessful attempt to replace the recently 

simultaneously introduced in America by Benjamin West. departed Gainsborougl as portrait painter to fashionable: 

Further nocturnes, /ron Forge Viewed from Without (1773; society. After his permanent return to Derby, he was. j 

St Petersburg, Hermitage)—bought from Wright for 
Cath- _ elected ARA in 1781; but he quarrelled with the Royal 

erine the Great—and the Earthstopper on the Banks of the Academy in 1783, apparently over election to full RA § 

Derwent (1773; Derby, Mus. & A.G.), influenced by s
uch _ status. In keeping with the fashion set by Gainsborough 

Dutch landscape painters as Aert van der Neer, show, like and Romney, his later portraits are more penetrating in 

Mr and Mrs Coltman, a newly developing interest in their characterization, often more complex in their ico- 

landscape. 
nography and generally more subdued in colouring. The j 

Other paintings from the same period present melan- exceptional informality and melancholy pose of Brooke 

choly scenes of man confronted by death, inspired by Boothby (1781; London, Tate), a philosophical Stafford- 

literary sources. Philosopher by Lamplight (‘Hermit Studying shire nobleman seen reclining by a woodland stream, 

Anatomy, 1769; Derby, Mus. & A.G.) recalls Salvator clutching a volume by his friend Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 

Rosa’s Democritus (Copenhagen, Stat. Mus. Kst.), Diirer’s make for one of the most singular images in 18th-century 

Melencoliaengraving and the hermits of 17th-centuryart
ists art of man retreating into communion with nature, the 

like Gerard Dou, but Wright was probably also influ
enced _ theme of Rousseau’s writings. The Rev. D’Ewes Coke, bis 

in his choice of imagery by the 18th-century British Wife Hannah and Daniel Parker Coke MP (1782; Derby, } 

‘graveyard’ poets—Robert Blair, Edward Young and Mus. & A.G.) and the Rev. Thomas Gisborne and his Wife 

Thomas Gray. Another nocturne, Miravan Breaking Open Mary (1786; New Haven, CT, Yale Cent. Brit. A.) are seen 

the Tomb of his Ancestors (1772; Derby, Mus. & A.G.), as genteel amateur artists, on sketching trips in the 

seems to derive from an as yet unidentified literary source; countryside. Wright also painted imposing portraits of 

its macabre romanticism is close in spirit to the work of _ leading figures of the Industrial Revolution like the textile 

Mortimer and of Johann Heinrich Fuseli, and to the manufacturers Richard Arkwright (1789-90; priv. col., on 

contemporary Gothic novel. A third subject in the same loan to Derby, Mus. & A. G.) and Samuel Oldknow § 

vein, the Old Man and Death (1773; Hartford, CT, (c1790-92; Leeds, C.A.G.). Oldknow holds a roll of his 

Wadsworth Atheneum), illustrates one of Aesop’s Fables, _ muslin, while Arkwright is proudly seated by a model of 

an alarmed old man, seated bya ruin inadaylightlandscape, the innovative water-powered cotton spinning frame 

faces Death in the form of a skeleton standing before him. 
which made his huge fortune. 

Wright increasingly depicted themes from literature in 

his later career. He responded to the contemporary cult 

of sensibility in several versions of two scenes from 

Lawrence Sterne’s A Sentimental Journey (1768): The 

Captive (e.g. 1774, Vancouver, A.G.; and late 1770s, 

4 2. Joseph Wright of Derby: Landscap 

The increasingly frequent la: 
f output—British as well as Italic 
F truthful observation of natural 
f formations or effects of light 
B sacrificing aesthetic values like 
f. composition. He painted seve: 
& Tor (e.g. mid-1780s; Cambrid; 
® rocky parts of Derbyshire. Ano 
B Arkwright’s Cotton Mills by N. 
& 1990 exh. cat., p. 199), reveals 

E innovator, giving to one of the} 

= Revolution an elevated treatmc 
E country houses. Wright's late 
& preat sensitivity to varying effec 

Bin the sky suffused with pink | 
& Figures and a Tilted Cart (c. ih 
E or the leaden, rain-filled sky tl 
tof the Landscape with Rainbow 

B A.G.; see fig. 2). A visit to th 

B 1794 inspired a series of poe 

§ Waterfall (1795; Derby, Mus. & 

B (1795-6; New Haven, CT, Yal: 

i BIBLIOGR 
BW. Bemrose: The Life and Works of / 

BE Called Wright of Derby (London, 18¢ 

RF. D. Klingender: Art and the Indu 
Bt rev. 2/1972) 

2. VOYAGE TO ITALY AND LATER CAREER. In Oc- 

tober 1773 Wright departed for Italy, arriving in Rome in 

February 1774 with his pupil Richard Hurlest
one (41777), 

the portrait painter John Downman and the sculptor 

James Paine (1745-1829). Here he made friends with Derby, Mus. & A.G.) and Maria (1777, priv. col., see 19% 

George Romney, Ozias Humphry and Jacob More. A exh. cat., p. 107; 1781, Derby, Mus. & A.G.); a prisoner 

common enthusiasm for Michelangelo, as advocated by _ languishing in his cell and a distraught village girl aban- 

Fuseli who was currently working in Rome, led Wright doned by her lover—both melancholy, emotive subjects. 

and Romney to make studies from the Sistine Chapel. The taste for Classical themes led to Corinthian Maid 

During his two years based in Rome, Wright sketched (c. 1783-4; New Haven, CT, Yale Cent. Brit. A.), showing } 

Classical sculptures and architecture (drawings, Derby, the traditional origin of painting when a potter’s daughter 

Mus. & A‘G.; London, BM; New York, Met.) and traced the shadow of her lover on a lamplit wall. This was 

recorded the city’s spectacular Girandola or annual fire- a commission from Wedgwood, with some of his pottery 

work display (1774; Derby, Mus. & AG.). He also andakiln inserted as accessories. In the later 1780s Wright 

sketched scenes in the Campagna and in the Kingdom of contributed three paintings to John Boydell’s Shakespeare 

Naples, including grottoes in the Gulf of Salerno and an Gallery in London, including a lamplit Tomb Scene from § 

eruption of Vesuvius witnessed in October 1774. Oil Romeo and Juliet (1789-90; Derby, Mus. & A.G.). 
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Wrightsman, Charles B. 

2. Joseph Wright of Derby: Landscape with Rainbow, oil on canvas, 0.81X1.07 m, ¢. 1794-5 (Derby, Museum and Art Gallery) 

The increasingly frequent landscapes in Wright’s later 
output—British as well as Italian—show him seeking for 
truthful observation of natural phenomena, such as rock 
formations or effects of light and atmosphere, without 
sacrificing aesthetic values like poetry, beauty, drama and 
composition. He painted several views of Matlock High 
Tor (e.g. mid-1780s; Cambridge, Fitzwilliam) and other 
rocky parts of Derbyshire. Another Derbyshire landscape, 
Arkwright’s Cotton Mills by Night (¢. 1782; priv. col., see 

1990 exh. cat., p. 199), reveals Wright once again as an 
innovator, giving to one of the landmarks of the Industrial 
Revolution an elevated treatment previously reserved for 
country houses. Wright’s late landscapes often show a 
great sensitivity to varying effects of light and weather, as 

in the sky suffused with pink light of the Landscape with 
Figures and a Tilted Cart (¢. 1790; Southampton, C.A.G.) 
or the leaden, rain-filled sky that heightens the contrasts 
of the Landscape with Rainbow (c. 1794-5; Derby, Mus. & 

AG.; see fig. 2). A visit to the Lake District in 1793 or 
1794 inspired a series of poetic views, including Ryda/ 
Waterfall (1795; Derby, Mus. & A.G.) and Denvent Water 
(1795-6; New Haven, CT, Yale Cent. Brit. A.). 
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DAVID FRASER 

Wrightsman, Charles B(ierer) (4 1895; 41986). Amer- 
ican collector. He acquired an impressive collection of 
French decorative art and Old Master and Impressionist 
paintings that his wife Jayne (Larkin) Wrightsman contin- 
ued to expand after her husband’s death. Wrightsman 





MILWAUKEE ART CENTER, 750 N.LINCOLN MEMORIAL DRIVE, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53202 

March 30th ‘Py 

Dear Biruta, 

Don't forget to send us a Xerox copy of your 
UWM Wright of Derby lecture: (And let us 
know when the Burlington Magazine article 
will be published.) 

Best to Al, Ed & Perk, Vincert, Chuck - 





AIDE MEMOTRE TO WRIGHT OF DERBY FILE 

I spoke to Dr. Laurie Winters, the Curator of the Milwaukee Art 

Museum, at 11 AM this morning, October 10*. 

She told me that they had kept the frame here, as they might be able 

to use it, and that they might consider selling it to me. 

She also promised to make a copy of everything in the extensive 

Battle of Gibraltar file, and my confirmation of that is attached. 

I asked her why she did not give Christie’s the reference to the 

article on the painting which appeared in 1974 in the Burlington 

Magazine of which Benedict Nicholson was the Editor. Her curious 

answer was that such a reference might have undermined their 

research. 

She had explained to me during lunch a week ago last Friday, 

September 28), that the two Wright of Derby scholars who had 

looked at the painting were certain that it could not be by the artist. 

10/10/2001 

Att. 

C: Dr. David De Witt 





THE SIEGE OF GIBRALTAR: AN ART HISTORICAL MYSTERY SOLVED 

February 27 - March 27, 1973 

ART HISTORY GALLERY 

Mitchell 128 

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

In the winter of 1968-69 a large painting of a naval battle scene, darkened by 

varnish and age and badly in need of cleaning, arrived in Milwaukee as part of the 

Elgin Academy collection being offered for sale. Its elaborate frame included a 

panel with the name "Copley" upon it; and it was as a work by John Singleton Copley, 
the distinguished colonial American artist who had gone to England just before the 

Revolution and made a name for himself there as a painter of contemporary historical 

subjects, that the painting had entered the Elgin Academy collection a half-century 

ago. A graduate student in the Department of Art History at UWM, Mrs. Biruta Erdr.ann, 

saw it that winter and became intrigued with it. Realizing that it was not a Copley, 

she set to work attempting to discover the artist and the subject. Dismissing in turn 
a variety of possible artists, including Benjamin West and John Trumbull, both of whom, 

like Copley, had depicted scenes from contemporary history in the late eighteenth 

century, and inspired by the dramatic light effects which were among the major features 

of the painting, she became convinced that it was a work by Joseph Wright of Derby, an 

important English artist of this period who was, indeed, greatly concerned with light. 

Through further research, especially centering on two drawings by Wright in the Derby 
Museum in England and on contemporary documents and accounts, she was able to identify 

the subject as The Siege of Gibraltar and the painting as Wright's noted 1785 version 

of the subject, which had been lost from view in the 1850's. She presented this 

material in a seminar at UWM in the spring of 1970, and it has subsequently become the 
subject of her master's thesis. 

In the meantime, the painting was sent to London for cleaning. After this difficult 

operation was completed, revealing the brilliant light that could only be guessed at 

previously, Benedict Nicolson, the leading authority on Wright, concurred in Mrs. Erdmann's 
analysis and asked her to write up the discovery in the Burlington Magazine, one of the 

major art historical journals, of which he is the editor. The exhibition, in the 

Art History Gallery in Mitchell Hall (Room 128) at UWM from February 27 to March 27, 

is the demonstration of her research. The painting itself, which has recently been 

acquired by the Milwaukee Art Center, is the centerpiece of the exhibition, flanked by 
the two Joseph Wright drawings, lent by the Derby Museum, which were the most significant 
evidence in Mrs. Erdmann's research. Mrs. Erdmann, who now teaches art history at 

Monmouth College in Montclair, N.J., has arranged the rest of the gallery with photographs 

and captions documenting her analysis. These include works by other artists (Copley , 

West, and Trumbull, for example) whose authorship of the painting was disproved by 

Mrs. Erdmann, engravings of the battle and the topographical scene, details of the 
painting (both before and after cleaning), and other works by Wright of Derby. Al- 
together, the exhibition is a fascinating example of the methods and results of art 

historical research, as well as an opportunity to see for the first time this newest 

acquisition of the Milwaukee Art Center. 

Mrs. Erdmann will present an illustrated lecture on The Siege of Gibraltar at 2:00 p.m., 

Tuesday, February 27th, in Mitchell 117. Her lecture is open to the public. 
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Toby Milnes of Wakefielel, a highly pros- 

AFOUS COLLON THANMULACTUPOr, WO Cit ahh ] 

err} Nicolsan p.0 505 aN elses here, CoOv- 

fuses the father with the son, beheving (aa 

twas the elder John Milnes 

\Wricht’s patron; but his death tn 0777 

prec udes this). Jolin Milnes s tirst pur- 

chase after his own purtran scems to nave 

been the Pirework Display wt tae Caate 

Sant Anwelo five, Tog) and its comM- 

emeanianee esuyius (DOW untraced). extn 

ted at the Soeiery of sArtisia de D7 7O. aT 

bought ‘Edwin, irom Jr. beatin 

Minstrel’, extiubi 

asceies of landseapes including 

Grotte’. “A View inthe Alps’ ata Its com- 

pelea, Morning. a Lake ot \Ihane, 

“dn V77 INOS ae) 

Sunsee’. ‘Cicere’s Villa’ aid “Moonlight 

un the Coast of Tuscany’ (all uatraceed |: he 

also boughta fairly late “Gortage Seene in 

Needwood Forest’ ofe.1 7am (Derlsy Art 

Gallery). And it was Milnes who bouyht 

the most expeasive prenur Wright ever 
} 

patted (At 4d wuitcels |. tyres pave tyere 

Ine Le star turis at | 1s OMU- tip 

exhibition at Robing’s Rooms in 

which w 

wy 
2 View at altar dunne the 

anish Floating 

MV, TOA, OY-27 Oe, Me Sh) 

a oa) a wirtlely thouwshe to fae hol 

John Vllies was a wealthy man wit 

Radical svinpaihies, ain 

combination tn his time. Fic es pecred 

much from the tr 

eldest (llegitumeare; son, born in far 

1792, was namied Altre 

Washington Milne 

the National A 

Milnes lived chieAy im Wakeheéla ina ver 

erand house begun Dy 115 father and con- 

Wi a piclure galery tinued by hime 

sceyenry jeer Jong, rao, NOUN Tor Maths 

Wrahts. By the early 17q08, however, 

funds bean to run low. and parts of the 

estate were sold. The contents of the house 

were sold by auction in 1808 (but no 

details af pictures included in the sale have 

survived), atid the house itself was sold pn- 

varely later that year (information 1n this 

podchild, 

‘bragmernts of an English Mansion’, in ed 

paragraph is taken from John { 

Clare ‘l'avior, WeakeReld District Heritage, 1, 
Pay ee ae ah 

Toavh, pt 7o-9 

John Milnes died in e810. What became 

of this portyali 15 a mysiery. \When or rh 

d the collection of the Dukes of ot it enite 

Albans (where it was thought to be a 

trait of George [1] by Zofany) 1s also a 

orheay $1n 1¢ miystery, When sent to ¢ 

itcame from the Duke of St Albans’s Hot 

Co Tipperary, lreland. John ines 9 5) 

matried Cathenne Carr, from Co Carlow, 

wha died in 1806: atter Miines s own Geach 

in 1810. could the portrait have been sent 

to lreland? 





| “So Alhed » pages tym, 1110 

estate af Parr Hall, with a coal mine near 

St Heten’s, the centre of the South 

Lancashire coal industry. By 1757, when 

the Sankey Navigation Works (England’s 

earliest canal system, constructed pamar 

ily for the transport of coal) reached Parr, 

she had opened two new pits, With her 
the Case brothers (one of whom 

married the daughter of Mrs Ashton, 

No.25) Mrs Clayton established 

nephews, { 

posi nari hel the Liverpool coal market dur- 

ing the ‘tnanopaly’ penod of ¢.175 7-73" 
Nicolson p.qq). 

Mrs Clayton took an active interestin the 

sound architectural development of 

Liverpool, in particular using her iriAyerice 

to. secure the selection of theelder John 

Wood of Bath as architect for the New 

Exchange in 1744. Shit also deve 

Clayton Square, first leased to herfather mi 

thgo, but until Mrs. Clayton laid it outin 

the 1750s. Comsrsting afoperi helds and ear- 

dens, 1n 1767 she herself took up residence 

in the lareest ot the four houses so far built 

in the square 

Wright shows Mrs Clayton studying the 

architect's plan for Clayton Square, whose 

details he has accurately transeribed, Her 

large kind head radiates intelheence of a 

blessedly practical sort: and she looks as if 

she will move purposefully in those clothes, 

not mince. She must bé one af the rnosi 
, 

likeable, and most admirable, of all 

Wreht's female siltere 

Mrs Clayton died in 1779, alter having 

become bankruptin 1778. 

There is an ode resemblance benween Mrs 

Clayton's pase, seated behind a small 

table, and that of Sarah Malcolm the mur- 

deress, portraved by Hogarth in Newgate 

in t722-3 (National Gailery of Scotland} 

This is probably fortuitous, especially as 

the engraviniuss of Sarak Valeolm, which 

Were probably all Wright could have used, 

include only a small corner of the table) 

| 68 

John Milnes 1776 

On] Or ANINAS 50% 3g 

PROVEN 

Notin Wreht’s Account Book: 

Milnes, d.1810; . 

NGE 

Duke of St Aibans’s § Sc 

13 July 1984 (117, repr. in colour), bt 

Colnazhi, from whom purchased by the 

Musee du Louvre 1464 

LITERATURE 

Letter from Wricht to his brother 

Richard, from Bath, & May 1776, pubh- 

shed by Bemrose p.46 (but now wntraced): 

olson p.213, as untraced; Musee du 
Pa 
A 

Louvre, Nouzel Departement 

ies Pemntures ( r98y--719d0), Pans, 

logue entry by Cecile Seatlheres, pp 19 4 
3.42 
va 

tkNOWN as Portrait ot an Phis was for long 

Unknown Afan’, and as such it entered 

Sotheby's, Golnaghi’s and the Louvre. The 

tion that it misht he a portrait ot cal 

John Milnes was first made by Alex 

Kidson, in a letter ta Calmagla’s 1 1985; 

he drew Atenlion lw tre por Lralt § reseni- 

blance to that of ‘Captain Robert Shore 

Milnes’, and to Nicolsan’s reference ta a 

Jeter (rom Wright of 1276 mentioning a 

portratt of Robert Shores Milnes’s truther. 

This compiler, standing af about tie same 

time in New York intrant of the portrait ot 

‘Captain Robert Shore Milnes’ (No. 41 

felt a strong sense that the ‘Unknowt Man: 

was Indeed likely to be Robert Shore 

Milnes’: larether. 

Phe decter leo Wriurht te his brother 

Richard, frora Bath. 8 May 1776, as tran- 

thed by Bemrose (9.46), includes the 

cllowing report: ‘Have in band a small 

full-lenath af Ma 

\files T pamred at Derby some une age 

Miles, brother to Gays 

He isnowin Lown, tut willbe here. f 

expect. ui a day or two te have tis picture 

fnished! a day will comiyaleativ (aller 

which Wright glans to leave Batli for che 

EUTUMNCT |. 

The resemblance of ttre so-called 

‘Unknown Alay to Robert Shore 

Midnes’. haawvetver strong, WOWld HOt DN 

itself justly a positive ddenahcadon of the 

‘Unknown Man’ as John Milnes, What 

does APPEAL 1O & aheatahsty what MENU RON 

conclusively is George Ramney s solidly- 

identitied portrait of John Milnes, still in 

the collection af descendants al the family. 

Kormmney s portran, Very rearey Galledayee, 

ai [Bi lf, eS WE. \eteah i 

AG ie 
"fd 

¥ ial ra ete Ra Tae me t 2 
y - 

Ly? / oy eat A Ly, | A ES ( 

atsq a full-length but on a arver Canvas 

{g4 4574 18.) was painted 11 1790-8 (1 

Ward & W, Rober 1s, Romney, TQO4, p- 106 : 

but though painted titteen years or more 

alter Wrights, the aistinetive nose, the 

various teatures, the fair complexion and 

pale evelashes are the same. | he cormipiler 

is most grateful to mernibers of ihe family 

whe bave taken the trouble to compare the 

hwo portraits and who conclude that there 

ia such a strong resembiance that Wrights 

‘Unknown Man’ 15 indeed likely ta bé 

john Milnes 

Robert Shore Milnes and his yours 

brother John Milnes are portrayed in 

attitudes which make the lwe pletures 

commlortable but nol contrived cam- 

parang, The portraits are on the same 

scale, are similar in style and have similar 

backers of larce ven 

portrait of (olor! Hearhcote has 2a §imi- 

lar background (as noted under Nu. 31 he 

The 

Hearhcate and (Captain Robert shore 

ecan be little dowbt that ‘Colonel 

Milnes’ were the two pictures exhibited at 

the Society af ‘Artists 1) [ each winder 

shn ttre uthe Portralt of an Cothecer a 

Ali Ines s Portrait 18 se me han che stvle at 

Lhesé iAwo Latin, 00, nught happily have 

been assigned to around 1772, 1f1t were 

not for Wricht’s letter of 8 Mav t 776 trarn 

he expects Bath, where, uid lav Gr TAD, 

the arrival of “ATr. Mies . 

neture finished. Dhere are na clues as to f 

when the picture was besue, DULL 

unlikely to ruive been long betore \lay 

iy7b Wright's Llaian journey, duer 10 

lasted from Ootober 1773 to 

September 17753 be sented i Bath i 

Cor, 

None ofthe pariraits November 1775)- 

painted im Bath appear to have been listed 

in Wrights Account Book; poxsibly he 

kept a separate record, now lost 

Johan Milaes stands tn tron, ola massive 

oak tree, much as his brother Robert does: 

lout the lanelseaye in John Milnes’s peor- 

CATO TE MIOITE SPACIOUS ACL ITY, Ubart, ariel 

rather cooler colouring, ate ine chie fstylis- 

ue dittermnecs between bis POripay ana 

those ct Colonel Heathcote and Captain 

\illnes. John Mailnes’s westure witht bys luat, 

yresumally to the distant satinag-ship, 

must be lelhngr us some, now ehusive 

wihe ship carrying a cargo at cotton, toun- 

ind ¥ 

wet, been 

chation Gd has family s tortuaes, Wer 

wathound? Phe cousthiae has 

not Mersevside, in Alex mentitiwed 

Borden) § eyunods 

Starting at) with a commission tor his 

portrait, Join Milnes bucaric one oi 

Wrights realest pulrotis. Born on t 5 

December 1751, be was the third sun at 
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TR ne ee IG: ERS PR CO IUPONE 8 88 Mi A RO afew SDS an gees i haere prc ecient cates ade oe cer Ie ren eae 
: ee ee 

“ ~ 24 2 a Anda cer lath hi nt ate 
A AR aat net mens ns ROI D aa tars te A Na ne 5 Kins an cet pentane thatthe arth ait ste naligs fiat at rt at “se 

wed. 

2 las eR eR topo BILELARD ROOM. 
ee ea a ae ee ence are asia eee ——- i an 

. “i t 

: eae WRIGHT OF DERBY, ATLA. Joseer Wraarrr. : 
Born, 1734, at Derby. Diep, 1797. 

aa 
pet 14. Tue Sick or Gmuacear. 
: 

[Cenras: he, G4 dns 0, 105 in : ; Ms, t 
A night effect, with red lurid hight from the guns of at the fortress, from the floating batteries and guns of ol the French and Spanish ships, and flames from the at bi burning ships. Clouds of smoke rise oyer the sea, and Web in the dark sky rockets are seen flying through the air. he On the night the land is to be made out indistinctly in con the darkness, lit up in places by the fiery light from ey the battle going on. In the imnediate foreground the 

shore juts out into the sea, and here are boats with 
marines and sailors apparently engaged in action. 

This is certainly one of the painter's grandest works 
-of the kind. IIe was fond of effects. of firelight, as 
Will be remembered is shown in his “Air Pump” 
picture in the National Gallery, (British School, ) and 
“The Tron Forge,” in Lord Palmerston’s collection. 
IIis cruptions of Vesuvius, exvern scenes, moonlights 
and sunsets, were all painted with the same fecling. 
It is related that Wilson, the great laudscape painter, 
said to Wright, “only give me your firclight and T'll 
give yow my daylight.” ; 

This picture represents the celebrated defonee ot 
Gibraltar by General Tlliot, afterwards Lord Jloath- 
field, when it was besicged for no less than three Vears 
by the navies of France and Spain. 

For an account of the memorable defence and the 
attack of Sept. 15th, 1782, ede Appendix, . a 

AW Haar. 
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Introduction 

€ < 

THts BOOK was born out of discussions with my friend Mr. Peter Watson. 

Originally a compendium of all important missing works of art was envisaged, 

but it soon became clear that such a book was neither feasible nor maybe desir- 

able. I subsequently decided to focus on only about forty famous missing works 

that could be defined as masterpieces, which would be analysed in detail. That 

number was subsequently reduced to the twenty-four discussed here. 

As I began to research the subject, it soon became clear that many works of art 

which were listed as missing had either been destroyed or were in fact extant. For 

example, a painting of The siege of Gibraltar in the Milwaukee Art Museum 

(U.S.A.) was sold recently as by a ‘Follower of Joseph Wright of Derby’, but has 

now been firmly identified as the original by Wright of Derby — the very painting 

that was always thought to be missing. In this case the difficulty in making the 

correct identification arose from the ruinous state of preservation of the painting, 

which made a comparison with preparatory drawings hazardous, although not 

impossible. 

This painting, obviously, would not have been eligible for inclusion in the present 

book. Equally, I did not wish to trace the fate of works which had definitely been 

destroyed. I wanted to concentrate on works the fate of which remains uncertain, 

and which might even, conceivably, survive. Indeed, in the course of preparing the 

book, four masterpieces that I had been researching re-surfaced: a landscape by 

Canaletto; a mythological subject by Elsheimer; a Gainsborough landscape; and 

a life-size sculpture by Canova. Another condition for the inclusion of a master- 

piece in this account is that there should be substantial visual evidence of its 

appearance, whether in the form of a preliminary design or some other record 

such as a copy or engraving. In one instance, where parts of an altarpiece survive 

and some are missing, the lost elements can be deduced with some certainty from 

the evidence of their reflection in other, surviving, works. 

Works of art and paintings go missing at all times, as the result of changes in 

taste or neglect. There are also certain periods of history when wars or revolutions 

force an exceptional number of works of art on to the market, and it is especially 

in these circumstances that works of art seem more likely to vanish. One such 

period was around the middle of the seventeenth century, when the English Civil 

War and the Thirty Years War in Central Europe helped to break up such fabled 

collections as those of Charles I, Rudolf II, the Earl of Arundel, the Duke of 

Buckingham and the Duke of Hamilton. Another key period was that of the 

French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars, the prolonged after-effects of which 

continued well into the middle of the nineteenth century. This latter period is 

especially noticeable for the number of masterpieces that vanish apparently with- 

out trace, a phenomenon exacerbated by the marked changes of taste that took 

place at the time, and which rendered many formerly admired works unfashionable. 

As there are many ways in which a work of art can disappear, there are equally 

many ways in which it can resurface. The unnoticed picture hanging on a landing 

ay 





Missing Masterpieces 

in a country-house suddenly identified as an important Old Master has become 

proverbial. It is increasingly rare, but is by no means extinct. Recently, to take a 

startling case in point, a Cimabue was discovered in just these circumstances. This 

was so rare indeed that the discovery (now safely in the National Gallery, 

London) was the first work by the artist ever to be sold at auction. 

The most common form of a ‘missing’ painting, however, is probably the mis- 

attributed or the miscatalogued. One often has the notion that a painting would 

have to change its location before it could go ‘missing’ but this is not always the 

case. A painting of The supper at Emmaus that has been in the Contarini Chapel 

of the Church of S. Salvador in Venice since 1534 was only recently discovered 

to be by Vittorio Carpaccio. The Soprintendenza in Venice had for decades failed 

to recognise this masterpiece, even though they were specialists in this type of 

painting and more familiar than anyone with the churches and monuments in 

their care. Again, a painting of The seizing of Christ which used to hang in plain 

view in a monastery in Ireland, catalogued as Honthorst, was identified by an art 

historian as a Caravaggio that had been considered lost. 

Next to works of art which are physically present but wrongly attributed there 

are a great number of items which have not been seen for a very long time. 

Because no-one has seen a particular work of art for decades or centuries, it 1s 

often assumed to have perished, but that is often not the case. Canvas and oil 

paint can take an astonishing amount of punishment before they disintegrate and, 

as a rule of thumb, it can be stated that paintings often survive better than the 

buildings in which they are kept 

Finally, I would like to thank those who have helped me with this book, foremost 

Mr. Robin Simon, editor of The British Art Journal, without whom it would not 

have seen the light of day. 

Gert-Rudolf Flick 

London 

2002 





Dr. Gert-Rudolf Flick, fax O17 1-22 5-1875 

Park House 

7-11 Onslow Square 

London, SW / 3NJ 

Letter sent via fax and mail 

1 am writing in response to your second letter dated 31 July. In reviewing the files again, 

I did not find anything that mentions how the Darby painting came to the Ehrich Gallery. 

Iam forwarding a photocopy of a letter from Dr.Bader to Benedict Nicolson asking the same 

question you now are asking. I have also included a copy of the notations on the reverse of a 

photograph of this painting and a letter written to Judge Nathaniel Sears from the gallery. Ido 

not know if this documentation will be of help to you. 

By copy of this letter {| will forward your photo request fo our rights and reproductions person 

Judy Palmese. She will contact you with regard to method of payment for the new color 

photography. Most likely we will be able to photograph the work sometime early in 

September. 

If you have any additional questions or concerns please call or fax. You may also reach Judy 

Palmese through our fax number 414-271-7588. 

Sincerely, 

Dawnmarie Frank 

Registrar's Asst. 

cc: Judy Palmese, Rignts and Reproductions 

AEMORIAL GClecton xO N iH LIMGGLiL MEMORIAL UHIVE MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN UO 0e¥e AV We\aPAas eR SAUIGL MTA eral imapr Un oe 
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rR UDOLF FLICK PARK HOUSE 
7-11 ONSLOW SQUARE 

LONDON SW7 3NJ 
TEL: 0171-225-3147 
FAX: 0171-225-1875 

31 July 1996 

Dawnmarie Frank, 

Assistant to the Registrar, 

Milwaukee Art Museum, 

750 North Lincoln Memorial Drive, 

Milwaukee 53202, 

Wisconsin 

Dear Dawnmarie Frank, 

Thank you so much for your letter of 15 July and for providing me with such 

extensive documentation on the Joseph Wright of Derby painting. The 

information is extremely useful, and the only gap now remaining, from my 

point of view, is when, and from whom, the Ehrich Galleries in New York 

acquired the painting. I will do some more research on this, and will let you 

know if I uncover anything new. 

I would like to take up your offer of organising new colour photography of the 

painting. As I do not have an account in the USA, I will give you my 

American Express card number, but if you are unable to charge to this, please 

let me know, and I will arrange for a Eurocheque to be drawn in the Museum’s 

favour for the total cost. Amex:    

I look forward to receiving the new photography in due course, and thank you 

once again for your much appreciated co-operation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Gon =: tLe Aoi | FQ: 9 
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PARK HOUSE ¢Z-~ 
7-11 ONSLOW SQUARE <—’ 

LONDON SW7 3NJ a aa 

TEL: 0171-225-3147  4.c, 

FAX: 0171-225-1875 © <<<. 
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10 June 1996 | Cm [eae i Oe 

Judy Kloues, Ye ne we oF DR rae as 

Milwaukee Art Museum, 

750 North Lincoin Memorial Drive, Sie Pde De ee a er: 

Milwaukee 53202, 

Wisconsin Vg RE eee 

Dear Judy Kloues, oe ay = 

Please excuse me for addressing myself directly to you, but [ am involved in 

some research on Joseph Wright of Derby, specifically a painting in your 

museum which is attributed to him, and thought you would be the best person 

to be able to help me. The painting is entitled "The Siege of Gibraltar", and 

is listed as no. 154 in The Burlington Magazine, May 1974, volume CXVI in 

an entry by Biruta Erdman. 

As you are certainly aware, this painting is now, according to J udy Egerton in 

the 1990 Wright of Derby Tate Gallery exhibition catalogue under no. 27, 

"thought not to be by Wright". I believe I have been able to trace this painting 

to a sale which took place in 1921, and in this context, I would be very A 

interested to know what your current view is on the authorship of this painting, 

and whether you know anything morc of its provenance. 

It is difficult to distinguish in the illustration in the Burlington Magazine, 

whether certain features described by contemporarics arc present or not, and I 

wonder if it would be possible for you to provide me with a colour photograph? 

I am most grateful to you for your assistance, and will happily rcimbursc any 

costs incurred in replying or scnding me a photograph. 

Yours sincerely, 

Tipe. lS i “YSHnOH Wvd Zee ThipaGe co. be LOL ror at 96,.0L “NO 
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probably also the reason why Gros made a new will on 15th 

March. Vhe provision made for her in the will of 1832, ‘une rente 

viagere, incessible et insatssisable, de douze cents francs’,1° was no 

longer necessary. We may assume that she was already receiving 

money from Gros: her acte de déces, now conserved in the depart- 

mental archives in Lille, describes her as a renttére : 

L’an mil huit cent trente cing le dix du mois de mars a dix heures 

du matin pardevant nous Clément Paschal Cartigny, Maire officier de 

Pétat civil de la Commune de Douchy, Ganton de Bouchain, Arrondissement 

de Valenciennes, Département du Nord, sont comparus Francois Xavier 

Rigaut, dgé soivante dix sept ans, cullivateur, et Benott Rigaut, dgé 

de trente-huit ans, cullwateur, tous deux domiciliés a Douchy, lesquels 

nous ont déclaré que le neuf mars i onze heures du soir, est décédée en la 

Commune de Douchy, dans la maison des comparans sise rue du Marats, 

Frangoise Simonier, dgé de quarante ans, renticre, domiciliée a Bruxelle 

(Belgique), née a Strasbourg, fille naturelle reconnue de feu Jean Baptiste 

Simonier, en son vivant soldat domicilié a Strasbourg, et de Domitille 

Cachera dgée de soixante cing ans, fileuse, domicilié 4 Douchy. En fot 

de quoi nous avons dressé de suite le présent acte de déces qu’apres lecture 

par nous donnée, nous avons signe ; les deux témoins ont aussi signe avec 

nous de ce interpelles. 

Francois Rigaut. Benott Rigaut. Le Maire Cartigny. 

The acte de naissance of her child shows that Francoise Simonicr 

had not always enjoyed an unearned income: 

L’an mil huit cent vingt sept, le vingt deux mars est née a Paris, 

Francoise-Cécile du sexe féminin, fille de Frangoise Simonier, ourriere en 

linge demeurant rue des Prouvaires, 17, et de pere non dénomme.'' 

Unless some of Gros’s intimate correspondence reappears, 

we shall not know what his relationship was with lrancoise 

Simonier, why or when she left Paris to live in Brussels, or the 

cause of her premature death.!2 However it is at least plain that 

this death was not the immediate reason for Gros’s own; and that 

perhaps is all that needed to be established. 

10 TRIPIER LE FRANC, of). cil., P-553- 

11 4cte de naissance reconstitué, from the Archives de la Seine. 

12 \{. René Robinet. keeper of the Archives départementales at Lille, has 

kindly informed me that these archives do not contain the minutes of inquests 

ordered by the tribunal of Valenciennes at this period. 

Wright of Derby’s ‘The Seige of Gibraltar’ 

BY BIRUTA ERDMANN* 

tue British victory at Gibraltar in 1782 not only marked the 

end of the most famous siege of the eighteenth century and 

reinforced both national pride and popular sentiment about the 

impregnable Rock: it also inspired a number of history painters 

l 

to produce representations of the various aspects of the siege. 

Aside from the well-known Stege of Gibraltar by Copley, com- 

missioned in March 1783 and now at the Guildhall, versions of 

this subject were painted by Dominic Serres, William Hamilton, 

John Kayse Sherwin, George Carter, and Joseph Wright of 

tra painting (lent by the Milwaukee Art Center) and Wright’s two drawings 

the Sea Battle and British Gunboat in etion (lent by the Derby Museum and 

Art Gallery), were exhibited at the Unis ersity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Art 

History Gallery, from 27th February through 27th March 1973- Included in 

the exhibition were photographs of other artists’ works (West, Copley, and 

Trumbull), maps, engravings of the battle and the topographical scene, and 

comparative photographs of other works by Wright. This exhibition was 

designed to clarify the authorship of the painting, which was previously listed 

as attributed to Copley. The exhibition was organized by the author for the 

Department of Art History, University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee. \ 
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the Metropolitan. The Dosso will look equally good there.” | soon real- 

d he took time 

When I first saw the Dosso, It was one of a pair with a very curious 

dealer in Tel Aviv. Mr Rosner had no gallery but sold paintings from his 

one-room apartment, where perhaps fifty paintings were stacked under 

and beside the bed. I wanted to buy the pair, but he said “No, you'll pay 

me so much ($3,000) for one that I will not need to sell both.” So | 

picked one of the Dossos and also a much less expensive 18th century 

landscape, and asked Mr Rosner to ship both seafreight from Haifa and 

to insure the landscape tor $1000 and the Dosso tor $10,000. 1 was wor- 

ried when I received the shipping papers, showing the landscape insured 

for $10,000 and the Dosso for $1000. But Mr Rosner soon reassured 

me, “Both are in one box, and if the ship sinks, you'll get $1 1,000. I had 

to get export licenses, and when those bureaucrats In Jerusalem thought 

that an American had paid $10,000 for that landscape, I got the license 

right away. Renaissance paintings they don’t understand and valued at 

only $1000, why worry?” The Dosso is now much admired at Queen’s 

University. 

The other art historian who sparked my interest in Italian art was 

Benedict Nicolson, the editor of The Burlington Magazine.}J We spent 

gs a year together, meeting at his home, and then 

le Italian restaurant nearby and talking about my 

in art in all its forms, and had 
only one or two evenin 

aving supper at a simp 

rbcent acquisitions. He was interested 

hritten the definitive books on Terbrugghen, Georges de La Tour, the 

followers of Caravaggio and Wright of Derby. He was a great word- 

smith, and many of his editorials in The Burlington still echo in my 

mind. I always looked forward to his help, which was given with such 

enthusiasm and bolstered by his encyclopedic knowledge.jl well remem- 

ber one evening in 1974. I had just come to London from Holland, 

where Han Jiingeling had sold me a St Jerome W »rking by Candlelight 

plate 17), perhaps by Abraham 
Bloemaert. | had no photograpa, and so 

had to describe the paintung to Benedict, verbally. As he listened, his eyes 

lit up and he said, “There is a print of just that subject by Cornelis 

Bloemaert after a long lost work of his father, Abraham.” Within min- 

utes, he showed me a photograph of the print, and the puzzle was 

solved. I still own that long lost work. He and Eim Schapiro lived only 

a few blocks apart. They were as different as chalk and cheese, yet both 

loved paintings, and I miss them. 

Astrid and Christian Tumpel are art historians with interests parallel 

+o mine, especially the subjects of Rembrandt and the Bible. I first heard 

of their work from Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann, 
who spoke of the 

sights Christian had into the iconography of Biblical paint- 
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remained in the Cockshutt family.! But about Wright’s patron, we have no specific infor- 

mation. The publication of this book may bring something to hght about him. What a 

book leaves out can prove almost as useful as what it puts in, for this reason. 

It is easier to understand why John Milnes of Wakefield in Yorkshire should have become 

interested in a Derby painter, since the Milneses claimed they were by origin small gentry 

from Derbyshire, moving to Wakefield in the reign of Charles IH, and not only owned 

considerable property in Derbyshire but must still have had connections there, possibly 

with Milnes of Cromford, and with his daughter Dorothy Gell of Hopton [Plate 266].? 

John Milnes from whom Monckton Milnes, the friend of Swinburne and Florence 

Nightingale, was descended, was a rich Wakefield cotton manufacturer and hada mMonopo- 

ly of cloth in the district. He had intellectual pretensions, being a Dissenter and Whig, and 

was of ancient descent, not at all an upstart. We need not therefore be gravely disturbed 

to find him buying from Wright the same kind of romantic landscapes and subject pieces 

that took the fancy of men of quite a different stamp like Boothby or Sir Robert Wilmot. 
Like Wedgwood he enjoyed possessing pictures en série, but not with the same intellec- 

tual content as Wedgwood’s, where it was necessary to know what the stories were about 

in order to appreciate the relationship between one subject piece and the next. He preferred 

more straightforward landscapes where one canvas would form a contrast to its pendant 

by emphasising different lighting effects. Partly for this reason he bought at the Society 

of Artists of 1776 two large paintings of I esuwvins and the Girandola, ‘the one’, as Wright 

explains, ‘the greatest effect of Nature the other of Art’ ;> and acquired from the artist four 

large landscapes illustrating the four stages of the day: two views of the Alps in the morning 

and at noon, a sunset at Albano, and a moonlight on the coast of Tuscany. Farington’s 

description of this quartet makes us realise how much we miss by its disappearance: “He 

[Wright] painted 4 half length pictures [that is, about 40 by so inches] for Mf Mills of 
Wakefield, Morning, noon (an Italian heated sky), evening and night. On these pictures 

He has said He shd. sooner choose to rest his reputation...’ Milnes also bought Edwin 

[Plate 179], the only one of his purchases to come down to us in the family, but im this 

case not its companion, Maria [Plate 220]. Perhaps he was not sufficiently drenched in 

literature to want both. This means that he was acquiring Wrights for at least fifteen years, 

beginning soon after the mid-’70’s and continuing into the early ’90’s. It 1s possible that he 

began collecting Wrights even earlier. The Account Book notes that a ‘Mr. Milnes’ bought 

Miravan |Plate 107], a picture painted in 1772. That Wright was already associated with 

the Wakefield Milneses is proved by the appearance at the Society of Artists in that year of 

a portrait of John Milnes’s son, Robert Shore, then an officer in the Royal Horse Guards 

[Plate 114]. In 1776 when in Bath Wright painted another small full length of another of 

John Milnes’s sons (see Cat No 107). These portraits were probably not commissioned by 

the father. And as for Miravan, it is always possible that the entry in the Account Book 

refers to another purchaser, such as William Milnes, the father of Dorothy Gell. However 

this may be, John Milnes of Wakefield amassed one of the largest Wright collections, and 

acquired his most ambitious picture, the Siege of Gibraltar. By 1791 he had spent well over 

£1000 on the whole collection—more than any other single patron—which occupied 

more wall-space even than the Wright collections of Benjamin Bates and Arkwright.® 

¥ We know more about the genesis of the View ef Gibraltar during the destruction of the 

Spanish Floating Batteries (Cat No 245) than about any other picture except the Corinthian 

Maid and his scene from The Tempest, but in its absence it would be depressing to enter 

into too many details. One is not grateful to, but curses, the euide who points at the blank 

walls of the Palais des Papes at Avignon and goes into raptures about frescoes that are no 

longer there. A few facts only need be recorded. On 13th September 1782 the British 

garrison at Gibraltar decisively defeated the Spanish floating batteries, thereby restoring 

some of that British prestige which had been shaken by the loss of the American colonics. 

The news had the same effect on public opinion in England as the Suez operation of 1956 

would have had, if it had proved a triumph instead of a dismal failure. The subject was an 

obvious one for any history painter following in the footsteps of Benjamin West, and most 

of all for Wright whose speciality was fire, and who could visualise the contribution he 

alone could make to the events of that memorable day: the firing of red-hot missiles at the 

1 For further details about the Cockshutt fanmuly, 

see Andrews, 1956, pp. 45 ff 

2 For the early history of the Milnes family, 

see T. Wemyss Reid, The Life, Letters, and 

Friendships of Richard Monckton Milnes, first 

Lord Houghton, London, 1890, I, pp. 1-7 

A number of members of the family was 

painted by Romney (see Ward & Roberts, 1904, 

ne p. 106). 

3 Sce Appendix B under *A Pairs of 

“Vesuvius” and “Girandola’”’, p. 279. 

4 Farington Diary, p. 813, entry for 28th 

October 1796. The pictures must date from 

about 1789-90, judging from their position in 

the Account Book. In a postscript to a letter 

from Wright to Philips, 15th April 1791 (MS 

Derby Public Library; passage not quoted by 

Bemrose, 1885, p. 64) he writes: “The two 

landscapes were gone to Wakefield before I got 

Pate’s letter’, They were presumably two of 

these. To these four he soon afterwards added a 

Needwood Forest of the same size. This cannot 

have been one of the four: the only one we are 

not certain Milnes bought—the midday Alpine 

scene—muust in fact have belonged to the set, 

and not the sunny cottage scene in Needwood 

Forest, because Farington specifically states that 

the midday picture was an Italian view. 

5 See letter of Wright to Daulby, 1ith January 

1780 (MS. Derby Pubhe Library) quoted in 

Appendix B, under No. 16 where Wright 

announces: “Mr. Milnes has been a great friend 

to me, having laid out w'® me 7 or £800’. By 

1780 it is not possible to account tor more than 

£300 to £400 laid out by Milnes, but this is an 

argument in favour of the doubtful pictures 

having been acquired by him also 

1S9 





t Wright to Hayley, oth January 1783; N.P.G 

extra-illustrated Bemrose. 

2 Wright to Hayley, 13th January 1783; 

Inglefield MSS. Copley received the commission 

for this subject from the Corporation of the 

City of London in the early months of 1783. 

George Carter applied to the corporation for the 

commission, but just too late, after Copley had 

signed his agreement. Carter claimed he had 

finished his picture by then (March 1783) but 

was probably exaggerating. He also claimed that 

he had obtained information from Sir Roger 

Curtis, and he no doubt was one of the people 

Wright had in mind when writing to Hayley 

(see Jules D. Prown, John Singleton Copley, 

Cambridge, Mass., 1966, II, p. 312, note t). 

Copley and Dominic Serres had also obtained 

information from Curtis for their pictures of the 

Siege (Prown, op. cit. II, p. 324). George 

Carter’s picture is reproduced in T. H. 

McGuffie, The Siege of Gibraltar, 1779 1783, 

London, 1965, p. 161. For Copley’s beautiful 

sketch of 1788 in the Thomas Coram 

Foundation for Children, see exh. catalogue 

‘John Singleton Copley’, Washington, New 

York, Boston, 1965-6, p. 111. His final vast 

picture in the Guildhall was only completed in 

1791. 

3 Wright to Hayley, 31st August 1783; 

quoted Bemrose, 1885, p. 61. 

4 Wright to Hayley of that date, N.P.G. 

extra-illustrated Bemrose. 

§ Wright to Hayley, 17th February 178s; 

N.P.G. extra-illustrated Bemrose. 

6 Catalogue entry for No. XXIV, Robins’s 

Rooms, 178s. 

7 See letters of 14th November 1785 and 14th 

January 1786 to Daulby, quoted by Bemrose, 

1885, p. 86. 

8 Letter to Hayley, 12th April 1786; N.P.G. 

extra-illustrated Bemrosc: ‘I have disposed of 

my picture of Gibraltar for 420 gs to a private 
ch Gent™ w°? will spare me many an awkward 

sensation excited by the Idea of having it 

raffled for...” 
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Spanish ships; the ensuing conflagration in the harbour; the dramatic feature of the Mole; 

the proud garrison standing back to survey the blaze.{Hayley and Beridge at once saw its 

possibilities for the painter and before the end of that year were urging him to get ahead 

with it. But Wright, whose direct knowledge of the topography was limited to a journey 

through the Straits nearly ten years before, realised he could only do so with the assistance 

of someone like Sir Roger Curtis who had played a heroic part in the defence of the Rock, 

and—more important for his purposes—had made drawings of the Engagement: 

*...could I be certain’, he writes, ‘S‘ Roger Curtis, wou’d upon a personal application allow me the 

use of his drawings & give me those aids he has others, I shou’d be tempted to set forwards immediate- 

ly in spite of wind & weather, but if I shou’d be denied such advantages I shou’d make a most un- 

comfortable return home’.! 

He goes on to ask Hayley to find out whether Curtis would be willing to help, but urges 
him to make sharp: ‘there is no time to be lost, as the Subject 1s by S' Roger’s assistance 
already in the hands of several & will soon bea hackney’d one’.? It seems as though he never 

received the help he needed from Curtis, for we find him writing a few months later: 
‘Perhaps, had I... been furnished with proper materials for the action off Gibraltar, | 

should have begun my fire; but for want of such instructions, I soon sank into my wonted 
torpor again..." 

He worked hard on the picture during 1784, as far as failing health and torpor would 

permit, finishing it on 17th February of the following year.4} le was worried about his 
ignorance of Naval affairs and wondered whether he would come in for criticism on that 
score: 

h . h och .fam unacquainted w™ Ws naval business have therefore had many difficulties to combat w'? w? 

if I could have foreseen, wou’d have detered me from the prosecution of the work. After all I fear 

it is not the picture you expect to see, as the action is not principal & at too great a distance to dis- 

criminate particulars, even the men in the Gunboats that lie just off the New Mole (wS" makes a fine 

dark foreground to the picture) are not more than an inch high. however the floating Batteries in 

different degrees of burning make a fine blaze, & illuminate in a striking manner the noble Rock 

of Gib...’5 

—— 

Wright had the idea of painting two pictures as companions: in the first (the only one 

executed) ‘to represent an extensive view of the scenery combined with the action’; in the 

second ‘to make the action his principal object’.6 He also thought of rafHing the picture,’ 

but was relieved of this necessity by the appearance of Maecenas in the guise of John 

Milnes who carted the vast canvas off to Yorkshire,® paying him a more handsome sum 
for it than he had received for any other work. \ 

It would not be correct to treat Cockshutt and Milnes as though they were self-made 

men. Behind them both lies a tradition of ease, of some inherited culture, and though both 

came from families of industrialists, there is no essential difference, as far as patronage of the 

arts is concerned, between them and some of the landed gentry whose careers we have 

already outlined. When we turn to Roc, the Hurts, the Oldknows, Strutt and Ark- 

wright, we find ourselves up against quite a new type with no background except poverty 

and struggle. They had been too busy pushing their way up to find time for the enrich- 

ment of the spirit by art. But once they had sorted themselves out from others who had 
struggled with equal tenacity but through a combination of mismanagement and bad 
luck had come to grief, had reason to be proud of their achievement, and wished to see it 

unmortalised, not by banditti plotting vengeance at the entrance to some sun-drenched 

cavern, nor by naval tactics in some distant bay, but in the shape of their own bodies, as an 

example to their descendants. Had Wright painted the portraits of Cockshutt and Milnes, 
he would doubtless have detected some traces of refinement which would have justified 

his turning a blind eye to what was actually there. With these new sitters, as with the mer- 

chants on Merseyside, there was no getting away from the facts. 
Charles Roe (1715-81) is a copybook example of the self-made man [Plate 201], more 
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245 THE SIEGE OF 
: GIBRALTAR 

(untraced, ? destroyed) 

248 

SOEINE ome ROM CATALOGUE 

CONTEMPORA Raves eli 

The Siege of Gibraltar Sold to M‘' John Milnes, £420. Milnes still owed him 200 

guineas for it on 1§th September 1787, having bought it before 12th April 1786. 

PROVENANCE John Milnes of Wakefield; Milnes Sale, Egremont House, Piccadilly, 12th 

June 1806 (60), bt. Vernon, a Liverpool merchant (according to Farington, Diary, entry for 

26th June 1806, p. 3337) for £71.18; Lord Overstone (1857). 

EXHIBITIONS Robins’ Rooms, 1785 (24); Manchester Art Treasures, 1857 (81). 

Wright already had the idea of doing the picture by the beginning of 1783 but it was not 

completed until 17th February 178s. pp 16, 131’, 154, 159-60 





A SHORTER NOTICES 

The death of Francoise-Cécile’s mother in March 1835 could Derby.! While some of these are known, the Wright, first exeo% =, unique, as was t 

well be the event that sparked off Delécluze’s rumour. It was hibited in Mr Robins’s Rooms at Covent Garden in the middle ag haped roof desig 

probably also the reason why Gros made a new will on 15th of April 1785, has been lost from view since the middle of the “Sea Battle (Vig.4: 

March. ‘The provision made for her in the will of 1832, ‘une rente nineteenth century. First purchased by John Milnes of Wakes ie hile the shapes 

viagere, incessible et insaissisable, de douze cents francs’,'° was no field in 1785, it was later acquired in 1806 by Vernon, the = «the rest of the for 

longer necessary. We may assume that she was already receiving Liverpool merchant. In 1857 it was in the collection of Lord: agama of le viewer appa! 

money from Gros: her acte de décés, now conserved in the depart- Overstone, and that was the last known of it.2 Or, at least that: & Mole) and furthe 

mental archives in Lille, describes her as a rentiére: was the last that was known of it for 110 years. ae * Bastion is sketchy 

Lan mil huit cent trente cing le dix du mois de mars a dix heures In the winter of 1967-68, a large sea battle, attributed to "The block-like sh 

du matin pardevant nous Clément Paschal Cartigny, Maire officer de Copley, and formerly in the collection of the Laura Davidson: the two masts on 

P état civil de la Commune de Douchy, Canton de Bouchain, Arrondissement Academy of Vine Arts, Elgin, Hlinois, appeared for sale in a ‘Castle. This and 

de Valenciennes, Département du Nord, sont comparus Frangois Xavier gallery in Milwaukee, U.S.A.* there is strong evidence that this) 79am = boat.? Other typ 

Rigaut, agé soixante dix sept ans, cultivateur, et Benoit Rigaul, agé painting should not be attributed to Copley, but instead reattrie” Pe 2 

de trente-huit ans, cullivateur, tous deux domiciliés a Douchy, lesquels buted to Wright of Derby (Vig.50). The reattribution is partly i) The two views} 

nous ont déclaré que le neuf mars a onze heures du soir, est décédée en la based on the correspondence between Wright and the poet Will 333i esigned view, 8} 

Commune de Douchy, dans la maison des comparans sise rue du Marais, iam Hayley? during 1784, when Wright was at work on his picturey3 nscriptions appé¢| 

Francoise Simonier, dgé de quarante ans, rentiére, domiciliée a Bruxelle In addition, the two drawings by Wright in the Derby Museum » 

(Belgique), née a Strasbourg, fille naturelle reconnue de feu Jean Baptiste that were previously unidentified and were approximately dated» ads ‘continued 

Simonter, en son vivant soldat domicilié a Strasbourg, et de Domitille in the early seventies provide visual evidence of having been position either co) 

Cachera dgée de soixante cing ans, fileuse, domicilié a Douchy. En fot executed for Wright’s painting View of Gibraltar During the sheet has been cu 

de quoi nous avons dressé de suite le présent acte de déces qu apres lecture Destruction of the Spanish Floating Batteries 14th September 1788 pon visual sourd 

par nous donnée, nous avons signé; les deux témoins ont aussi signé avec (Vigs.48 and 49). the possibility ¢| 

nous de ce interpelles. Colonel John Drinkwater’s written and pictorial account of ith the subject.’ 

Francois Rigaut. Benott Rigaut. Le Maire Cartigny. the siege of Gibraltar is the best guide to the subject and an 33aea pears in both ¢ 

The acte de naissance of her child shows that Francoise Simonicr effective point of reference for the identification of Wrights 33a form for the gui 

had not always enjoyed an unearned income: subject.2 From this one is able to reconstruct the operations 3% position of the fi 

L’an mil huit cent vingt sept, le vingt deux mars est née a Paris, between June 1779 and Vebruary 1783. Drinkwater’s on-thes. Wee fit twenty-one pr 

Frangoise-Cécile du sexe féminin, fille de Frangoise Simonier, ouvriére en spot account gives a vivid description of the final battle and «4% ; atform level. T' 

linge demeurant rue des Prouvaires, 17, et de pere non dénommé." includes a precise description of the inventions that played a) 3aaie tends a sword \ 

Unless some of Gros’s intimate correspondence reappears, prominent part in the battle. For the identification of the subject, aa with his left han 

we shall not know what his relationship was with Francoise the key motif is the floating batteries invented by the French’ eas tanding in tl 

Simonier, why or when she left Paris to live in Brussels, or the engineer, Michaud d’Arcon.* The method of construction was y= patterics and the 

cause of her premature death.!? However it is at least plain that ar he time and pla 

this death was not the immediate reason for Gros’s own; and that “motifs and the | 

perhaps is all that needed to be established, awings are stt 

Spanish Floating Batteries 14th September 1782, was greatly increased by the pub rrespondence 
. . , 7° & : 7. , 

cation of BENEDICT NIGOLSON’S Joseph Wright of Derby, Painter of Light, 2 Vols ate of the drawi 

London [1968]. See also J. p. PROWN: John Singleton Copley, Cambridge, Mass. j © In order to cl: 
10 PRIPIER LE FRANG, Of. Cil., P-553- cc 

11 Acte de naissance reconstilué, from the Ar¢ hives de la Seine. [1966], II, pp.323-24, n.5. i mM position and 

12M, René Robinet, keeper of the Archives départementales at Lille, has 3 2 nicOLSON: J 7ight, I, pp.16, 248, and 278. 
. . . ~ 3 Thi } } ee he , py 2 6 © 1 191 

kindly informed me that these archives do not contain the minutes of inquests This painting was ascribed by Albert Rosenthal of Philadelphia in 1924 to 

ordered by the tribunal of Valenciennes at this period. Copley. In a letter from H. L. Ehrich to Nathaniel C. Sears, 7th August 1923) {oo ‘painting and the 

Ehrich states that the painting is in England in a private collection. He offen ae ith the compo. 

it to Sears for $1800, plus the cost of transport. In the letter from the Elginsieg Behe area of the 

Academy to the Ehrich Galleries, 7th November 1923, a fee of $72.00 for 1 ; 
restoration of Copley’s Siege is confirmed. It appears that the painting 2 

2 7 7 { . ) ‘chased prior to this date. Vhis painting was in the collection of the Laur : vihe spectator’s 
Ve ; ne ¢ ) yf purchased prior us dé painting was in the colle of the j ] 

VY right 0 Derb) J The Seige 0 Gibraltar Davidson Sears Academy of Fine Arts, Elgin, Illinois, until the collection wai : Painting, though 

BY BIRUTA ERDMANN® offered for sale in 1967. Part of the collection was purchased by Alfred Bad i ¥ e figures are} 

one BM eos ry UN Ti vo 8 ry Laateine of Milwaukee, and this included the painting listed in the Sears collection as) % n the Seo 
THE British victory at Gi ae tant 7 2 not only markcc NK number 84, by Copley. ae h ea atlle 

end of the most famous siege of the eighteenth century and The painting was exhibited at the Lenz Art Gallery, Milwaukee, in 1968, : 

reinforced both national pride and popular sentiment about the The exhibition catalogue, American Paintings, listed it as number 11, by Johns 

impregnable Rock; it also inspired a number of history painters Singleton Copley (attributed). The painting was presented to the Milwaukegicsgiag DRINKWATER pp. 1¢ 
: : . . J : Art Genter by the Charleston Foundation in memory of Miss Paula Uihleiny eithety.: 

to produce representations of the various aspects of the siege. January 1973 ; — Britain. They were § 

: 3 : : 1. Quis) hee 5 olen F ae ad Jior y Ae two were shipped fy 

Aside from the well-known Siege of Gibraltar by Copley, com- 4 NicoLsON: Wright, 1, p.160, nn.1, 3, 5. Wright’s letter to Hayley,amm™ Berner’: nas i 
eee 

Y: 

missioned in March 1783 and now at the Guildhall, versions of February 1785, gives a general description of the painting, and refers to th x ictured by Wi 

key iconographical motifs: the floating batteries, the gunboats, and the N 4 a: ter design. y Te 

Mole. Wright was a very methodical artist, and it is not surprising that he. ANS. TH. MCGURHEE 

was especially concerned with the factual data of the event. It is not certain : Figs.23 and 24). | 

he received any help from Sir Roger Curtis. : 2 tion afier the bt 

5 JOHN DRINKWATER: A Jfistory of the Siege of Gibraltar, 1779-1783, London: 1; i 

* This painting (lent by the Milwaukee Art Center) and Wright’s two drawings [1844], pp.106-07, 112-13, 116-19, and 134-36. The motifs considered will; aie Rescue the Spani 

the Sea Battle and British Gunboat in Action (lent by the Derby Museum and be: the floating batteries, the gunboats, and such topographical features Bie ; pan 

Art Gallery), were exhibited at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Art the South Bastion (New Mole), the King’s Bastion, and the Moorish Castle, im Copley TL, ppl i 

History Gallery, from 27th February through 27th March 1973. Included in ® prown: Copley, I, pp.325-326, n.g (Fig. 493). The rendering of the site & t formation iil 

the exhibition were photographs of other artists’ works (West, Copley, and and the key motifs is very precise. In spite of the minute scale, the box-like : rine thee we ! 

Trumbull), maps, engravings of the battle and the topographical scene, and shapes and the pitch-roofs of the batteries are easily discernible in Drin oe i Brot thersie igh 

comparative photographs of other works by Wright. This exhibition was water’s water-colour. Ten were constructed, and nine are pictured in his.” ‘ Sorsone Wrich 

designed to clarify the authorship of the painting, which was previously listed composition. Curtis’s gunboat is placed in the vicinity of the Spanish admirals ts wee q ke 
a Pistia to Copley. The exhibition was organized by the author for the ship. The view of Gibraltar in Drinkwater’s composition includes the sea-wall, Bough Wri Hi ivel 

Department of Art History, University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee. but extends no further; therefore it lacks the motif of the Moorish Castle, ; 45 Ree: ot 

this subject were painted by Dominic Serres, William Hamilton, 

John Kayse Sherwin, George Carter, and Joseph Wright of 

st to work on it 
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SHORTER NOTICES 

que, as was the appearance of the vessels, and their pitch- 

ed roof design is clearly defined in Wright’s drawing, the 

Batile (Fig.49). Iwo of the floating batteries are visible, 

the shapes behind the two batteries probably represent 

est of the formation. Wright utilizes a panoramic view with 

fiewer apparently placed below the South Bastion (New 

) and further to the south. Tis representation of the King’s 

on is sketchy, as is his treatment of landscape to the right. 

lock-like shapes above the King’s Bastion, visible between 

o masts on the right, designate the location of the Moorish 

e. This and the other drawing depict the same type of gun- 

1 Other types of boats are pictured in the background to 

two views of the gunboat, particularly the schematically 

ed view, give the impression of a study from a model. 

ptions appear on both drawings in the upper right-hand 

@rner. The one on the Sea Battle is in Wright’s handwriting and 

‘continued as in your sketch,’ suggesting that the com- 

ition either continued on to another sheet or that part of the 

feet has been cut off. It also demonstrates Wright's dependence 

fon visual sources of which we have no knowledge at present.* 

possibility exists that there are other drawings associated 

h the subject. The gunboat, with a single mast and one gun, 

sin both drawings. The plan of the boat shows the plat- 

n for the gun, while the lateral arrangement indicates the 

ition of the figures and the oars. The boat was designed to 

wenty-one persons, of which three are shown standing at 

form level. The first figure is firing the cannon, the second 

Wends a sword with his right hand and the third extends a sword 

Hhis left hand. In the Sea Battle, the officer with the sword 

anding in the gunboat. ‘The representation of the floating 

batteries and the gunboats in both of Wright's drawings confirm 

ime and place as 1782 at Gibraltar. From the study of the 

fis and the pictorial setting, one can conclude that the 

wings are studies for the painting View of Gibraltar, while 

pondence between Wright and Hayley establishes the 

fe of the drawings between 1783 and 1785.° 

fn order to clarify the status of the Milwaukee painting, the 

mposition and the key iconographical motifs should be com- 

d with Wright’s drawing, the Sea Battle (Fig.50). Both the 

ting and the drawing present a panoramic view of the bay, 

the composition subdivided into three unequal sections. 

‘area of the smoke-shrouded sky, including the obscured 

adforms, encompasses the largest section in both compositions. 

€ spectator’s point of view appears to be slightly lower in the 

ting, though both are viewed from below the South Bastion. 

The figures are minimized in both compositions. The focal point 

tthe Sea Battle is off centre, as it is in the painting. In both 

WATER pp.106-07 and 112-13. These gunboats were prefabricated in 

in. They were shipped in pieces and were reassembled on land. ‘The first 

were shipped from Britain in February 1782. The other ten arrived with 

mnon’s Relief in March 1782. When comparing the two types of the gunboats 

ctured by Wright in the Sea Batlle the one with the curved stern is the 

design. 

MH. MccurFiE: The Stege of Gibrallar 1779-1783 London [1965] p.162 

b{Figs.23 and 24). Both of these prints illustrate the importance of Curtis’s 

tion after the battle. When the bombardment began to decrease Curtis 

dhis men set out with a dozen gunboats trom the New Mole in order to 

1¢ the Spaniards from the burning batteries. The compositional arrange- 

ent on the right is more in line with the Milwaukee picture. See also PROWN: 

wley, II, pp.323-24, n-5- He points out that Jukes and Sherwin had obtained 

feinformation about the battle directly from Curtis. The visual impression 

mains that Wright had the knowledge of the new type of boat designs and 

f the site. 

son: Wright, I, p.160, including all notes. From 1783 to 1785 many 

ts were actively engaged in commemorating this topical event. Even 

ough Wright was not commissioned to do this subject, he was the first major 

Pirtist to work on it. 

works the two floating batteries serve as the focal points, though 

the two in the painting are placed at angles to each other. The 

King’s Bastion is more precisely defined in the painting. ‘he 

castle is represented by block-like shapes in the painting, as well 

as in the drawing. Prior to the restoration, the British flag sur- 

mounted the upper architectural shape. In the painting one 

of the gunboats is prominently placed on the right. The boats 

in this area are without masts, and the possibility exists that the 

masts were eliminated for compositional purposes. Differences 

can be observed in the left-hand side of the composition. If 

Wright did several drawings, as the inscription in the Sea Battle 

suggests, or if the left side of the drawing was cut off, this may 

explain the compositional differences on the left. 

Wright in his letter to Hayley of 17th February 1785, more or 

less described what we can now visually experience while looking 

at the painting. As stated by Wright, °... the floating Batteries 

in different degrees of burning make a fine blaze, and illuminate 

in a striking manner the noble Rock of Gib othe tery 

floating batteries are the major point of interest in both Wright’s 

Sea Battle and the Milwaukee picture. In the same letter Wright 

made references to the small scale of the figures, and the figura- 

tive scale varies from small to minute in both compositions. The 

largest figure is holding a sword in an extended right hand, 

though in the painting the position of the sword is raised, as 

is the left arm of the oflicer. Judging from other pictorial presenta- 

tions of the same subject, this has to be Sir Roger Curtis.” 

It is revealing to compare the Milwaukee painting with other 

paintings by Wright that were executed prior to 1785. Not only 

are there stylistic affinities, but they are thematically linked. 

The most characteristic element in Wright’s style is the use and 

treatment of light, both natural and artificial. In fact, one 

wonders whether in order to obtain these effects, this picture was 

painted in a specially staged studio." For Wright of Derby, 

light was an integral part of the painting, a subject in itself; 

whereas for Copley, light played a subordinate role.!4 Stylistic- 

10 Prjor to the sale of the painting to Nathaniel C. Sears, restoration work was 

done in 1923 at the Ehrich Galleries, New York. ‘The work was very unpro- 

fessional, and the painting was relined with sailcloth. In the spring of 1972, 

cleaning and restoration were done by Mrs Mary D. Randall in London. 

Heavy overpainting covered the immediate foreground, the left hand side 

and the area around the batteries. Prior to the restoration of 1972, the canvas 

surface was unevenly textured, whereas it now shows an even and a rather 

thin application of paint. The effectiveness of light and colour, the tonal 

differences and the transparent light effects of the background were less 

emphatic before the restoration. The painting is now properly relined. 

11 yicotson: Wright, I, p.160, n.5. 

12 MCGUFFIE, p.162 (Figs.23 and 24). Curtis is the most prominent figure in 

both compositions, and he is placed in the right-hand side of the composition. 

In Copley’s composition of 1788, Curtis is standing in a boat that is placed in 

the middle distance, adjacent to the burning ship. Due to the rearrangement 

vn the left-hand area of the Guildhall Siege, Curtis is placed in the gunboat to 

the extreme left. The pointing hands of Curtis and Eliott focus on the sinking 

longboat in the foreground. ‘The Milwaukee painting is different. The figures 

play a secondary role to the fireworks. The two fiery floating batteries are the 

focal point, unlike the scattered points of interest in Copley’s composition. 

13 yicoLson: ‘Joseph Wright’s Early Subject Pictures’, THE BURLINGTON 

MAGAZINE, XCVI [March, 1954], p-75- The author discusses Wright’s famili- 

arity with Schalcken’s method and Wright’s procedure for setting the scene 

for his night-pieces. 

14 The shattered state of the large ships and the chaotic massing of the figures 

stress the human drama in Copley’s presentation of the aftermath. Even 

though the left-hand side of the composition may compare more favourably 

with Copley, there are differences — ¢.g., the handling of highlights, the edge-lit 

shapes, and the source of illumination which is concealed. It is obvious that the 

subject of the Milwaukee picture is the aftermath of the battle, which includes 

the rescue team of Curtis. This type of large open panoramic seascape differs 

from Copley’s compressed version. Copley’s work is a large-scale narrative 

combined with group portraits. ‘This type of presentation is typical of Copley’s 

history subjects. Wright’s purpose was to display the monumentality of the 

fireworks. Nearly all the landscapes lighted by fireworks eliminate or minimize 

the human element, the figure. 
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ally it follows the path of the Girandola and Vesuvius fireworks footnotes, first, that the 1844 painting was in fact the 184 

display. Wright’s painting of Vesuvius and Gibraltar were Salon exhibit, Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle, and 

poeticized by William Hayley, who apparently was keenly later, in a reference to the Salon, that ‘Une Ferme aux enviro 

aware of Wright’s artistic aims, as well as of Wright’s originality. La Rochelle (fut) composé, on le sait, en 1846’.° Fromeng 

Like William Hayley, the collector John Milnes of Wakefield himself identified the subject of the 1844 painting to Batailla 

had a predilection for landscapes lighted by fireworks. His ‘Vaugoin, la ferme que vous connaissez en bas du marais’,* but Go 

collection consisted of works that were thematically linked: sees the farm in the 1846 painting not as Vaugoin, but as 

Girandola, Vesuvius, and Gibraltar.'® family property in Saint-Maurice where Fromentin was bo 

Up to this point, there had been no visual evidence of Wright’s and died. 

attitude towards contemporary political events. In his wish to Blanchon adds further speculation here that Fromentin 

pay homage to this great political and military event, Wright used the Vaugoin farm, where he often played as a child, as th 

saw an opportunity for the most spectacular presentation of a original for Les Trembles, the Orphic setting of his semi-autd 

sublime panorama of fire. biographical novel, Dominique. It is reasonable to relate 

scene of the painting in 1844 with the scene of the novel: Jen 

Béraud, the young married woman with whom Fromen 

* I would like to express my apprec iation to all who have helped me in the had shared a cherished friendship since childhood and ani ica 

eguiaton of th xin ad in the peetation of is ly pei relays. singe her martiage, died tragically in 1 Bj a 
the two problematic drawings by Wright; Dr Alfred Bader for giving me the months before he started the painting. Fromentin was so7 

copies of Sears/Ehrich correspondence; and Mr Andrei Lovinescu for consolable that for a time his family feared for his health 

photography. pledged in a passage of necromantic apostrophe: ‘Amie 

divine et sainte amie, je veux et vais écrire notre histoire commune, @ 

le premier jour jusquau dernier. *® He honoured his pledge aln 

3, 2 8) Ie SAS ° twenty years later when he recreated Jenny as Madeleine, 

Lromentin J first Painting Rediscovered heroine of Dominique (1863). In the ane to Ba sillan 

BY TERENCE MELLORS which fixes Vaugoin as the site of his painting, Froment 

EUGENE Fromentin’s first painting and earliest Salon entry, mentions in the preceding paragraph paying frequent visits 

Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle, signed and dated 1846, has the country cemetery at Saint-Maurice where Jenny was bur 

been rediscovered in a private collection in Edinburgh (Fig.53). Georges Beaume copies Blanchon by identifying the Vaugol 

The owner, who has given us permission to publish the picture picture as Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle and links it to th 

for the first time, knew some of its history, but was unaware inspiration of Jenny’s memory in the scene of their relatio’ sh 

that it was Fromentin’s first major work and that it had eluded It is true that in 1844, shortly after Jenny’s death, From 

researchers for over half a century. It has paradoxically never hastened to return home to Saint-Maurice when he failed 

left the family of the close friend, Paul Bataillard, to whom absorb himself in painting at Meudon and Chailly. He 

Fromentin originally gave it. There is no catalogue raisonné of habitually drawn back to the place of his childhood to re 

2 
a 

Fromentin’s euvre, though Carmen Montibert-Ducros, a graduate himself with his past whenever he felt adrift or disposs 

of the Ecole du Louvre, has attempted in a recently presented ‘Vous comprenez @ quel point Saint-\aurice m’est cher’, he wrt 

mémoire to catalogue the works that are extant in France. In Bataillard, and then on his decision to paint Vaugoin: ‘fea 

spite of a large, undiminished collection preserved today by qu'un regret, c’est d’entreprendre trop t6t un tableau que je convoite 

Fromentin’s successors and the existence of a number of From- mon enfance et dont, avec plus @habileté, je pourrais faire une” 

entins in public galleries from the Louvre to the Musée des excellente.’® 

Beaux-Arts in La Rochelle, several important pieces have slipped The accuracy of the biographers Gonse, Blanchon and Beaug 

from sight through sales and successions. ‘The present rediscovery is limited by certain circumstances: Gonse, who published 

raises some enigmatic questions. 

After his first, short visit to North Africa in 1846, Fromentin 

resolved to make a significant début in the Paris Salon in 1847 unlikely to have had access to the correspondence with Bata 

with three or four paintings, all of North Africa: ‘Ils auront or known of the references to Vaugoin in 1844; Blanchong 

(le mérite) d’étre autre chose que ce que tout le monde fait’, he wrote use the letters to Bataillard when he compiled the first vol 

in a letter to his mother.’ But in fact he was prevented by in- Fromentin’s correspondence, published in 1909, but ab 

fluenza from completing in time a large canvas which carried his certainly had not seen the painting, which by then had pass 

main hopes for a significant first Salon. He was encouraged by Bataillard’s second daughter, Henriette, living at Ker 

Louis Cabat, his mattre from 1844, to submit nevertheless, and England; Beaume bases his version transparently on Blan 

with two small North African paintings, Une Mosquée pres d Alger and then adds his own romantic interpretation. Is it possible 

and Vue prise dans les Gorges de la Chiffa, he drew attention as a the Vaugoin painting was left unfinished until 1846, that F 

promising Orientaliste in the manner of Marilhat. Against his entin painted two versions of the same scene or that Vaugoini 

original intention, he sent a third painting which was not of Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle are entirely unconnee 

North Africa but of a country scene near his home at Saint- Fromentin’s letters certainly suggest that he finished 

Maurice: Une Ferme aux environs de La Rochelle. Louis Gonse 

describes it as not only the earliest of the three but also ‘son 

premier tableau . . . son euvre la plus ancienne’.* Although dated 1846, ‘Zachéve mon petit tableau . . . je Par fait presque entiéremenk d 

this painting has been ambiguously related to one mentioned 

several times by Fromentin in his letters to Bataillard in 1844. 

Pierre Blanchon confuses the question by claiming in separate 3 FROMENTIN, op. cit., pp.109, 202. 

4 [bid., p.109. 
5 GONSE, op cit., p.40. 

1p. FROMENTIN: Leltres de Jeunesse, biographie et notes par Pierre Blanchon, Paris 8 FROMENTIN, Of). cit., P.107. 

[1909], p-198. 
7G. BEAUME: Fromentin, Paris [1911], p-43- 

21. GonsE: Eugene Fromentin peintre et écrivain, Paris [1881], p.qo. 8 PROMENTIN, Op. cil., pp. 109, 110. 
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British Gun-boal in Action, with a Plan of the Boat, by Joseph Wright ol yg. Sea Batlle, by Joseph Wright of Derby. Pencil, 30°8 by 33°2 cm. (Museum 

© Derby. Pencil, 31°7 by 33°3 cm. (Museum and Art Gallery, Derby.) and Art Gallery, Derby.) 

440. View of Gibraltar During the Destruction of the Spanish Floating Batteries 1 4th September 1782, by Joseph Wright of Derby. 1783-85. Canvas, 157°5 by 234°3 cm. on 

waukee Art Center.) 
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